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PREFACE 

In the wild and remote south-western tip of Malkangiri 
uplands live some sparsely populated primitive tribes. The Remo 
speaking Bondo tribe of South Munda language group is on 
among them. While the mountainous tract inhabited by the 
Bondos enjoy a pleasant climate for its high elevation of about 
3,000 ft., above the sea-level, the rest of the Malkangira subdivision, 
which is comparatively a flat plain land dotted with small hillocks, 
has an extreme climate with oppressive hot and humid summer 
and severe cold winter. 

The Bondos are considered a primitive tribal comm 
In the identification of primitive groups both the Central 
State Governments have adopted the followir,g three criteri 

(1) Pre-agricultural level of technology, 
(2) Low level of literacy and 
(3) Stagnant or diminishing population 

The Bondo tribe conforms to the second norm ana no 
the first and third norms The tribe's means of llvehhood 1 

exclusively the slash-and-burn cultivation in the hill-slop 
is the diS1inguishing feature of a primitive tribe It 1 
in combination with the raising of rico on 1"1aated terrac 
in the valleys. 
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returned in 1961 census as 4,677 p 
1971 census to 5,338 persons with 1 
decade. These figures clearly ind• 
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Although the technological and demographic norms do no 
apply to the Bondos, nevertheless it is justifiably identified as a 
primitive tribe by taking into consideration many other correlated 
factors which contribute to the backwardness of the tribe. Som 
of such factors are the inaccessibility of the terrain tangled with 
precipitous hill-ranges and interminable wilderness and criminal 
propensity of the Bondos. 

Besides the low level of literacy, ecologica I constraints and 
aggressive bent of mind the Bondo tribe as a whole represents a 
little changed primitive society with ancient tnbal cultural 
characteristics. Found nowhere else except in those 32 villages 
which are confined to 130 Sq K. M. s. hill area in the Khairput Block 
of the Malkangiri subdivision, the Bondo occupies this territory 
all by itself and claims it as its own homeland. Moreover, sub 
ordinate to none the Bondo society with a huge measure of 
social and political cohesion and solidarity appears to b 
autonomous and fulfils in all respects the definition of a tribe. 

From these points of view the Bondo as a primitive trI 
has been very fascinating to the anthropologists for ethnographic 
studies. The Iust full treatise of the tribe was that of Verr, 
Elwin which was published under the name of Bondo Highland 
in 19 50. Both before and after this date there were also a f 
publications in the form of short papers on specific topi 

Though the Bondo belongs to the South 
group it exhibits great differ 
character from its sister group 
group. Some of th 
(1) Rude and ruthless manner 01 expr 
ndence and sense of freedom, 
(4) Excessive drinking of palm-wine, 
(6) Unconventional dross pattern. 
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coloured beads and shell strings, brass neck rings and necklac 
hanging down even below the navel and the br 
bangles covering the whole of the lower arms in both th 
are the typical ornamentation of the Bonda women. A piece o 
fain-cloth of half a yard long woven at home by a double-bar 
tensioned loom covering only genital parts and the buttoc 
comprises the lady's apron. 

Palm-wine from the carvote urens available in abundance in 
the area is the most favourite drink of the Bondos. The sap 
this nee is the chief solace of their life. The crimes which 
committed by the Bondos are the result of the into><ic3ting 
of such drinks. As soon as a Bondo wakes up he m 
way to the palm trees. He climbs the tree, dislodges t 
fixed to the gashed trunk the night before, comes down 
the pot filled with sweet sap of palm wine and drinks it on th 
spot to his heart's content. He does the same thing in th 
evening. Thereafter something happens to him Intoxicated an 
infuriated he starts abusing his wife, quarrels with his neighbour ...• 
provokes brawls which degenerate into murder. Sometimes th 
fear of persecution works on him causins neurotic anxietv whic 
drives him to commit criminal offenc.., .... 

Among the Bondos. two separate dormitorres: one for 
(Selani dingo) and the other for the boys (In 
stence Generally the Bondo villagos aro homogeneous m clan 
composition and thereforo, tho boys of a villaoe do n 
intimately with the girls of tho same viii 
night to another vill~ge of d,fforent clan compost 
timo with the girls at their dormitory. This do 
the Bondos are promiscuous and ther 
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- image of limited resources and threats of exploitation by out 
siders and wrath of supernatural beings. Under these circumstan 
ces their cheerfulness vanishes and freedom from care disapp 
ears altogether and in a short span of time the vigour of the 
youth changes to something which makes them taciturn, 
aggressive and uncommunicative.Not long ago the Bonde women 
used to take to heels at the approach of visitors to their habitat 
and the elders shoot showers of arrows, blockading any intrusion 
of external elements. 

, 

The earlier writers have discussed and described vividly 
about these ethnographic features of the tribe. But none of 
them have touched upon anvthinq regarding the problems of their 
development which requires urgent attention in the present day 
context of tribal development. 

At the time of review of tribal development proqrammes on th 
eve of the Fifth Five-Year Plan it was recommended that special 
programmes for the extremely backward triba t groups known 
primitive tribes should be taken up on the basis of proper identi - 
fication on the lines suggested by the Commissions and Study 
Teams which were set up to evolve suitable strategies for tacklin 
the problems of primitive tribal groups. 

Following the guidelines issued by th 
and Union Ministry of Hom 
primitive tribes confin 
nd aptitudo-basod and 
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try out various methods and introduce various developmental 
programmes for the improvement in the living condition of the 
Bondos. 

This book presents not only the basic socio-cuttural profile 
of the tribe but also their responses to various developmental 
schemes implemented through the Micro-Project. The last two 
chapters of the book provide a vivid description of the approach 
which the Project Leader has adopted for the developmental 
planninq and the waYs by which he introduces with considerable 
success a many developmental programmes among the Bondos. 
The Bondos are now in the process of a great transformation 
under the impact of the Micro-Project and have begun realising 
the existence of a new world full of prospects within their easy 
reach for their development and improvement in all spheres of 
their life. 

It is our first and foremost duty to express our gratitude 
to the Bondos for their patience and endurance which they exhi 
bited during hours long interviews with them. We donot remember 
nv occasion of their displeasure and hesitation in giving u 
whatever data we were in need of from them and enriching our 
knowledge about their society and culture. The happy memory 
and our days of work in the Bondo country will last for 
ever and we thank our Bondo informants from the core of our 
heart for their kindness shown towards us and for the troubf 
they had taken for provid,ng necessary information for our 
monograph. 

We cannot forget 
Noth Sahoo, Project 
uring our fiold work in 

gateway to the Bondo 
tho tap-root for the in 
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Research Officer and on 'Political Organization' by Shri Himansu 
Sekher Mishra, Research Assistant of the Institute have been 
incorporated in this monograph. Shn Jyoti Prakash Rout, Research 
Officer and Shri Chandrakanta Konhar, Investigator have taken 
pains in preparing maps which are included in the book. Shrimati 
Hemanta Das, Research Assistant has contributed her write-up on 
Bondo kinship terminology. Shri S. K. Roy, Photographer has 
improved the appearance of the book by providing required 
photographs of Bondo habitat, life and activities, Shn tswar 
Chandra Naik, Typist and Shri T. G. Chacko, Stenographer hav 
undertaken the most arduous task of typing the manuscript to, 
which they deserve our sincerest thanks. 

T. H. R 'f. J. 
Bhubaneswar 

N. PATNAIK 
Director 
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CHAPTER I 
HABITAT AND PEOPLE 

Setting 
The Bondos are found nowhere except in Koraput district of 

Orissa. They claim to be the autochthons of the hills which are 
named after the tribe as the Bondo hills. As pointed out earlier 
the hills lie between 18°·15 '-18°·30' North latitude and 82°·15' - 
82°·30' East longitude. The entire area is situated in the Khairput 
Block of Malkangiri Subdivision of Koraput district. The Bondo 
hills are bounded in the north-west by the Malkangiri plains and 
in the south-east by the Machhkund valley. 

The pfateaus and the valleys of the middle portion of the Bondo 
hifls were the home of the Bondos. At present they donot llve in a 
compact area, because migration has taken pface from the core are 
to the peripheral regions and also towards the plains. But the 
extent of migration is confined to a radius of about 25 Kms. and not 
beyond Khairput Panchayat Samiti. Geographically the Bondo 
settlements can be divided broadly into three groups which are. 

(1) The Hifl Bondo or the Bara-Jangar group, 
(2) The Gadaba group of Hill Bondo, 
(3) The Bondo villages of the plams, 

The Hill Bondo of Bsra-Jangar group of villages are very pnmmv ••.. 
The group comprises 12 villages originally of which Mudulipad 
vUfage is central. The legends indicate that the Bondo tnb 
into being at MuduHpada which is now commonly known 
capital of the Bondo country. The other villages of this cluster er 
Kirsanipada, Tufaguram, Bandapada, Bandiguda, Basupoda, Salaupad ..• , 
Gokurupada, Pindajangar, Kichopada, Dantipada and Pand 
All these vilfages come under Khairput Gram Panchayrt. 

These 12 vitrages are said to be tho originJI Bondo st>ttl 
nd are linked with one another socially 

of Patkhanda Mahoprabhu which i 
psrticipated only by the naoolo of th 
headman of Muduti 
f other villages and 
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Jeypore Zsmlndsrito which all the Bondo hills belonged wag support- 
ing him financially and recognizing his authority These villag 
each a number of hamlets and in all there are 32 settlements an 
group of villages. 

The Gadaba group of villages include Ondrahal, Dumtnp 
Kadamguda, Antamguda, Badobel and Bodapada wh1c 
come under Qndrahal Gram Panchayat. The Bondos of these v,Uag 
have been greatly influenced by the Gadaba, another pnrnitiv 
tribe livjng in c1ose proximity to the Bonde of this group and 
therefore, are commonly known as Gadaba-Bondo. The Bondo 
of this group do not acknowledge the authority of the Naik of 
Mudulipada and do not participate in the worship of Palkhanda 
Mahaprabhu. 

The Bondos of the third group who are known as plams- 
Bondo five in Khahput, Govindapalli, Kadamguda, Ra::.ueua, 
Padagatta, Puchaguda and Padua villages which are 
the foot-hills. These Bondos are in close contact wit 
Hindus and have borrowed their dress pattern and food 
Though these three groups of Bondos live in different g 
phical areas, they are associated with one another in marital relanon - 
ships. Boys of one village visit the dormitories every where ,rr 
soective of geographical groupings. Likewise the Bondos cut aero 
their respective geographical boundaries in marriage and in•m • 
marriage among the Bondos across territorial groupings 1 

The highland Bondo of the first two groups can oe n 
through four different routes such as (i) Kadamguda, (ii 
(iii) Mundiguda and (iv) Badadural 

If one takes the routo via Kad 
plain Bondo village-which is at 
Govlndapalti, he has to chmb in 
and Dusuripada and thon ftnall 
of vtllages situated at an altitud 

level. 

from 
1 

mu 
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- Recently further improvements have been made to make it jeep 
able. lhis road was constructed in the year 1963-64 by th 
Block with a cost of Rs. 1,53,860 and ms bee n handed over 
to the Rural Engineerang Organisation for maintenance. 

However, this road climbs three hills namely Kakapahar at 
the 2nd mile, Dehada Met.in at the 4th mile and Banapacheri 
at the 6th mile. The first hill is named as such because a deity 
called Kal<a-Mauli Debi resides there. R\lgarding the second 
hill a myth goes like this. 

In ancient time a cow belonging to a Bondo was tied to a tre 
called Dehada by some mischievous persons, but was released later 
by some well-wisher. The hill was thereafter named Dehad, 
Me/an. 

As regards the Bana Pacheri, this towering mountain serves as 
the watershed between the residential core of the Hill Bondo and th 
outside world. When a visitor to the Bondo country reaches its summit 
the Bondo tradition demands that he has to take oath there that h 
would do no harm to the Bondos when he is in their country. 
Details about it are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

The Mundiguda route requires a journey on foot over 12 mil 
through the deep forest up to Challanpada, the first Bondo viii 
in the hills. The road to Mudulipada via Baddural involves 1 
climbing but is very circuitous covering about 14 males rhrou 
Kadamguda, Andrahal and Badobel villages. An Ayu1ved1c di 
a residential Sevashram, the V L. W. Centre, a Service Co-ooerati 
Society and a Police Station aro present at Mudulipad •.•. 

All 
road th 
charming. There i 
podestriuns sit for a while to 
Bondo country On 

utv of tho viii 
nothing but 

thing to th 
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Habitat 
The Bondo country is full of precipitous hill ranges and 

luxuriant growth of forests which keep the area cool and swampy 
almost all the year round. Mosquitoes are found plentifully in the 
terrain and malaria is endemic among the people. The locality enjoys 
three seasons-Summer (Yansingbe/a), Rain (Bondapanabela) and 
Winter (Pondarbela). The summer starts from the middle of March 
and continues till the end of May and the temperature during this 
period varies from 13° to 30°c. The rains start from the month of 
June and continues till October during which the rainfall ranges 
from 60" to 70". Tho remaining months fall to the winter during 
which the climate is extremely cold. 

The Bondo territory is full of mountain ranges rising in most 
cases to more than 3,000 feet in height above the sea level. The rock 
is chiefly gnesis and granite clothed with forest growth chiefly of fig 
of different species and other trees valuable for timber. Everywher 
both in the higher plateaus and in the valleys the rocks are obscur 
by soil of the type of lateritic murram, the commonest soil in th 
region, and also by the rich layers of decomposed trap, popularly known 
as black cotton. The soil in the hill slopes is brownish in colour but it is 
black in the valleys. In some places the soil mixed with silica 1s found. 

The wild animals common in the Bondo territory are wild 
(gubu), wild goats (sulup), rabbit (gutu), wild fowl (sising), 
buffalo (brudang), tiger (kukusa), leopard (sana-kukusa), oear 
(g/mtJsh), sambar (seram), deer (elam), monkey (ghesak). jackal· 
(kulu), etc. Wild dogs are common all over the tract and cause h 
to the cattle. 

- 

A great variety of birds are found m th 
to sunset their myraid symphony resounds th 
mong them is partridge Tho grey oartrld 

village sites. Quails of different van 
roa. Tho green pigeon may 

commonly found m tho region 
crow (gaga), kite (nalang), 

nd piper (g/sangpi), 
rrot Corle t wntor-hen 

unr 
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Snakes like Cobra (nangbo), painted snake (Kala-bubu), and 
pithon (rangia bubu) are very common in the area. 

The streams are the main stock of fish which is a favourite article 
of food among the Bondos. The most common fish ore climbing 
fish, minnow and shrimp. The fish are caught by hand, trap and net 
from the spring and paddy fields. 

Some parts of the Bonde country, particularlv the western sid 
of it have been depleted of game animals, as a result of reclamation 
of the area for the purpose of human habitation. The axes, traps and 
the arrows of the Bondos have cleared the forests of most of the wild 
life. Due to large scale deforestation, hunting and food gathering a 
an economic pursuit has been reduced to a minimum. Forest produc 
like-herbal medicines, timber, resin, honey, etc. have become scare 
as a result of the shrinkage of forests. 

People 
Originally the Mudulipada police station comprises 23 Hill-Bon 

villages and 23 Lower-Bondo village 
hetero gone ous in composition wher 
homoqeneous. The Hilf-Bondo villages are distribut 
Panchavats Badadural, comprising only one village, en 
Hill-Bondos ond caste Hindus; Andrahal, cornpnsm 
inhabited by the Hill-Bondos exclusively sxcepnn 
which is inhabited by the Didnyi triba and cast 
Gouda, Do mb and Biser, and 
inhabited by tho Hill• Bonda 
villcaes which are compo 
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A census was taken in 1 S 74 in both Lower and Upper Bondo 

areas. The details of this census are given in following Table:- 

TABLE No. 1 (A) 

Composition of Hill Bondo Villages 

Block Headquarters : Khairipu Police-Station : Mudulipada 

Name of the 
villages 

No. of 
Bondo popu ----- 
house- Mz.1 
holds 

{ 1) 

1. Tutagursm 

2. Ot ntipada 
3. Tuseipada 
4. Badapada 
5. Kichopada 
6. Bonda pad a 
7. Baunsapad 
8. Pindajangar 
9. Khsanipc.da 

1 O. Chalan pad 

12. Muduli 
13. Soloigu 
14. Gokhoiood 

(2) (3) (4) 
- 

27 48 46 

36 . 68 78 

24 43 36 

64 95 89 
22 56 59 

69 107 12. 

23 'i9 48 

40 60 63 

68 146 175 

18 39 3 

50 89 8 
9 29\ 2 

No. of 
other- 
cast 
hOUS'- - 
holds. 

(5) 

Remarks 

(6) 

6 OnlV D 

•• 
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TABLE I (B) 

Composition of Gadaba Bondo villages 

. Name of the No. of Bondo No. of Remarks 

villagos Bonda population Other 
house- - Caste Male Female 
holds house- 

holds 

( 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

1 Karamt?guda 5 13 15 2 Gadaba 

2 Ondrahal 140 253 260 6 Comb 

3 Badobel 65 123 119 

4 Patraput 3 17 19 4 Bisor. Q. C. , Domb, S. C. 

16 Gouda, O.C. 

32 Diday,, S. T. 

5 Utamguda 8 28 25 

6 Goyclkenda 20 42 

7 Katamguda 30 76 78 •• 

8 Oumuripada 50 132 128 .. 
9 Gessmgnuda 64 62 7..., . ,. 

Totnl 375 7 
- o ...... 
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TABLE I (C) 

Composition of lower Bondo villages 

Name of the Ne of Bondo No. of Remark 
villages Bondo population Other - 

house- Male Female Caste 
holds house- 

holds 

{ 1) {2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

1. Govindap:.lli .. 2 6 5 180 Gadaba, S. T. .., 
2 Mali, 0. C. 
7 Rana, O. C. 

10 Palko. 0. C. 
4 Domb, S. C. 

2. Khvamaguri .. 30 69 60 8 Gadaba, S. T. 
5 Rana. O. C. - 
3 Sukri. O. C. 

3. Kadamguda . . 80 153 182 10 Oomb, S. c . 
4. Kasuguda .. 32 62 58 

6. Pakhariguda . . 35 76 78 5 Dornb, S. C . 

6. Simlliguda .. 60 122 128 5 Ditto 

7. Pusuruguda 23 47 49 4 Ditto 

8. PPndrat.uda .. 40 68 71 7 Di 

9. Lacher . . 10 18 17 J o • 
10. Kumarput .. 8 22 21 13 o, 

- 
Total .. 3 
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TABLE I (C) 

Composition of lower Bondo villages 

Name of the No. of Bondo No. of Rem~rks 

villages Bondo population Other 
house- Male Famale Caste 
holds house- 

holds 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

11. Lamtaput .. 18 37 34 3 Oomb (S. C.) 

12. Kuriguda .. 82 176 173 9 Gouda ( Q. C.) 

13. Gambharibhatal 12 22 27 10 Muli (0. C.) 

14. Jhariguda . . 12 26 23 

15. Khairiput, 1 3 3 8 Gadaba (S. T.) 

16. Rasbeda .. 64 148 146 26 Dharia (0. C ) 

17. Sindhiguda 20 39 41 12 Oomb (S. C 
1 Domb (S. C. 

18. Bandhaguda . . 38 57 64 4 Oomb (S. C . 

19 Bakamuguda .. 14 28 28 4 Domb (S C.) 

20. Nuaguda .. 7 16 15 . . . . 
3 Oomb (S.C 

21. Semiliguda .. 18 34 35 2 Dom 

22. Oasanguda .. 15 24 28 2 D 

23. Mundiguda .. 5 1 1 12 14 D 
------~~ -~--., ~ 

Totol .. 626 1.264 1.298 1, 
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It is seen from the table that the total population as per this 
census of both sections was 6,380 of which 4,018 parsons belonged 
to Hill-Bondo villages and 2,562 to Lower Bondo villages. About 
140 persons belonging to the Didayi tribe live in Patraput, one of the 
Upper Bondo villages. 

As pointed out earlier all the Lower Bondo villages are hetero 
geneous in composition. The Bondos live mixed with Gadaba, a 
scheduled tribe and with scheduled castes, such as, Rana, Paiko, 
Domb, Mali and Sukri and castes Hindus, such as, Brahmin, Karana, 
Teli and Lohara. 

The Upper Bondos have considerably retained the distinctiv 
features of their culture. the factor responsible for it chiefly being 
geographical isolation. Their spirit of independence and sense of 
superiority to all others also have no less contribution to th 
preservation of their culture with least change. The Bondos call them 
selves as Remo which is their mother tongue belonging to south 
Mundari language and have linguistic, cultural and perhaps racial 
affinities with local tribal groups such as the Gadaba, the Pareng 
and the Didayi, but none of these tribal groups have retained their 
original culture so unaffected; with the passage of time as th 
Bondos have. 

As pointed out earlier the territory in which the Upper Bondo 
live is difficu1t of access and therefore, the Hill- Bondos have little contact 
with the outsiders. The Barik (messenger) of the village is the only 
link between the Bondos and the outside world and keeps thom 
informed about what happens outside their territory. The leader 
among the Bondos find occasions at times to contact officers of t 
Block and come to know about developmental programmes. S 
times tho village leaders are summoned by tho Block and poli 
on off icral work. The peons of judicia I court 
halls to serve summons on all 
who aro studying in th 
anformot1on to their parents. 

Tho lovo1 of luor 
Whonovor any 

tmnn on r it t 
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addressed to the Hill-Bondos lie undelivered days togetha< at the 
post office and many times letters received from their relatives who 
are in jail undergoing imprisonment and seek a reply remain un 
attended for want of a reader in the village. Whenever the postman 
helps either for reading a letter or for writing a letter he charges 
Rs. 1 ·00 for the work. 

There is only one radio set m the whole of the Bondo country. 
The owner of this set is the Sarpanch of Andrahal Gram Panchayat 
who purchased it a decade ago when he was working in the te 
garden at Assam. He tunes it and listens in music and other 
~rogrammes without understanding anything. 

• 



CHAPTER II 

· MATERIAL EXISTENCE 
Settlement 

The Bondo villages are situated in table lands where water 
is available nearby and the hill-slopes suitable for shifting culti 
vation are within easy reach. Availability of some plain tand 
along the hill-streams in the valleys where wet cultivation can be 
carried out is an additional advantage. As population increases and 
lands for cultivation get exhausted the extra population shifts to 
new sites and new settlements come up in the process. For 
example, in the past 50 years two hamlets called Padeiguda and 
Sebiguda have grown out of the Mudulipada village. 

Houses in a Bondo village do not conform to any pattern. 
lf a house faces north, another house comes up at its back facing 
in opposite direction People build their respective houses an th 
main site wherever thev find it convenient. Generally a Bondo 
village looks like a shapeless cluster or agglomerate with streets 
not formi,,g an integral part of the design. The cluster of hou 
is largely of massive type in the sense that houses are not scatter 
to form assemblage of discrete clusters which are reckoned to m 
a village. The viltages conforming to the above mentioned 
physica I form will have only tortuous or irregular foot tracks whic 
grow out of local requirements and not as a pan of the orialnal 
design. There is no scope for having a wide and straight 
in each village. During the rams, these foot-paths get water 
making 1t mconveruent for movement from one point to th 
In and around the Bondo village there are invariably 
jack-fruit trees and soma non-fruit-bearing trees which 
site shady and make it swampy. Leaves fall an 
nd the droppmus of dom 

poultry which 
ronder1na tho wholo surroun 

Oomicll 

- 
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eondo may have a single roofed house without a cow shed. The 
Bondo selects a good site for the construction of a new house. 
Before the construction takes place he undertakes a test 
to find whether the site is suitabte for the construction. 
Forthis purpose he digs a small pit at the site and collects a handful 
of earth and gives it to the Dishari (Village priest). Next day the 
Dishari takes bath early morning and appears at the site. The first 
thing he does is to fix a twig from the mango tree at the pit and 
spreads some white rice mixed with earth which was given to him 
previous day into the pit. After a while. he takes out the clay 
and arranges the rice grains into pairs. If all the grains are 
formed into pairs and no grain is left unpaired, the place is 
considered auspicious. Otherwise the same process is repeated in 
another site and the favourabfeness or otherwise is determined. If 
the ritual indicates in favour of construction.the Dishari prays 
Mahaprabhu, the Supreme God wnh folded hands to bless the 
owner, his proposed house and his tlve-stock. He digs a pit 
and posts a pilfar called Mu/dei, which represents ancestral spirl •...... 
For the services rendered, the Dishen is fed sumptuously 
and extra payment is made. 

A Bondo house is built on a circular ground pla,~ and th 
wall all around it is a bamboo lattice work either smoothly 
plastered with mud in some cases or kept bare in other cases. 
A narrow verandah is provided all around the house. A conical 
roof made of wooden rafters is kept in position by tying bamboo 
splits to them and thatched. A kind of locally grown 
on the roof for thatching. The house ,s so tow tnat on 
cannot enter the house in on erect posture but will hav 
stoop to get in. 

th 

I 

~ 

The house consists of two rooms-one bi 
ind is about 8 feet in length and 6 feet in 
is used as tho kitchen in whlch the oven is pr 
corner and an earthen platform of obout h<ltf a fo 
foot in length is provided opposite to the hearth 
urrv-contalner -· 

Attnchod to tho hvina r 
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6 feet in width set apart for storing foodgrains and other articles of 
the house. At the back close to the living room is an enclosed 
space under the same roof of the house which is used exclusively 
by the ladies of the house as their retiring room. On to tho left 
of this space is the pig sty, a gabled bamboo structure 
plastered with mud and attached to the store room is sleeping platform 
of 5 feet in length and 4 feet in width. 

The diameter of a typical Bondo house (Dio) is about 10 to 12 
feet. After the area is a lined, the plot is partitioned into two sec 
tions for the rooms and four earthen pillars are made in four corners. 
The site is dug up to one foot in depth to raise the platform fron 
floor. Earth is brought and dumped on the site to raise the platform. 
The waHs are made either of cfay or of bamboo-made partitions plastered 
with mud. When earth is used for making the wall, 1t is kneaded 
into a dough and lumps of it are set one upon the other. One layer 
of such lumps of clay rests on the foundation and after it is sufficiently 
dried in two to three days another layer is laid on it. The wall rises 
on all sides of the house uniformly as one layer of clay is laid on 
another until the prescribed height is reached. When the wall i 
intended to be made of lattice work of bamboo splits the first thing i 
to construct four earthen pillars in the same process as the mud-wall 
is done. Then the bamboo screens are fixed in between the pillar 
and theroafter mud is plastered both inside and outside th 
Three such plasters are applied successively to give the wall requu 
thickness The final plastering of cowdung mixed with clay 
the wall a good appearance. 

- 

The construction of the roof requires differ 
wooden beams are placed horizontally end to 
tour pillars. A grove is made at the middle of 
beams and an earthen pillar of about three f 

ch of these groves Those two pillars set on th 
Then the bamboo rafters are set on th 
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After the roof is constructed protruding bamboo racks are made 
on the walls one in each room for storing grain-bins. Well-to-do 
families also prepare double roofed houses by fixing wooden planks 
under the thatched roof. Here the double roof (Attu) serves th 
same purpose of storing grains. 

The door is made of wood and about 4 feet long and 1 _ 
feet wide. It is hung in a wooden frame fixed at the entrance 
of the house. There are good carpenters among the Bondos and 
they are employed for such skilled work. The door ,s kept locked 
when all the members go out. The front door serves both for entrance 
and exit as no door is provided at the back. The Bondo hous 
do not have windows and therefore, the inside of the house remains 
dark. The houses having walls around verandah are naturally much 
darker than those without such walls. This is the reason why th 
Bondos keep the firewood burning always inside their houses S() that 
they get light. 

It requires at least 15 to 20 days to construct a new house. 
Normally, after three years, the roof is repaired But every year, th 
waits are givon a fresh ptastoring. 

A goat pen is made on the right side of the front 
verandah for keopin g goats and a fowl pen adiacent 
The remaining portion of the verandah is left free to b 
by the inmates or guests. A cow shed is constructed 
tho main house in front. But most of the families cannot 
cow shed for lack of space and thereforo, tt.ey tie their am 
some open space either m front or at tho side of the hou 

The hou 
There is no cl 

hou 

hou 
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adult unmarried sons and dauqnters sleep in their respective dormi 
tories. As soon as a son is married he builds his own house and 
Jives with his wife separately. As the Bondo societv is patrilocal 
the daughter after marriage leaves her parents and lives with her 
husband elsewhere. Naturally the size of the house everywher 
among the Bondos is kept small. Moreover the economic condi 
tion of the Bondo is such that they cannot afford to maintain large 
houses. Added to this the ecological constraints rule out 
construction of big houses in the Bonda country. 

A house constructed by a Bondo is properly maintained. Th 
, oof of the house is repaired in alternate years. Outside walls are 
plastered with red-clay (Se/ong) and cowdung (/Jang) once every 
month. Inside the house, plastering is done once rn a week. Th 
hearth (Thrasung) is plastered with cowdung every morning befor 
cooking starts. In the morning the house wife sprinkles water all 
over the house, both outside and inside and sweeps the floor and the 
outside of the house. On every festive occasions, the whole house 
is plastered with a soft mixture of clay and cowdung. Cow shed 
and fowl pen are cleaned everyday. Pig sty (Gimese/a) is cleaned 
once every fortnight. Among the Bondo the work of nous •.•• 
cleaning falls on the shoulder of the house wifo and the male memb 
have nothing to do with it. 

•• 

• 

•• 

Household Appliances 
Very few Bondo families have anythin 

bedding. Most common is the mat made of 
of cloth which is spread on the ground to h 
off Iarnihes use string-woven wooden cot for 
ing winter a Bondo covers his body with o pt 
particularly when ho is out m the field Othorw1 
f tho hoorth keep him warm in winter nioht 

wooden nlanks nrn used as rockq ,n th 
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Weapons 
Various weapons of indigenous type are used by th-a Bondo f. 

self protection and for hunting animals. Spear (umber) is used as 
thrusting weapon. A triangular projectile blade made of iron is set 
at the tip of iron rod which is used as a spear. It is gJnerally set in 
a pit to kill the trapped animals. 

Bow and arrow are the constant companion of the Bonde The 
stave (wa) is a semicircular bamboo split and the string (Sinade) is 
made of slice of green bamboo. The arrow (Aam) shaft is mad 
of bamboo and the arrow head (Omb) which is triangular in shape is 
made of iron. In some cases in place of the iron blade a 
wooden knob is used as the arrow head. Four to five number 
of peacock feathers are tied at the butt end for swift and straight 
flight of the arrow. Some arrows have single shouldered notch, som 
have double shoulddred notch at the sh Jft butt. The arrow is kept 
hanging under the left arm pit as a mL.rk of fashion and self-protection 

►
Cutting Tools 

The knife (Yunchuck) is kept hanging from the waist 
string all the time even while sleeping. It is a pointed iron 
set in an arch shaped aluminium handle (Denta) which is inserted 
the waist inside the cloth. It is mainly used for cutting an 
Axe is of two types. Tangia ,s one type of axe which h 
wooden handle and a cutting edge of iron fitted at a naht 
one end of the handle. It is usually used for cumn 
Dongar lands, and choppang trees and branch 
handle 1s hold tightly in both h ind 
with tha edgo to cut the object 
for hunting arumal 

ll handle It 
( 
I 
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serrated iron blade which is fitted to the handle. The sickle is used 
exclusively for reaping crops. There is a sickle without any wooden 
handle. It is mainly used for cutting shrubs, weeds and bushes. 

Boring tool 
Needle (Suji) and grilfer (Nubu) are mainly used as boring tools. 

Needles are used for sewing whereas the griflers are used for boring 
holes in wood. Chisel (Barsi), a steel tool with a levelled edge is 
used for shaping wood. Grinder comprises two circular wooden 
pieces kept one upon the other. A wooden axis is fixed in the hole 
at the centre of the bottom piece. This axis passes through the 
corresponding hole in the upper piece. The grains to be ground 
are kept in between these two pieces and the upper piece is rotated 
with the help of the handle fixed to it. The bottom piece is kept fixed 
and the axis keeps the upper piece in position and the grains are 
crushed and pounded with the rotation of the upper piece. 

Striking tools 
Hammer (Gunuh) and pestle (kutni) come under this category. 

Hammer is made of a solid piece of wood with a wooden handle 
fitted at the middle of it. Pestle (kutni) is a wooden handle about 
three feet In length and six inches in diameter. The end which is used 
for crushing is girdled with an iron ring. This is used mainly for 
husking grain. 

Digging tools 
Spade, hoe and shovel are used as digging tools. A shovel (unkur) 

is an iron shaft with pointed end where as a spade (Uns) is an adz 
with a wooden haft fitted to the iron edge which is at right angt 
to the plane of the stroke. 

Khurpl (unso) is a sped 
upturning clods of earth end 
kitchen garden and shovel 
pits on the Dor.gor plo-. 

in miniature. Shovel 
Khurpi is usod for 
used for digging out r 
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•• 

Miscellaneous Appliances 
Broom stick, winnowing-fan, baskets, come under this category. 

Broom stick is prepared from a type of wild grass (pir) collected by 
women from the forest. The Bondo women make broom sticks in 
large scale for sale and also for their own use. Winnowing fan is used 
mainly to winnow out husks and chaffs from paddy, millets, etc. It 
is purchased from the market. 

Miscellaneous hardware 
Nails, knots' and bolts are used msinlv in doors and these are 

purchased from the market. Lock (kuchi) is commonly used by the 
villagers for lock;ng the door. It is purchased from the market. 

Musical Instruments 
The Bondos have various musical instruments. There are several 

kinds of drums viz, Temek, khinding and kusang. Tamak is a larg 
drum made of earthen-ware having the head covered with cow hid". 
Khinding is double memberaned cylindrically shaped drum of the Dbot 
type one face of it is covered with goat skin called, Jangia and 
beaten with hand and the other face is covered with cow-hide and 
beaten with stick. 

Toti» is a guitar with one string played with fmger Kusang 
is an instrument much the same as the Tolie, but is played with 
bow like a violin. Flutes are of ordinary pattern mode of bamboo· 
The Bondo girls use small Jew's harp made of bamboo. A low sweet 
sound called 'Gunungu' is created when this harp is played upon Th 
same sound is also produced from the bangles when the girls rub th 
bangles of their hands. Singha, or trumpet made of bison ho 
are blown by the village official; while in huntrnq exoedincn and wh 
communal dances take place during venous f 

Utensils 
Utensils in Bondo hou 

luminium bolt-rnetnl en 
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different sizes f. r cooking, earthen pitcher or hollowed bottle 
gourd (Anka) for fetching water and laddies made of wood, 
aluminium or iron and bottle-gourd are the important appliances 
used in the kitchen. Aluminium plates and cups and leaf cups are 
used for taking food. They have aluminium mug (Mustia) or 
bottle-gourd container for storing and carrying liquor. All items 
except those made of bottle-gourds are purchased from the local 
market. 

Basketry 
Bamboo baskets of different sizes and shapes are commonly 

seen in all houses. Baskets are used for carrying and storing 
grains and other produces and for drying food stuff. large container 
(Kraaka) are msde of bamboo splits for storing grains. 
Winnowing fan made of bamboo is found in every household. 

Miscellaneous household articles 
Measuring basket (TumbaL ladder and funnel for stonng cash 

are made of bamboo. Thev do not possess box made of wood, 
metel or fibre for storing their valuables. Somo households u 
kerosinc lamp (Dibie) and a few well-to-do fa mi lies possess lantern. 
torch light and umbrella. 

Dress 
Both men and women use scanty clothes which are of b:H 

necessity to cover the lower part of the body keeping the upper 
part exposed. Tho ordinary clothing of on adult Bondo molo , 
loin-cloth (Gosi) with red border and about 
inches in breadth. The cloth passes bot 
nd ono ond i3 tucked ot the back ond th 
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It is wound round the waist along the waist-string to which it is 
attached. lt hardly reaches the thigh and even not of sufficient 
length to go round. A female child starts wearing a Ringa when 
she becomes five to six years old. Both Young and old do not 
generally use any other dress to cover the upper part of their body. 
On ceremonial occasions or when they visit weekly markets they 
also put on this Ringa. 

There is very little change in the dress of Bondo women 
because of a cursing taboo imposed by Goddess Sita, wife 
of Lord Ramachandra according to a mythical story still 
remembered by them. This story is narrated as follows: 

Godd1;,ss Sita who accompanied Lord Ramachandra and 
Lakshman during banishment, for fourteen years took shelter 
in the present Bonda country. One day when Sita was taking 
bath in complete nudity in a spring. a group of Bondo women 
who were then using clothes came to fetch water. On soernq 
Sita, naked, they laughed at her. Sita felt insulted and curse 
them to go naked with shaven head which would make them 
the subject for laughter by outsiders and any attempt to 
deviate from this practice would bring disaster to them. Tnt:y 
realised their fault and begg .. d apology and request. d Sita to 
withdraw the curso. But she was undone b .. cause, a curs 
could not be withdrawn. In such a situation S1ta tore off 
pieces of cfoth from her apparel and gave thorn to conceal 
their nudity. From that day onward they havo been puttin 
on scanty dress. The place ( a source of water) wner; thi 
occurred still exist near Mudulipada village end Is Known 
Sita Kunda. 

The Bondo women themselves 
for male, the skirt (Rings) tot th 
by their children. For thi 

plant locally known 
dned up, beaten and then socked in 
is made and dyed with colour and th 
thoir troditiona I loom. Now-a-days they 
threads of diffor ont colours from I 

the loin cloth (G 
and cloth 

collect th 
Th 
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Both men and woman ordinarily put on their usual dr 
at home and also on special occasions or when they visit 
weekly markets. On corcmonlal occasions, they clean their 
dress. Some men put on turban o, a cap fitted with peacock 
feathers and women wear whatever ornaments they have. As 
a result of their contact with outsiders men have already 
started wearing mill-rncdo clothes and ready made shirts. But 
such changes in dress are very rare among the women. . 

Clothes are not washed wi!h S03p but with fina ash of the burnt 
wood. During the period of investigation, only four persons were 
found to b1 using ordinary soap for washing. They are all 
ex-prisoners who had learnt the use of soap at the prison. 

ornaments 
The Bondos are fond of ornaments and irrespective of sex 

and age, they like to adorn themselves with varieties of ornaments. 

Round the shaven head, the Bondo women use two 
types of head-bands, viz, rurubs or Kurtop made of grass and Lobeda 
made of beads. These are set tight round the head. Aluminium 
band (Khag/a) of various sizes, 8 to 10 an number are put on around 
the neck along with bead necklace (Mali) 100 to 200 in number. 
These Khag/a and Mali, really serve the purpose of coverage to the 
breasts of the women even in the absence of cloth. Brass-bangles 
(Sungri) of 5 to 6 in number are used as wristlets in both the hands. 
Anklets and nose-ornaments are not used by the females. Ear-ring 
(Limbt) made of brass is used by male. Aluminium rings (Orti) are 
used in fingers. Specially the young girls have a fancy for golden 
coloured ornaments and necklace of multi-coloured beads, 

Head-band (Ornagboh) made from the leaf of a tr 
Anei, is used by the males around the head like the Iemale .... 
band is mamlv used by the bachelors (Dhangdas) ond newly 
porsons. This ,s prepared by the moles themselvos. Aluminium 
(Sungrai) are worn round the wrist by tho molos. Tho mol 
use bood nacklaco, callod Thang/n1a/i. The mates u 

callod, 
Thi 
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[unsurul}. Round the arm, they put on bracelets (Sanbah). 
A spring type of wire is used at the nose as nose-ring called 
Sungrynih. Males generally put on ornaments from early age, that 
is, from 8 to 9 years until they are rnarned. After marriage they do 
not take care to adorn themselves with ornaments. 

Children also use the same type of ornaments as mentioned 
above. But the female children use less number of Khag/as 
compared to adult ones. A woman uses t.obede only after marriage. 
Similarly a male enhances his prestige if he can afford to put on 
gold ear-rings and necklaces. 

Other varieties of ornaments excepting bead necklaces ar 
purchased from blacksmiths. Bead necklaces are purchased from 
the Domb-pedlars who frequently visit the villages. On ceremonia I 
occasions, no special ornaments are used. Well-to-do persons 
can afford to use large number of Khag/as and their ladies put 
on more bead necklaces. Married ladies do not wear bracelets to 
show respect to the male members. Ladies do not wear anything 
on their legs. 

Bodily cleanliness 
Women shave their heads cleanly. It is taboo for them to 

grow hair. The curse of Goddess Sit i still hongs in their 
memory. Males keep long hair. Cutting of hoi· and ~aving of 
beards is done once in a month. 

There are no barbers among the Bondos. Almost all tho Bondo 
know how to crop hair and shaue bnards. For a hnir cut they resort to 
mutual help. It is cut in a circular fashion with scissors purchased 
from the market. 

They apply castor oil or t1I oil after hair-cut and t 
On festive days only castor oil is applied The mal 
hair by means of a bark of o wild plant locotly known 
Some of them also use soap for hair wash. 

th. 
h their 
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Bath (Kumarda) is rarely taken by the Bondos. During rains 
and winter bath is taken only twice or thrice in a month, but 
comparatively more often in summer. After bath the same clothes 
are used and the wet clothes get dry on the body. While taking 
bath body is not rubbed either with any napkin or with any cloth. 
Only such persons who have returned from prisons use washing 
soap (Sabu} for cleaning body. 

Teeth are not brushed regularly. After defecation too, water 
is not used but cleaned with leaves. In fact, the people are 
not keen in bodily cleanliness. 

Food 
The staple food of the Bondos is gruel (Entra) prepared from 

ragi and other minor millets. It is generally taken along with 
boiled green leaves or vegetables or roasted dry-fish. Ordinarily 
two principal meals are taken by them. one at mid-day and 
another in the evening. In addition to this they often take 
gruel at breakfast when they have to work in the field or to go 
out. on such occasions chilli or onion with a little salt or 
tamarind is taken along with the gruel. The mid-day meal is taken 
at noon in the field Glong with boiled green leaves, vegetable 
curry or roasted dry-fish. The other principal meal is taken in 
the evening which is practically similar to the mid-day meal. Tho 
well-to-do families who can afford, eat rice in the evening along 
with vegetable curry. For a side dish they generally depend on 
vegetables grown in their kitchen garden or on the green leaves 
collected from the forest. Different varieties of vegetables such 
as brinjal, pumpkin, bottle-gourd. chilli, etc. are grown in t 
kitchen garden. Besides these, different varieties of groan I 
flowers and mushrooms collected from the forest are also 
Neither fish nor meat constitutes a regular item in their daily 
The eondos oot various typos of fruits, the most common 
jock-fruit, guava. banana. black berry, papava. etc. MIi 
products ore not taken bY them. 
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• Rice is taken as a special item of food on festive occasion 
and in communal feast given by an individual family during birth. 
wedding and death rites. Such occasions help to break t 
monotony of diet. Meats are taken during special occasions. 
These include, chicken, pork, beef and flesh of the goat or buff 
The flesh of hare and deer has become scarce due to large scale 
depletion of forest. In the preparation of meat, they add sat., 
onion, turmeric, ginger, garlic, tamarind and sal seed or t1I 011. 

., 

Inadequate food stuff produced by them and non-availabili 
of sufficient edibles from the forest do not give them scope to 
discriminate between preferred and non-preferred food items. 
Beef, pork, chicken and flesh of the buffalo ere their Iavount 
non-vegetarian items. flesh of kites and howks are very muc 
relished. White ants, red ants, large grnss hoppers, are also eaten. 
Crabs, snails and fish are relished. Blood of the sacnhciat 
animals 1s boiled in water and eaten as a sort of soup. The flesh 
of monkey, crow, lizard, snake and of unknown birds and 
animals considered uncloan is not taken . 

••• 
All the members in a family 

serves food to all members and 
going to the agricultural field the 
taken in an aluminium pot and 
field. All the male m imbers pr 
members follow. 

eat it the sam 
then she joins them 
food for the mid-d 
erved to all member 
eat f 1rst and then th 

All members of a family eat in 
young ones share with then moth 
usually taken in leaf-cups and pl 
thov ere not very poi ncular to wash the• 

not invariably taken aftor f 

How r 
no qunntitntivoly ,lnC'J ov 
hordly mot by tho food mt 
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Ori nks and other intoxicants 
They usually prepare and take four types of alcoholic drinks. 

These are, Safung (Sago-palm juice), Pandom (beer prepared from 
cereals), Boun-sagur (ardent-spirit of Mahua flower) and Ulinsagu 
(spirit prepared from mango). Of these drinks, Safung (sago-palm 
juice) which is the most common and favourite drink ,s taken both 
as a beverage and as food. Sago-palm trees (Salap) are planted 
and owned as private property by the respective families. It is seen 
that each family owns a number of such trees which can provid 
alcoholic drink round the year. At the time of partition, such tr 
are distributed among the sons and sometimes sold or mortqaqed. 
When some body is caught red handed at the time of stealing th 
juice from the pct on the tree, the owner usually loses his temoer 
and sometimes kills the offender by shooting arrows. 

for luxuriant growth of a sago-palm tree and also for better 
flow of juice, they observe several magico religious rites at the t,me 
of planting, first tapping of juice and also at the time when ther 
is insufficient trow of juice. On such occasions the priest 
is invited to perform the worship with a sacrifice of a fowl 
to Bursung (Evrth Goddess) near the pit where a sago-palm 
seedling is to be planted. A similar ritual is also observed when 
juice is to be tapped for the first time or when there as irregular f 
of iurce. In order to increase the alcoholic contents of tho Juic 
they keep barks of various plants called Achki, Artun, Gosen 
Tangri, Pitamari and Ukusk), dipped in tho sago-palm juice an 
pot. 

- 

Pandorn ,s the bear p·epared from nee or minor II T 
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Baun Sagur (Mahua-liquor) and Lilinsagur (liquor from manqo 
juice) are prepared through the process of distillation near th 
hill streams with the help of indigenous equipments. Comparatively 
adult males are habituated to take aJI tvpes of alcoholic drinks wh•I 
adult females and children may tz ks sago-palm juice and grain 
beer but not the mahua liquor. Whenever liquor is rakcn a person 
has to drop a little quantity from the cup on tha ground in honour 
of Earth Goddess and then drinks. 

Liquor is enjoyed in a group irrespective of status. Behaviour 
under intoxication is vary rough. It may lead to the act of crtmlnahrv. 
The Bondos under the spell of liquor commit murder. 

The Bondos both male and female, young and old are 
inveterate tobacco smokers. Tobacco powders rolled in dried sal 
leaf like a cheroot is smoked. Manv of them also chew tobacco. 
Children above 8 to 10 years of age are found smoking and 
chewing tobacco. 
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CHAPTER Ill 

ECONOMIC LIFE 

The economic life of the Bondos is characterised by its dependence 
on food gathering, hunting and cultivation, both settled and shiftin 
with its allied activities like livestock rearing and wage-earninl:11. 
The Bondos carry on the crude method of shifting cultivation in th 
hill-slopes along with wet cultivation in the valley lands and also 
depend on food-gathering and hunting for their subsistence. Barter 
is carried on with the outsiders to a large extent. They grow rice 1n 
wet land and ragi and minor millets as major crops in the swidden 
primarily for their own consumption. Some of them rear goat and 
pig both for sacrificial purpose and for sale. Bullocks are used in 
ploughing the wet lands and uplands. Rearing of local varierv of 
poultry birds is common among them. 

Uke many other tribal communities in the State the Bondos ar 
largely dependent on forest which provides them with food, fuel, 
fodder and construction materials. They collect a number of edibl 
roots, shoots, leaves, fruits, flowers and mushrooms in different season 
For construction of their houses they A8t almost all materials exc 
the iron nails, from the forest. They collect Keranga fibre for 
'ringa', the traditional waist cloth used by women, fibres for 
ropes and leaves for making mats, rainhats and leaf-plates and cups. 
They grow sago-palm trees in the forest to provide them their f 
alcoholic drink. The roots and barks of plants which 
sago-palm juice to enhance its alcoholic content 
from the forest. 

•• 

•• 

•• 

Besides seasonal collection of 
for hunting and bird-catching in th 
with non-vegetarian food item 
fowl, peafowl, doer, porcupine, ho, v, 
Hunting of bigoor nnirn 
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They employ several methods in group hunting. After perform 
ing the magico-relig1ous rites, they go to the forest for huntmg. 
The weapons used in hunting include bow and arrow, kn.Ie and 
heavy axe. Dogs also accompany the hunting party They have 
different devices for hunting different games. Sometimes they encrrcl 
the area where animals are expected to have taken shelter. Som 
of them will beat the bushes and drive the prey while others will 
remain alert to shoot the animal. V\ henever an animal is wounded, 
they follow it till it is bagged 

They also employ various methods of trapping. They use 
different snares, traps and other typical mechanisms to kill different 
animals. For catching a big animal a pet is dug. A number 
of pointed iron rods are fixed in the pit which is covered with leav 
and twigs. Paste-balls prepared from clay mixed with salt ar 
placed around the pit as baits to attract the animals. Once th 
animal crosses the pit, its body is pierced with the iron rod .•.. 
The hunters who must be lying in ambush nearby rush towards th 
pit to kill the animal with their weapons. Traps made of bamboo 
splits or strong sticks and ropes are also set to catch bigger animals 
like wild boar, goat and deer. During their ceremonial huntmg in 
March-April very elaborate arrangements are made at the vtll 
level. At the time of hunting, hunters are restricted to take alco 
holic drink and also to put on white dress. 

For killing birds which is an individual pursuit, th 
use bow and arrow with a sharp iron or wooden head Bu 
at just when they have perched or are readv to fly The mil 
fruit tree or other shrubs is used as sticky gum to fix t 
shaft of the arrow. A number of bamboo spilt 
gum are fixed on the ground near th 
fields with ripened crops or on 
perch at certain time When 
ticky splits, thov gilt 

f 



30 - job of the ma le members. Depletion of forests due to shifting cultivH• 
tion and continuous exploitation to meet their requirements is r'?duc- 
ing their dependence on forest Now they are becoming consciou 
of this and are allowing suitable patches for natural growth so 
that they can get their requirements at the time of need more often 
when natural calamity like failure of crop is faced. 

The Bondos are fond of fish which they catch whenever they 
find opportunity to do so. During the ra iny season, both men an 
women catch fish from the hill streams and paddv fields In such 
cases they use different types of traps made of bamboo splits. 
creeper and thread and nets tied to bamboo frame. Occasronallv 
they use hooks. Other ways of fishing are to constru 
trap fishes and to allow the water to dry up or escap 
fishes can easily be caught. Sometimes they poison th 
water with traditional herbs to make the fishes benumbed so t 
they are easily caught. Many people catch fish by hand In 
summer, some of them go in a group for fishing in tho re 
and rivulets situated in Machkund and Cmtrakonda meas. C 
which are relished much by them are also caught 

The Bondos who wer f nd 
cultivators are now becoming 
shifting and settled cultivation. 
These are (a) Wet land-Jhola or Lieono, 
(c) Hill slope o~ Dangar (Land for slash 
cultivation) and (d) Kitchen gardon (Din 
Wet land, DangJr and kitchen gardon 
the land undor sh,fttng culuvation , 
lineage qroup en o vrllano. It 1 
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h 
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In the irrigated and terraced land they grow their 
traditional long duration superfine rice by transplantation method. 
This type of land situated in the valleys is very fertile. During 
rainy season when there is sufficient water, ploughing is done 
twice, even thrice if required. A heavy leveller is passed over 
the field before the transplanting of paddy seedlings is done by 
womenfolk. Weeding is also done by womenfolk. Now some 
of them are growing wheat in this type of land as a second crop 
for which the Bondo Development Agency has been taking initia 
tive by providing seeds and fertilizer and technical knowhow. 

Apart from wet land cultivation of Pada land (up land) 
situated at the base of the hills away from the settlement is 
undertaken. Such lands are brought under cultivation for three 
to four years by rotation of crops after which these are allowed 
to remain fallow for two to three years. In the first and second 
years they grow millets and blackgrams and in the third and 
fourth years they grow niger. If any plot can be manured, 
cultivation may be undertaken continuously. There are some 
Pada land where short duration paddy is also grown by applying 
manure. 

The kitchen gardens which are located in close proximttv to 
the villages are cultivated annually as fertility is maintained therein 
by applfing cowdung and compost. In this type of land they 
grow maize, tobacco, vegetables and chilly during the rainy 
season. Some of them are now growing ginger and brinjal 
in such rands. 

The Bondo Development Agoncy has succeeded in pe,suadtng 
the Bondo cultivators to take to Improved methods of cultivation 
of maize, ragi, paddy and grams bV us•,,g seeds of high y1eldin 
variety and chemical fertilizers. Some of thorn are now growing 
ginger, turmeric, potato, ccbbaqo, cauliflower, tom 
radish which are unknown to them. Grohs of lemon. 
guava and suckers of banana and cocoanut ol.int 
tor backyard plantation. 
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The dangar lands in which slash-and-burn type of 
cultivation is practised are held in cornrno. by different lineage 
roups. All families in a particular lineage are free to cultivate 

patches of land of any size according to therr capacity within 
the area demarcated for the group. This cultivation starts with 
ceremonia I cutting of the forest patch first by the village ori 
after performing the connected rituals. From the next day th 
process is folfowed by felfow villagers in their respective patch 
A patch of swidden is cultivated for three consecutive years by 
rotation of crops and is left fallow till it recoups for use again 
Except the fruit trees all other plants an:f trees are cut leaving 
stumps of about three to five feet in height. The next stage of 
operation is to collect branches from the nearbv fores 
and heaped in the clearing. For seve.at weeks the fell 
materials are left to be dried. Thes a are collected and heaped 
together at different places in the plot and fired. The ash 
are scattered a II over the plot. Before the first shower of monsoon 
they once again cut the grasses and sprouted bushes. Th 
third operation which consists of digging and sowing beg in 
after performing a magico•refigious rite at the family level fo 
better production. Different types of millers like ragi, suen, 
kangu are mixed up and sown broadcast Some vegetabfe seed 
are also sown in selected parts. In the second successiv 
they generally grow pulses or oi, seeds. The next 
weeding which falls on the shoulder of the women. 
field huts are constructed for constant guarding of th 
by the male members against the damage caused by b 
wild animals. Reaping and harvesting are done um 
works are done by both men and women. Except 
is the main work of the men other works connec 
cultivation are done by both men and women. 

•• 

Bullock and cow are used as drnugnt arumars ano co 
are not kept for milk but primarily 

draught animal ond bri 
Bondos are of local variety •• not take much core of thoso c . 

waste lands ond aaricurtural 
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- stalts and only paddy straw is stored for use as 
heavy agricultural operations. Other livestock 
include goats, pigs and poultry. 

Like other primitive tribes the Bondo men and women hav 
traditional knowledge of several crafts. A Bonda man know 
rope nicking and carpentry. Similarly, a Bondo woman knows how 
to prepare her own dress from Kerang barks, mats from wild date 
palm-leaves, leaf-cups and plates, bamboo baskets and broomsticks 
from wild grasses 

fodder during 
reared by them 

Wage earning is not a substantial source of income. Th 
well-to-do Bondos who employ labourers to c irrv on agri 
cultura I operations pay them in kind. A type of p<3rmanent la 
bour practice called "Goti" is seen in the area. The labourer i 
bonded to the creditor for the loan taken by his father or grand-father 
to meet the expenses of a marriage or of a criminal case Th 
Goti stays with the family of the creditor as a family member 
and takes food and gets cloth for the works he does. The Gott 
can get married and stays separately with his own family near th 
creditor's house. 

Division of labour among sexes and among different ag- 
groups of the same sex in the Bondo society is not prescrib 
by any strict social law, but it is followed according to their 
tradition. In a primitive society like the Bondos, there is lack o 
specialists in occupation and there is very littl 
in economic activities. There ar 
done by both sexes and there are certain items nf wnrk wh1 
re performed either by mon or by women 

mination is based on custom. convention. tradition 
ability. An adult male usually performs h 
works whilo an adult Iormle d 
works The Bondo males do h 
ploughing, levolling, torrocing of I 
trees. wotchino field nt niaht which n 
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Women do cooking and all other domestic works like fetching 
water, collection of fire wood, taking care of domestic animal ... , 
weeding and transplanting in agricultural fields besides the rearing 
of children. Female children assist their mothers in their work 
while small boys are required to rook after the domestic cant ..•.. 

Comparatively the Bondo men enjoy more leisure and one 
may be tempted to caU them idlers. Women toil hard from morn 
ing till night doing their works both inside and outside their 
homes. Although men have certain busy seasons in the year, 
there is no continuous programme of work for them. They 
spend plenty of time in drinking under the sago-pa Im trees an 
gossiping in somebody's house or in the bachelor's dormitory 

Their staple food comprises rice and rzgi gruel. Gru 
prepared from millets like-suan and ksngu are also taken 
whenever they get. Different types of roots, tubers and 
collected from the forest are boiled and eaten. Th 
prepared from mango kernel and sago palm trees ero also 
A huge quantity of jack fruits are also consumed by 
They collect different varieties of edible fruits from th 
for their own use. Their non-vegetarian food items inclu 
pork, fowl, mutton, egg, fish, insect and bird. Male 

I 

who are constantly armed with bows and arrows, kni 
axe when they go out try to kilt a bird or an animal which 
se~e as a non-vogetari_an diet. On several occasion 
hunting excursions are undertaken to kill animal and bird to 
thei· animal protein. 

••• 

- for 
beef, 

The Bondos are very much addicted to int 
their socia I system is inextricably linked with drin 
nor mous quantities of liquor at the time of f 

ing visitors, engaging labourers, satisfyin 
The most common drink m their tocalitv ,s th 
go palm which is ownod on fom,I 
his wifo and one must not drink its Jui 

tho owner, lost at moy leod t · 
rice callod Pandom ond onothor vunetv fr IW 
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re the favourite drinks of the women. They also distill liquor from 
mohua flowers. At the time of drinking the Bondo men keep no 
limit. In their drunken stcge they become quarrelsome and argu 
mentative which lead to bloodshed and murder. 

Both men and women smoke. Male members start smoking 
early in life, that is, at the age of 9 to 10 years. Chewing tobacco is 
not as popular as smoking. Tobacco rolled in Sa/ (Shorea robusta) 
leaf is smoked. 

Some tobacco and sal leaves or rolled tobacco cigars are alway 
carried along by men. The use of tob rcco is significJnt in their social 
life. Whenever guests arrive they ar 3 offered with tob rcco and when 
ever there is formal or lnformst glth•Ying of vill:3ga elders they smoke. 

Their economy is still essentially a ba ter economy. Most of 
their marketable surplus of agricultural and forest produce are brought 
to the weekly markets at Mund1guda, Govindpalh. Mathili and 
Onakadally. Broom sticks, jackfruits. mango, date-palm, berries 
collected from the forest and banana, tobacco, chilly, brinjal and other 
vegetables, ragi, niger and other oil-seeds and grams are brought 
to the market for exchange to get articles like salt, kerosine 011, dry 
fish, ornaments and clothes. 

They are no longer self-sufficient as they were in the past and ar 
in dire want of food and other necessities of life Exc~ptrng the well- 
to-do families, most of them need credit in the shape of food stu 
for family consumption. seeds and also cash for agriculture and 
domestic animals for payment of bride-pnc •... 

Thay approach the local Bondo creditor 
100 percent interest per annum for loan rn 
cash. Tho loan whether it is ;n cash or in kin 
t tho time of harvest towards tha prlncipo! on 
nybody foils to r"3pay tho loon with tntJrost 
work as o bonded labourer until tho I 
durtnn one' s ltfo timo In such 
I 

•• nv 
trdn 
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CHAPTER IV 

SOCIAL ORGANISATION 

Family (Mundan dita) 
The smallest social unit among the Bondos is the family. 

Generally it comprises a man, his wife and their children As soon 
as the sons grow up they leave their parents and have their own 
houses. As the space in a Bondo house is very much limited it 
does not accommodate more than one couple. The married sons 
build their own houses in the same village and lead an independent 
life. But the daughters after they are married leave the house of 
their parents and go to settle down in the house of their husbands. 
As patrilocality is followed for the Bondos are also patrilineal in 
respect of inheritance of property. Among the Bondos it is the sons 
who inherit the property of their father and daughters do not get 
any share in the parental property. Among them the father ls entitled 
to the bride-price when his daughters are married. In a family 
father is all in all for all purposes. He attends the village meetings, 
participates in common villc:ge rituals including annual hunt and 
maintains discipline in his family. 

Kuda Organisation 
The next bigger unit is tho Kuda or Manda which cornpn 

number of farmlres related to one another by blood. Th 
are nothing but exogamous patnlineal clans named after the vill 
functionaries such as-Badnaik, Cha/Ian, Sise, Dhangda, Majhi. 
Kirsen), Mudu/i, etc. Besides a few other Kudas have como up such 
as Dora, Jigri and Mandra in the recent times In the past, rs v,11 
was comprised of one Kudo but in course of time duo t 
tion and out migration the v,llrge lost Kud. 
now mombers of d,fforent Kudas livo in 
Formerly oach v,llago w 
nd tho authoritv and I 

But such 
Kudos hv 

- 
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willage priest. The representative is also responsible to collect 
subscription both in kind and cash from his Kuda famities. Members 
of one particular Kuda have their memorials (menhir) placed together 
in one place away from those of other Kudes. Thus each Kuda is 
a corporate group having a stronger functional unit. Members of 
each Kuda group co-operate with each other in socio-cuftural and 
economic activities specially at the time of birth, marriage and death 
ceremonies, magico-religious celebrations and agricultural operations. 
This group solidarity has also ensured common ownership of land 
in hill-slopes and groves which are cultivated and enjoyed by th 
members of the Kude. 

Village, a territorial unit 

Beyond this kude group is the village community. The viUage 
comprises families of different kuda groups which share a common 
Sindibor, obey a magico-religious head and perform certain functions 
in common. This unification tends to a feeling of brotherhood and 
therefore marriage between different kuda groups living in a vitlag 

,- is not considered proper even if the rulo of Kuda exogamy is in 
vogue. 

Bara-jangar confederacy ( Soru-fellowship) 

The next wider group is the confederacy cornpnsmo 12 Hill• 
Bondo villages known as Bara-Jangar group of Soru-bhai group 
The people of this group of 12 villages are tied to one another under 
the relation of brotherhood known as Soru-Bhal, that is, those who 
have eaten the same sacrificial food, a privilege that 1s rigidly restn 
cted to members of the 12 villages. In fact at the festival 
Patkhanda Mahaprabhu a special Soru meal is prepar 
of the Kirsani clan in the name of the God and th 
these 12 villages share it. This sncrarnontal fellowship 
community is of great moral and religious ,mporton 
the village an exogamous unit. On the basis of th1 
relotionship 1t is taboo for tho boys ond girls of th 
vlllagos to marry each othor even if thov 
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Moiety (Bansha) 
The next bigger exogamous unit is the moiety or Bansha which 

divides the entire tribe into two blood groups-onta/ (cobra) and 
Ki/lo (tiger). Of the two, the people of cobra group ar 
most numerous. The Banshas are as their names imply totemistic. 
The members of the tiger Bansha should never kill a tiger and th 
same is the case with the cobra Bansha which observes taboo for 
killing a cobra. Each Bansha has a myth which suggests close 
inter dependence of the moieties. The myths also suggest that 
this dual organization is not of recent origin but traces back to an 
ancient time. The dual organization has become ineffective due to 
inequal distribution of people in the two divisions which creat 
maritaf problems. Since the cobra Bansha has a larger population 
than the tiger Bansha the former naturally finds it difficult to fmd 
mate for each person in the latter. Consequently the rules of 
exogamy which were observed at tho Kuda level are extended to 
the Bansha level. 

The kinship among the Bondos 1s largely classificatory in which 
the terms used for primary relationship are also apphed to the attinals 
and colaterals identifying tho kins by their proper behaviour pattern 
The Bondos operate the kinship terms m four fields, namely, among 
their own family members, agnates, non-agnatic (Mo,tra) kins an 
affines. Some important kinship terms are listed below :- 

List of kinship terms among the Bondos 

• 

- 

------------ 
Relationship Terms of 

referenc 
Terms o 
ddr 

-------------------- -- --------------- 
Father 
Mother 
Elder brother 
Younger broth 
Elder brother's w1f 

.. 

B 

Young 
Man 

,n 
/mbing 

8 
Youn 

n 

-------------- 
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Relationship Terms of 

reference 
Terms of 
Address 

Younger brother's wife 
Husband's elder brother 
Husband's younger brother 
Wife's mother 
Wife's father 
Husband's father 
Daughter's husband 
Son's wife 
Elder sister 
Younger sister 
Elder sister's husband 
Younger sister's husband 
Father's elder brother 
Father's younger brother 

. . Kimion 
.. Ba 
. . Main 

Young 
. . Ba 
. . Ba 
. . Arjoon 
. . Kimion 
.. Ming 

Khui 

. ' Umbong 
Arjoon 
Busan 
Kaka 

Father's elder brother's wife . . Busan 
Father's younger brother's wife Umbok 
Mother's brother . . Mamu 
Mother's elder or younger brother's Vang 
wife. 
Mother's sister (youngJr or elder) Young 
Mother's sister's husband . . Kek» 
Father's father . . Tata 

Kimion 
Ba 
Main 
Young 
Ba 
Ba 
Arjoon 
K/mion 
Ming 
Khui 
Umbong 
Arjoon 
Busan 
Kaka 
Busan 
Umbok 
Mamu 
Vang 

Father's mothor 
Son's son or dnughter 
Daughter's son or daughter 
Mother's father 

. . Yaa 
. . lgli 

/g/i 
Dadi 

Young 
Kaka 
Tat 
y 

/gli 
/g/i 
Dadi 
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-------~------ -- -----. 
Relationship Terms of 

reference 
Terms of 
Address 

Mother's mother 
Daughter's husband 
Wife's brother- Elder 
Wife's brother-Younger 
Wife's elder brother's wife 
Wife's elder sister 
Wife's younger sister 
Wife's elder sister's husband 

Ming 
Arjoon 
Unkui 
Giring 
Ming 
Young 
Giringboi 
Bai/ak 

Wife's younger sister's husband . . Bai/ak 
Husband's elder brother's wife Ming 
Husband's young .lr brother's wife Kui 

Son Nffln 
Daughter . . SeJani 
Wife's father's father Tata 

Ming 
Arjoon 
Unkui 
Giring 
Ming 
Young 
Giringboi 
Bai/ak 
Bai/ak 
Ming 
Kui 

Nian ( Gubui) 
Seton! 

Tata 
Yooog 
Unkui 
Ba 
Arjoon 
Arjoon 
8 

Busan 
l:!u:,an 

n 
lg!, 
tott 

•• 

- 
Wife's mother's mother 
Wife's father's mother 
Wife's mother's father 
Son's daughter's husband 
Daughte(s daughter's husband 
Husband's father's father 
Son's Son's wife 
Daughter's son's \I\ ife 
Daughter's d,ug•,t~r·s '"On 
Daughter's son's son 
Son's son's doughter .. 

Young 
Unkui 

. . Ba 
Arloon 
Arjoon 

Ba 
Busan 
Busan 
Oan 
lg/1 

ln/1 
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Ritual kinship 
he system of bond-friendship is known as Monr» amon 

he Bondos This rel0 nonship can be established between two 
persons belonging to th~• same cornmurutv or different cornmurun 
If any intimacy develops between two friends, they decide to be 
bond-friends and accordmqtv ,ntorm the Oisber! (medicine-man). 
The Dlshari performs certain rituals ,n one of the fnend's hou _ 
On this occasion flowers, mango-le: vos and coconuts are offered to 
he Earth-Goddess, Hundi to sanctify the bond-friendship. Both 
the friends promise betore the Goddess to keep the tie t1rl death. 
At the end of the ceremony each exchanqos , cloth with th 
to solemn,ze the relanonsmp and perpetuate 1t life long It 
obligatory for both th,1 friends to attend vanous functions at eac 
other's family and exchange gifts on such occasion ..•. 
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CHAPTER V 

LIFE CYCLE 

After marriage a Bondo rs eager to have a child Nhic 
helps him to attain parenthood and to be recognised as a 
respectcble member in the society. If a woman is conceived wltni:l 
3 to 4 months of her marriage, she is talked of highly both in 
the family and in the village. A child irrespective of sex is nlwavs 
welcome to a Bondo family. Both a male and a female chil 
are economic assets to the family-the former helping parents in 
different economic activities and the latter ensuring payment of 
substantial bride-price to her parents on her marrisg 

During pregnancy a Bondo woman has to observe many 
restrictions m respect of her movement, diet and contact with 
outsiders. She should not eat any sacrificial meat parncutartv th 
meat of the head portion of the animal sacnfrcod or killed m 
hunting. Her husband has also to observe such restrictions A 
pregnant woman 1s not allowed to lie down in any open spac 
or ,n the courtyard. It 1s behoved that evil sprnts find chance to d 
harm to her when she is outside her home. Cases of still birth 
and birth of deformed children are results of bad effects of notonou 
spirits. It is for this reason that the woman avoid 
cularly to the stream and river where the spirit 
called, G urha ns 1s supposed to lrve In order 10 

awoy from the dangerous influences of evil spirits. sho 1 

to come in contact wrth ;i nv dead body and 
ground. The restrictions rrnposod upon h 
tale food and er 
wolf bemg than for 
of difficult labour 
responsible, th 
nd necossarv ritual 

If th 
rt 

h 
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male member of the house is allowed to remain inside the room 
but the elderly and experienced old women including mother-in 
law may remain inside the room to help her. 

The umbilical cord (Lundi) is cut by any one who will be 
attending the woman at the time of delivery with the help of a 
knife. A paste prepared out of turmeric and leaves of a wild 
creeper called, Siote is applied to stop bleeding and heal up th 
wound. The placenta is kept in an earthen pot and then buried 
in a pit dug close to the door-step of the room in which the baby 
was deltvered. The Bondos believe that the placenta is a source 
of black magic and therefore, all precautions are taken so that 
the sorcerer does not get it There is also a belief among the 
Bondos that if a barren lady eats a pinch of any part of the 
placenta it helps her to conceive rendering the woman to whom 
the placenta belongs to lose her reporductlve capacity. 

The new born baby requires immediate cleaning. A mixture 
of castor oil, turmeric powder and rice husk is applied over its 
body and bathed in tepid water. The baby is given only boiled 
water for a day after which the mother is allowed to offer her 
breasts to the child for suckling. 

Generally most of the deliveries are normal. In case 
any trouble arises either before or after deliv\Jry, the Bondos resort 
to divination. They consult the medicine-man and apply herbal 
medicines and perform necessary rituals. If all these efforts fail 
the woman is carried to the hospital at Khairput as the last resort. 
The study revealed that out of 17 delivery cases which took place 
in the vear 1980-81 in Mudulipada village only 3 cas 
referred to hospital and the remaining cases were of 
type. Among almost all the trib31 communities th 
go to the doctor when all their indigenous practices fail to gi 
desired results. By this time it is very late and the doctor is not 
in a position to save the lives of those who were roferrod to him. 
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- The mother observes certain restrictions in her diet in th 
post-natal period. She takes hot rice gruel mixed wath turrnenc 
twice by day which helps her to come back to normal health 
quickly and stimulates good secretion of milk. 

On the 9th day the rite of purification is performed. On 
this occasion a chicken is offered to the spirits of the ancestor ..•. 
Further some drops of blood of the sacrificed chicken are mixed 
with a handful of sun-dried rice, kept in a leaf-cup and with th 
help of a piece of bark of a mango tree the Dishari of the 
village puts blood marks on the walls of the room in which the 
child was delivered. Another piece of the same bark is stuck in 
the roof over the front door to prevent entrance of evil spirit ..•. 
After this is done the Dishari burns the bark into ashes and 
sprinkles them on the feet of those relatives present in the hous ..•. 
Thereafter the assembled agnates and cognates are entertained 
with food and drink. 

Though the mother is allowed to enter the kitchen and coo 
tho meals for her family members after the purificatory ritual i 
performed, but she does not go out to the village street or work 
in the swiddens, till a ceremony called, 'Dubokaige· is performed 
This ceremony takes place on the 15th day following the brrth 
of the child. On this occasion the child's father with an unmarri 
boy visits the house of the child's maternal grandfather and 
informs him of the birth of the child. According to the traditron o 
the tribe the maternal grandfather of the child gives a cock ,n 
the case of a mule child or a hen if it i:; a female chrld and a 
basketful of poddy to the father of the child 
home and shares them with his lineoge 
the house is cleaned thoroughly and the m 
is freo to go out of the house and attend to 

Name gi"ing does 
nces Generally the n 
the child was born is g ivon 

child goes with 
name 1s ctvon th 

not accomp 
of th 

h 
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signifies an interestinq rerationship between the Bondos and th 
Dombs. The Domb of the area has an important rote to play 
while giving a name to the child He supplies an ear ring, a 
piece of cloth and all other requirements to the parents of the 
child on the occasion of name-giving. He remains present at the 
spot and holds the baby on hrs lap and performs som 
mag1co-rel1gious rites concerning the name grving ceremony Th 
idea of ploc1ng the child on the lap of a Domb is to make th 
child untouchable so that no evil spirit does '"nY harm to the child 
For these services rendered by the Domb, he is given 
cow if the child 1s of female sex, an ox if it is of mal 

The first hair cutting is celebrated when the child become 
3 years old. Any male member of the paternal lineage can shav 
the child by means of a new razor leavruq a smaH tuft of h:'11 
as pig-tail at the back The elderly women who helped the moth 
t the time of delivery are invited and given sumptuous food and 
rink. 

The Bondos observe the ear boring ceremony which t 
place during the infancy of the child. On this occasion the grand 
mother of the child pierces the loies of both the ears and also th 
nose with the help of u fine ruddle A sharp knif 
at the head of the child which siqrufres that th 
adulthood can escape the casuatmes of murder 
ficed and sutticrent food 1s cooked to celebrate th 
worship the ancestral spirit ••. 

As the child grows 1t gain 
observing what others do 1n 
imitate the works of older m 
the female children are attach 
the father 
M 
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The boys visit the gids, spend time with them singing, dancing 
and chit-chating. Through these Jovn.t activmes frtendshi 
and attachment develops among them and they select their respe- 
ctive life-partners. For a girl her beauty, and for 
a boy his physique and capacity to work hard ar 
considered important. In course of contact a girl comes to kno 
more intimately about the boy of her choice and finds out th 
extent of land he holds, nature of work he does and the manner 
in which he behaves with others. Similarly the boy also tries to 
find out likes and dislikes, merits and demerits of the girl whom 
he wants to marry and when their hearts meet and love intensifies 
they unite and lead their married life independent of their parents. 

Among the Bondos the husband is younger in age than his wife. 
Marria{le takes place generally at the age of about 10 years in the cas 
of a boy and at the a~e of about 15 years in the case of a girl. In som 
cases the age of the wife is higher by 15 to 20 years than that of h 
husband. One common explanation which is given about this peculiar 
practice of a young boy marrying an older girl is that the husbend will 
still have working capacity to earn his livelihood and maintain ha 
family when his wife has grown old. Payment of bride-price 1 

prevalent among the Bondos, and it is in the form of either cows o 
bullocks or buffaloes including cash payment of one or two rupees 
Generally one cow and one rupee compnses the bnde-pnce, 
poor people find it difficult for payment of the bride-price. Sine 
marriage is indispensable in the Bonde hfe, they arrange it even b 
serving as bonded labourer in the house of a sbowksr 

Like other tribes, the Bondo is endogamous So 
Bondos have migrated to the plains and hav 
These Bondos are in greater contact with the plains 
brethren who live in the hills. Such contacts h 
changes in the dress pattern. food habits, hfe style o 
who ccnsider themselves more adv 
Unfortunately these orocesses of chan 
into two non-intermarrying 
not object to the marricg 
pla ins-Bondos, but tho latter loo 
greatest disfavour. 
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A Bondo village may be composed of households belonging to 
different lineage groups but marriaqe among themselves within 
the village is not permitted. In this sense the village is exogamous 
Because of this the boys of a village do not mix with the girls of their 
village. They go out to other villages to meet their girl friends and 
spend time in merryment with them at the dormitories. Th 
custom of bond-friendship is prevalent among the Bondos and 
in this case no rnarriaqe takes place between the two households 
which are tied to each other by dyadic relationship of bond 
friendship. 

Two types of marriages are prevalent among the Bondos-love or 
arranged marriage and marriage by capture. In case of love marnaq 
both the boy and the g ir I are in love with each other in course of their 
mutual contact in the dormitory and decide to marry each other 
When the decision 1s final the boy puts on a brass-ring in the fore 
finger of the girl in the presence of other members of the dormitory. In 
case she throws away the ring which is expressive of unwilhngness to 
marry him, no further contact takes place between them and the boy 
continues his visit to the dormitory and SC.dkS his membership in som 
other dormitory where he starts his match-making afresh. General! 
the parents do not object to love marriage. Rather they wholeheartedly 
support the views of their children and help the boy and 
the girl who are in love with each other •:l get married. But 1n t 
case of marriage by capture the element of love may not be ther "· 
soon as the girl is captured and kidnapped by the boy, the girrs par 
with others of their village rush to the boy's village to release th 
If it is found that the grrl has no liking for tho boy and does no 
to marry him, she is brought back by her parents and m thrs c 
boy provides n feast to the girl's parents to satisfy them 

• 

.. 

After everything 1s settled the boy's father 
mombers of his lineage visits the girl's house to brin 
They do not dine in the girl's house until th 
The girl accompanies them nlonqwrth on 

rves os the mediator between h 
v's village at tho ninht r •. 111. Tho nul 

houso of tho bov no, 1r1· 
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dormitory and eats in the house of her relatives present in the village. 
During her stay which lasts for 4 days it is incumbent on her part to 
work in the house of her would be husband to prove that she is capable 
of working. On the 5th day when she leaves for her home the boy 
who will marry her accompanies her and stays m her village for 4 days. 
During this time ha stays in the boy's dormitory, and eats in the house 
of his relatives living in the village. 

Generally marric..ge ceremonies are held in the month of Push 
(Jan-Feb.) after the harvest and it is the time when the people are 
relatively free from agricultural activities. On the appo•nted day 4 to 5 
women belonging to the lineage of the boy proceed to the village 
of the bride to fetch her. These women are entert ... med by providing 
them with food and drink and on the next dav tha party returns with 
the girl accompanied by other members of her family and some importan 
members of the villcge. The girl is given a basketful of cooked 
rice with some cooked meat which are distributed among the peopl 
of the boy's village. A Bondo who knows how to play on th 
drums also accompanies the team to play on the drum when needed. 
On arrival at the house of the boy the girl and her team mates ar 
given a good reception by sprinkling turmeric water on her feet and 
marking her forehead with a paste made out of white rice. At th1 
time the presence of Dishari and the shaman is necessary b 
they are the persons who can only bless her and receive her 
next item of work is that a group of boys forcibly carry the boy an 
put him inside a room in his house Similarly a group of girls fore, 
carry the girl and put her in the same room. Then.th. door of tho r 
is closed and both the boy and the girl remain in 

hort while after which tno door 1s open 
In fa ct the system of c 

ocrotv 
ho coo 
to th 

hou 
n 
hor 
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and a vegetable curry and serves the cooked food to th 
assembled guests and relatives. Now she is recognized as a member 
of the lineage of the bride groom. 

•• 

On this occasion the assembled guests and relatives offer gifts 
to the bride which become her personal property and this oropcrrv 
is utilized in the construction of a new hut to which the coup! 
shifts after sometime to lead an independent life. 

The bride-price is paid after 3 or 4 days of the marriage, but in th 
case of a poor family the payment is delayed for a longer time. As a 
part of the ceremony the couple has to visit the bride· s village wher 
both of them stay for 3 days. A feast is arranged on the 3rd day an 
all the villagers are entertained to solemnize the marriage. The bnd 
groom returns to his villc:ge on the 4th day leavinq behind the bride to 
stay with her parents for a few days more. The bride groom makes 
his second visit to his father-in-law's village to bring back the brid 
to his house. 

Some cases of divorce are met within the Bondo society. Som 
of the important reasons for divorce are unfaithfulness of the wife an 
incapable of doing manual work. Barrenness and aduhery do no 
necessarily lead to divorce unless accompanied by other 
Levirate and sororate types of marneqes are prevalent arno 
Bondos and widow remarriage 1s permitted. 

Disposal of Dead 
The Bondos practise both cremation and burial t 

corpse. A case of death 1s lnmented with I 
o The hut in which death takes plac 
with de.:-tth•pollution. The corp 
which a mat is covered and lat 
the oldest son or any mal 
back verandah of th 
believed that th 
tn thts form. 
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Onl ( men follow the bier in a single file to the r lace of burial. 
Some ,nourners go eartier to prepare the pyre. The corps s is carried 
and placed on the funeral pyre. All usable articles of the deceased 
like-bow and arrow, knife and allumir.ium utensils in case of a male 
and ornaments in case of a female are placed on tho funeral pyre. 
A nominal amount of Rs 3/-which was paid by 1v1ahaprabhu, th 
Supreme Being, during birth to earn his or her hvehhood is also paid 
back during funeral To make the corpse pollution-free, nails are 
pared and hairs are cropped and kept in a leaf-cup over the pyr 
With all these things the pyre is set on fire with the bundle of 
straw brought from the deceased hut. 

The mourners leave the pyre in that blazing condition and com 
straight to the spring for purificatory bath. It 1s behoved that at any 
moment they may be bewitched as the spirit of thJ dead still hovers 
around until 'Dasha' 01 final pollution is over 

Nothing 1s cooked in the deceased family in th a morning hour 
and the members are fed by the neighbours In the evening rice is 
cooked by the deceased wife, in a new pot and a few linec.ge members 
of the deceased go with cooked stuff to the cremation ground to 
offer to the spirit. After they return an egg is sacrificed at th 
Mu/dei (ancestral spirit) by the eldest son This egg is mixed with 
water and sprinkled with a mango twig over the roof of the hou 
and on all houses of consanguineal relatives living nearby to m 
them poltunon free temporarily. 

To ascertain whether the death is normal or du 
of the deceased a long with other ladies of her hustun 
the cremation ground to collect bone on the 3rd 
Bud ceremony Wtth a piece of bamboo, th 
piece of bone and hammers tt with a pebble If t 
the dead 1s nor ma I, 1f not, the death ,s due t 
wife and other ladies come back 
iad,~/eaf. At th 
with a shaman r 
As the lody mourner 
thrown over them. Thi r 
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deceased's house. This makes them spirit-free who are supposed 
to have been bewitched while coming back from the cremation 
ground. They subsequently take purificatory bath. 

On the 10th day Kingdak ceremony or final purificatory ceremony 
takes place. Relatives are invited. Rice and beef are cooked. Two 
women ..,._oceed to the cremation ground with the cooked food in 
fourteen leaf-cups to satisfy fourteen ancestors including the recent 
one. After they return the ancestral spirits are satisfied at home. In 
the evening the eldest son along with lineage members again goes 
to the crematicn ground and pours pitcher full of water over the 
ashes. This satisfies the spirit. At night Orpa rite is also celebrated 
to make any young girl of the deceased family spirit-free. An axe. 
mango barks and mango twigs are kept over a big stone near a 
stream. These represent the spirit. Young girls of the deceased 
family sit over it, thrash them with a winnowing fan, cut the mango 
twigs into pieces with the axe and sweep them with a broom-stick. 
They also offer cooked food to satisfy the spirit. This trees them 
from being bewitched in future. After these rites are over, a grand 
feast follows. This marks the end of death ceremony. 

If after all these rituals frequent deaths or damage of crops 
occur in the deceased family, gunom-stone or a memorial stone i 
placed at the threshold of the deceased hut to satisfy the spirit. It 
is an expensive affair and therefore, not extensively practised. 

A pig earmarked to be sacrificed on this occasion is surnptuou 
fed and left free to graze for three years within which the condi 
tion of the deceased family is watched. If th 
worse this Gunom ceremony is observed. The owner 
Rs.2. 000/-on this occasion About a dozen of shamans ar 
to satisfv all the ancestral spirits. Almost all tho relanves. and 
re invited. About 3 bullocks are k1tled to entertain th 

The pig is also sacrificed at the Gunom stone, 
over 1t and the audience assembled outside thro 
the spirits. It is believed. this rite appeases oll t 
the condition of the fomaly is not further 

- 

•• 
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In case of a murder, the dead body is carried to the police. 
station. Thuefore no funeral takes place. But Dasah is observed 
on the 10th day. 

Some of these socioreligious practices provide media for the 
extension of social relations beyond the nuclear family and even 
beyond the members of the lineage groups. The bonds are further 
while strengthened affina Is are apprised of their roles. These life· 
cycle activities have an indirect bearing on interpersonal relationship 
to the extent of maintaining cordial relation between different 
lineage groups. The rote which the village officials play during 
these ceremonies reflects their concern to maintain this friendly and 
amicable relations, so essential in reducing the frictions and conflict 
within the tribe. 
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CHAPTER VI 
POLITICAL ORGANIZATION 

There cannot be any coherent social life unless th3 social rela 
tionships which bind pco ale together are atleast to some degr 
institutionalized In all human socienes some rules and some 
kinds of constraints of people's behaviour are acknowledged 
and adhered to in daily hle. These rules and the means by which 
they are enforced differ from societ { to society Where the socia I 
control and political organization are strong a greater degree of 
social order is maintained than in any societies having a weak pohtical 
organization. There are various cateqories of functionaries who 
enforce order and herrnonv in the society. Wher,3 such f uncuonanes 
have become weakened under adverse condmons a kind of chao 
results in the society. ThJ case of Bonde in respect of their politi 
cal organization is discussed in this chapter. The Bondo secret 
lacks any system of rutership. The elders of a Bondo village consti 
tute the judges who adjudicate cases concerning their village at 
Sindibor, the village court where tho ciders assemble and conduct 
the trial of social offences under tho chsrrrnanshrp of Naik, the secular 
headman of the villaqe. 

- 

•• 

- 
The Bonda, by nature. '-ro very much mdividuahsuc 

lovers of freedom and independence in their hfe and 
strong dcmocranc spmt makes the task of the villag 
difficult. Among tho Bondos. the village headman has I 
and goes by the consensus of the public 
of cases ho only argues, submits the pomts of v, 
parties and persuades tho people either 
never giv~s ony o·der or verdict which has n 
It 1s for these reasons that the ho.idrna n of th 
an old rnrn and the post of h 
villages the post of h 
insignificant oerson whc.. rom.uns in 
want him to contrnuu Jnd net 
nd ducrsion 

rudln 

t 
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- basis for a period of 3 years after which a fresh Naik is selected by 
the elders of the village. The main functions of the Naik are to 
preside over village assembly and adjudicate the cases concerning 
the village. He is also responsible for collectinq land revenue which 
is recently introduced in the Bondo hills at Rs. 1 ·25 per household 
and deposits the same 1n the Tahsil office located at Mudulipada. 
He also collects subscriptions from the viflagers for celebrating different 
festivals and rituals. He keeps with him the fines imposed on the 
culprits by the vilfage assembly. When the amount becomes sub 
stantial it is utilised in a feast in which all the people of the villag 
take part. The Naik enjoys half an acre of low land which is given 
to him by the people of the village for his services which he renders 
for the village. 

To assist him in his work there is a supporting secular assistant 
called, Cha/Ian. The post of Chai/an is hereditary and he assists the 
village Naik in all his functions. 

There is a mess .. nger called Barika, who calls the peopl 
to the place of Smdibor, and also carries information fro 
his village to other villages as and when roquired upon th 

••• instruction of the village Naik. The Berik» of tho v1ll:.19c 
has major responsibilities. He ts to inform police when aver J ny 
case of murder takes place in the viUage and he 1s taken 
first witness at the time of the trial of the case. The otner 
responsibility is to frx the rates of different com 
which the Bondos offe, for sale at the local 
There is a custom among tho Bon 
hunting for a number of days in 
year The village Barika organizes the hunnn 
them to the forest for hunting 1n accornparurnunt o 
ho plays on this occasion The Barika 1s the hn 
village and the world outside it. Ho keeps hims~, 
police and officers of forost dee 
informs tho people of his v,11 

their urea WhonGvor on 
_ tho poriod of thoir 

I 
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at the post office the Postmaster opens it and reads the conten 
to the Barika who conveys the same to the addressee whenever 
letter is delivered to him. The village Barika belongs to the 
Domb community and the post is hereditary. The Dombs an th 
Bonde country are nut explo.ters as they are in other ti ibal areas. They 
are so careful that they do not give any opportunity to the Domb 
to exploit them. The Barika has no right to allow his kin members 
living elsewhere to come and settle down with him in the village 
which he serves. It is because of this restriction that the Dombs 
are limited in number in the Bonda hills and their retanonship 
with the Bondos is very cordial. For the services rendered by 
him to the villaqo every household pays about 4Kgs. of food 
grains in the form of minor millets to him. The landless tarmf 
are exempted from paying it in time but they pay only Rs.5 
per family. 

A group of twelve villagers form a confederacy called, 
Bara-Jangar over which there is a headman called, Badnaik or 
Raja. The post of Raja is not hereditary. It is hold on a tenur 
basis for a period of 3 years. On the day of Magh 
festival the Badnaik ,s selected. On this day all the Nelks of 
twelve villages assemble at Mudulipada near the baruan 
where a sacred sword (Patkhanda) ropresentmg th 
deity of the tnbe called, Patl<handa Mahaprabhu res, 
Naiks select their Badnaik unanimously After h 
elected, each Naik nes a piece of red cloth on h1 
But the Naik of Mudulipada village puts a vermihon marx on 
his forehead in addition to the tying of red cloth on h, 
The newly elected Badnaik is seated on a thorny chair under th 
banian tree and the priest of Muduhpada v1Uaqe waves burmn 
lamps and mcense before him On th, 
sacrificed at that place and they assembl 
Iezst prepared for them. In CJSO th 
thing which amounts to violation of 
dissatisfaction of tho pubhc ho is tnr 

Bodflaik •s select 

•• 
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in his post he cultivates it and enjoys the produce from the land. 
The functions of Badnaik are that he presides over the inter 
village meeting and decides cases relating to village boundary, 
adultery, divorce and such other social offences in which people 
belonging to different villages are involved. He is the custodian 
of the funds which are levied on the accused and when tin 
assume a big amount this is spent in organising a feast on a festiv 
occasion and the Naiks of the vilfages belonging to the confede 
racy are only eligible to partake the food in the feast. 

Besides the secular headman every Bondo village has a 
priest called Pujari. The post of Pujari is hereditary and the person 
who acts in this post is paid 15 Kgs. of food grains at the rim 
of harvest from each household for his rnaintr.nance and for th 
services he renders for the village. 

There is another functionary known as, Dishari whose Jo 
is to fix the date for the performance of v rrious festivals at th 
village level and performs also some astroloqic.it functtons connect 
ed with the observance of various rites and ritual 
specialist in herbal medicines and protessionauv a sorcerer wno 
knows many magical performances and methods of cunn 
Ho invokes 8 guardian spirits through ma91cJI p 
and utilizes their powers for both rnal 
magic. He has no fixed remunereuon as an 
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propensity. The village officia Is do not have any control over 
the cases of murder and the tribal political organization d 
not seem to have any respons1b1ltties in the matter of brmgin 
about any reform in tho homicidal activities of the people. 
The general social control works only to the extent that th 
murderer is excommunicated and handed over to the pohce for trial. 
Even the ward members of statutory panchayat follow the traditional 
norms and values of the society. As pointed out above th 
individuals are so strong in the spirit of mdependencc and freedom 
that the society as a whole fails to exercise on them any influenc 
for a change in their temperament from aggression to peacefuln 
The chapter dealing with the personality highlights how the Bondo 
character of agg1 ession develops and how each individuol irnbt 
the spirit of independenc._. 

- 

• 

- 
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CHAPTER VII 

RELIGION-BELIEFS AND PRACTICES 

Religion and Magic 
Different aspects of culture fulfil different needs of th 

society. The physiological wants of man are satisfied throuqh 
technological and economic aspects Social organization, 
enculturation and socialization helµ the society to perpetuate itself. 
The members of a society lead their life in conformity to social 
norms and sanctions with least deviation. The social control 
and political organization servo as the guardian of tradition and 
culture and discourage deviation from social norms. The religion 
has a different role to play. Its basic function 1s to foster adjust 
ment of man to his universe by providing security against fore 
more powerful than himself. Religion which is defined as th 
belief in spiritual beings is one of the major cultural aspect .•. 
It covers religious boliefs and practices, frests and festivals and magic 
nd other occult controllinq mechanisms. Thrs chapter begins with 

a short account of different gods and goddesses which mlluenc 
the life of the Bondos. 

After life 
The Bondos believe in tho nansrmqrnuon of th 

is then belief that after the death of a person th 
its body and is subjected to the scrutiny by th 
Mahaprabhu for its existence after ltf 
takes into consideration tho mturo of llfo 1t 
whether ,t would merge 1n tho realm OT on 
would lead tho hfe ot a gho:.,t or 
vil-spirit Tho fife which liv 
ocial norm 
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The Bondos believe in three rvre system of existenc 

existence, that is, the earth in which the mortal bem 
heaven in which the heavenly immortal beings live and the hell 
which is nothing but a large sheet of water unfathom 
depth and unmeasurable in other dimensions The 
spirits and many other categories of supernatural beings hve 
human habitation on the earth. Similarly many deati 
powerful than the deities living on earth are found 1n the heaven. 
For example, Patkhanda Mahaprabhu which is considered th 
Supreme Deity of the tribe has its abode in the heaven 

The Bondos believe in a Supreme Being, who is 
their language as Singi-Arke (Sun-Moon), which stan 
Patkhanda Mahaprabhu. It represents a sword of 3 
length and 6 inches in width, placed in the hollow of a 
tree in Mudulipada village. 

called 1 

for th 
feet in 
bani 

The genesis of Pstkhende is obscure, but the publi 
indicates that in tho past all the Bondo villages in the hill 
under two taluks, namely, Ramgiri and Nandapur. The village 
as Dantipada. Bandhuguda, Baunsapada, Bondlguda, Chalanpad ..... 
Gapurpada, Kishapada, Pinduanqar. and Mudulinada were tnclud 
in Ramgiri Taluk and are known as Bara-janqar group of villag . 
The inhabitants of these Bara-jangar group of villages rnainl 
considered the sword the most sacred and started worshipping 1 
as their Supreme Deity. The worship w 
and as o result it was worshipped thnce in 
(April-May), Dasahora ( September-October J an 
January) festivals. In course of time the Bondo 
of villages of Ramgm Taluk followed those of t 
of villages and worshipped Petkhond« m th 
Supreme Bein". 
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who offered hospitality to Him, His wife Sita and His brother 
Lakhman begged of them some weapon by means of which they 
ould protect their life from the attack of the wild animals. Lord 

Rama fulfilled their prayer by giving them a sword which represents 
the Pstkhende and eventually became the Supreme Deity of the tribe. 
Not only the sword is sacred but also the baruan tree in which the 
sword is kept is considered equally sacred The Bonda who ~ 
through Mudulipada pays obeisance to it Being of the Mundari 
group, the Bondos are expected to recognize the Sun-God as their 
Supreme Being. In fact they corroborate this fact by confessing that 
Singi-Arke was formerly their Supreme Being which ts symbolized 
as Patl<handa in the present time 

• 
The Table 3 gives a list of the deities and spmrs which ar 

worshipped by the Bondos on different occasions and the items o 
ingredients which are offered to these deities and spirits and th 
purposes for which they are worshipped. The salient features that 
emerge from the review of this table are briefly elven below. 

l 
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TABLE 

The Bondo 

SI. Name of 
No. the 

1Deities 

(1) (2) 

English 
equivalent 

Objects 
represent 
ing Detty 

Sex of 
the 
Deity 

Place of 
abode 

(3) (4) (5) (6) 

1 Singi-Arko Supreme A sword-3' Male .. In the 
Pat· Being 

. length hollow of or or tn a 
kha n d a of and 6" in baniyan 

•• 
creator tree 

Mahapra• Sun and width. in the vitlage 
bhu. M o o n Mudulipada. 

w h; C h 
stand for 
Nature as - 
a who)e. 

2 Mutdei Ances1 or- Sm a I J Only mate Beside the 
wor s hi p piece o1 ancestors. main pillar 
Ancest r a I wooden of the sleep• 
spirlts. post. ing room, 

• 
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3-Contd. 

Pantheon 

Place and Ingredients Who Purpose of 

occasion of used in worships worshap 

worship worship 

(7) (8) (9) {10) 

Worshipped thrice Unboiled rice, Puiari (Priest) Bumper 

yearly during joss s t , c k s, Crops. 
•• Chaitta-P a r a b incense powder, 

( April- M a y ), vermilion, tur- 
Oasahara (Septe- meric powder 
m b e r-October), as ingredient$, 
and Push-Parab and goats and 
(December-Janu- fowls for 

•• 
arv) under the sacnfice. 
baniyan tree. 

Worshipped in Cooked food Worshipped by For the well- 
sleeping room on served in leaf- the owner of being of 
all festive occa- cup and plates the house on f 8 m I I y 

ions and during and unboiled festive occa- m 
prolonged sick- nee, incense- 6100S but by 
ness. powder as an- shaman on 

gredtents an 
uflce of a StC 

red colour 
fowl . 

• 
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- TABLE 
The Bondo 

SI. Name of English 
No. the equivalent 

Deities 
(1.) (2) (3) 

- 
3 Hundl or E a r t h- 

Bursung. Goddess. 
4 Kap u r - Sitakunda 

chuan, or 
Sacred 
pool. 

Objects 
represen 
ting Deity 

(4) 

Sex of 
the 
Deity 
(5) 

Fourstone Female 
slabs- 
A pool in Female .. 
the east 
of Muduli- 
pada divi- 
ded into 
3 secti- 
ons-first 
section in 
which a 
fe m a I e 
de i t y 
called 
K I n g - 
buda is 
install e d 
provid e s 
drink in g 
water and 
second 
and third 
secti o n s 
used by 
the Bon- 
dos and 
the Dombs 
res p e c 
tively for 
bathing . 

Place of 
abode 

(6) 
------ ---- -------------------------- 

In a hut 

Sita Kunda 
Pool. 

••• 

..., . _ 
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3-Contd. 
Pantheon 

Place and Ingredients Who Purpose o 

occasion of used in worships worship 

worship worship 

(7) (8) (9) (10) 

Worshipped m 
every month but 
specially in pond 
(Dec e m b e r 
January) in the 
hut itself . 

• 

•• 

Worshipped m 
the pool in the 
month of Chaitra 
(April-May). 

Unboiled rice, 
incense powder, 
jo s s-s t i c k, 
vermilion as 
mgredi e n t s. 
Satisfied with 
an egg in each 
month. 

Offering of fish 
and egg. 

Hundi installed Brings pros- 
by Dis hara perity to 
when the villaoe. 
village settle- 
ments start and 
worshipped by 
Pujari in each 
month. 

Worshipped by 
Pujari on 
behalf of 
unmarried girl 
of Bara.Janaar 
village, 

For t 
healthy lif 
unm arr i 
lrts . 

•• 
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TABLE 

The Bondo 
-· 

SI. Name of English Objects Sex of Place o 
No. the equivalent represen- the abode 

Deities tiog Deity Deify' 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5} (6) 

5 Singraj . . DeitY of A Simli Mal 
the for est. tre 

On t 
swid d e n s 
under 
Simli tr 

• 

.. 
G Uga .. Forest A Simli Female _ On t 

Deity or tree. SW> d cJ tJ n 
the wife of u n de r 
Singraj. S1ml1 tr 

b e f o r 

- f 
treos on t 

.. .• .. n. 

7 Ren u • F o r e s t Stone well F~male .. Old laay 
n g b a r Deity. fencing rat s1ni 

o n . 
I n ~ 

UI 
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3-Contd. 

Pantheon -- -- 
Place and Ingredients Who Purpose of 

occasion of used in worships worship 
worship worship 

(7) (8) (9) (10) 

Coremoniou s I y Unboiled rice Pujar! .. To get rid o 
worshipped 1n and joss sticks bruises crea- 

the months of, Vow ta k e , :, ted of bur 

Srabana (June- sacrifice a goat 
. . . 

•• 
uuunes. 

July), Oiwah or a pig. 
(Sept e m b e r- 
October) and 
Chaitra (FebrU· 
art-March) . 

•• 
Cerem o n i all y Unboiled rice Pujari To get rid of 

worshipped . and joss sticks b r u t s tn 
the month of used a1 ingre- creat 
Chaitra (April- dients. Offering burn injuriui.">• 
May) on indi- of an egg or a 
vidual swidden. fowl by each 

family. 

Worshipped near Unboiled , ice, Pujari of 
the boundary Incense powder, B a n • p a, r 
wall in the month vermilion used vill&go. Th• 
of Chaitra (April- as ing~edi\lnts, villago ls n 
May). sacrifice of by bound 

ti 

.;~•- ••••• .._, • 'I 
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TABLE 

The Bondo 
-- - - 

SI. Name of English • Place of Objects Sex of 
No. the equivalent represent- the abode 

Deities ing Deity Deity 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) 

10 Sadar or Stone made St o n e Female At the centre 
Sindibor. platform re- ma d e or entrance 

presenn fl g pJatfo r m of the village •• 
deity of the known as a stone mad 
Sadar. Gesung. platform re- 

presents 
deity wher 
meeting • 
held by th- •• 
panch a ya t 
members and 
dancing 
ground of th 
village bo 
and gir 

Spirits 

1 Lamtach - Spirit of the Does not Fem a I• Near th 
uan. stream. rePr ••• n t IPirh. atream 

ny thing. 
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•• 3-Contd. 

Pantheon 
-- . _,._,_ - - - - ---- 

Place and Ingredients • Who Purpose of 

occasion of used in worships worship 

worship worship 

(7) (8) (9) (10) 

•• 

••• 

Stone platform wor 
shipped ceremonio 
usly in the month 
of Chartra (Apri1- 
May) and Oiwali 
( September-Octo - 
ber) on all occa 
sions of feasts and 
festivals both indi 
vidually and com 
munally. 

Unboiled nco. 
vermilion, joss 
sticks and ince 
nse powders as 
ingred i e n t s. 
Satisfied with 
the sacrif lee of 
a fowl. 

Betterment to 
the village. 

On the occasion Unboiled rice Oishari (Medi• To save, t 
when the y o u n g and turmeric cin~m•n \_ WMJna-.a l , l 
girts suffer from wate, used 
menstrual troubles. inared, ~. n t .:'!• 

t .••. 

~..---- ..., ..••..•. 
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TABLE 

The Bondo 
----- 

SI. Name of English •Objects Sex of Place of 
No. the equivalent represent- the abode 

Deities ing Deity Deity 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

-----· 
2 Doliang .. Spirit of the Does not Male spirit Ne a r t h e 

Mango or represent stream. 
jack fr u i t any thing. 
tree. 

3 Garba d a Spirt of the 
low land. 

Does not 
represe n t 
any thmg. 

4 Kaliarani Spirit resi- Rock 
des on the 
rock Babur 
near Sita- 
kunda. 

. . 

Male spirit 

F em a J e On a rock 
spirit. Babur neat 

Sitakunda. 

5 Kin d i n g Sp I r it of Music a I F o m a I 
Sagar. the musical D r u m spirit. 

drum. used by 
Pujari. 

Dwells on 
the low land. 

In the Orum 
by 

- 
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3-Contd. 

Pantheon -- - -------- 
Place and 

occasion of 
worship 

Ingredients 
used in 
worship 

• Who 
orships 

Purpose ot 
worship 

(7) (8) (9) (10) 

On occasion when Unboiled-r1 c e, Dishari (Medi- To save the 

any one vomits 1 ncense powder cineman). man from 

blood . and peacock blood vomit. 

• feather used as 
ingredients. 

If n nv one suffe r s Red-clay-ba I I, Oishari (Mldi- To be saved 

chron rcallv from cast o r-1 e a f cineman). from stomach 

- stomach trouble. rotten egg and trouble 
ten naya paise 
used as ingre· 
dients. 

Worship of the 
r o c k during 
chronic illness. 

Worshipped at 
t h e Sindibor 
during ceremo 
nial hunting in 
the month of 
Chaitra {April 
May). 

Unboiled rte e 
and incens 
powder used 
as ingredients 
and sacrifice 
of a pig. 

Unboiled ric e, 
Jo S S-S t i C k 
used as mgre 
dients. sacn - 
fice of an egg 
and a pig. 

Dishari To save a 
person from 
abnormal ill• 
health. 

PuJari To save the 
people from 
the wild animal 
while going 
for hunting 
xpedition. 
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•• TABLE 

The Bonda 

SI. Name of English • Objects Sex of 
No. the equivalent repressn- the 

Deities ting Deity Deity 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Place of 
abode 

(6) 

6 Gunam .. Spirit of a Doe snot B o t h In the gra- 
dissatisfied represen t male and vevard, 
soul. any thing. female • 

spirit. 

- 

Tramp Spint (Ghosts and 

Vuttt-The spirit of a male who di n 
Debts-The spirit of a male wh 

K•minl-The spirit of a female who a1ea an 
Raslcud.-The spirit of a mal •• 
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• 
3-Concld. 

Pantheon 

Place and Ingredients ' Who Purpose of 

occasion of used 1n worships worship 

worship worship 

(7) (8) (9) (10) 

--- -- ---- - -- 

Worship of the 
pirit m the house 

of tho victim 
when n pregnant 
women is upset. 

S h a m a n or 
Gurumo, tackles 
such s p I r , t s 
t h r o u g h rice 
drvmaticn- 

Only unboiled 
rice used as 
in g re d i e n t. 
sacrifice of a 
goat. 

Unboiled ric .... , 
i n c o n s 
powder and 
peacock 
feather ~ 
ingr e d i e n t-. 
Sacnfica of an 

n 

Oishari 

Worshipped by 
tho Shaman. 

To save th 
pregnant 
woman from 
anv sort of 
abnormality 

To make th 
V I C t i m 
spint-Ir 

fowl 

Domons) 

unnt1turn1 dunth 

comrnittod .~uctd 

jnoncv or duuuq child bltt 

,llad by w,hl lHll 
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Man, Society and Religion 
The Bondos believe that when a person dies it takes a rebirth 

in some descending generation. Therefore, whenever a child is born 
in a Bondo family rt is believed that one of the ancestors has taken 
birth. There are certain rituals, performed to identify which of their 
ancestors has really been born and once the ancestor is identified, 
the name of that ancestor is given to the child at the time of th 
name-giving ceremony. 

The ancestral spirits are normally well wishers of their descendant ..... 
They live with their descendants in the houses where they lived 
during their life time. The Bondos believe that the spirit of deceased 
father or grandfather often comes to visit their survivors when they 
are sick and guard the sick room against the intrusion or mischievou 
and evil-spirits. When one suffers and doos not show any sign of 
improvement the ancestral spirits are blamed for their apparent in 
difference. In the case of serious illness in the family, a vow is taken 
to offer a fowl to the ancestral spirits for speedy recovery At the tim 
of drinking, first two to three drops are dropped on earth to satisfy th 
ancestral spirits. In a sense the Bondos feel the presence of their 
ancestors even though the ancestral spirits are invisible. 

The ancestral spirits are believed to reside under the earth near 
the main post of the house, called Mutdei. Mutdei represents a small 
piece of wooden post installed near the main post in the sleeping room 
of the house. The family members worship their ancestral spirit 
on various ritual occasions. At the time of observmc festivals cooked 
food 1s offered to them in leaf-plates at the main post of the hou 
a brown coloured fowl is usually sacrificed as a token of 
It is the belief among the Bondos that the ancestral spint 
mental in supplying food and clothing, happin 
their descendants for the connnunv of their life. On 
the village Dlsbsn Is called into conduct the worsrup uno oner sacn 
floral objects on behalf of tho family m 

, 

••• 

- 

Liko the li-v inn born f 

f thurr nn 
nd tonuly mom 

.. 
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r tiger, etc. Such situation gives rise to propitiation of ancestral 
spirits for the sake of appeasir,g them so th-t these mishaps are proven 
ted. Out of this evolves what is called, ancesror-worshlo. It i 
observed as a matter of regular routine of activities connected with 
different festivals and a ituals which are observed in the Bondo societv. 

•• 

Besides the ancestral spirit which are normally benevolent ther 
are many other types of benevolent spirits which reside in forests, 
water, paddy fields, hillocks and trees. The Shamans of the tribe tdk 
the help of these spirits for curing illness, for pro•11dmg comf on or 
happiness and for fulf rll ing needs of the people. The spmt which 1 

invoked b; a particular Shaman for the fulfilment of the above men 
tioned needs becomes his guardian spirit and it is the parucutar 
uardian spirit which helps its Shaman by responding to his prayer 

and worship. All the guardian spirits do not have same supernatura I 
powers. Some spirits have powers in a greater degree and som 
others in a lesser degree. Whenever a Shaman fails to achieve h1 
objectives he takes the help of guardian spints. But all Shaman 
are not equally effective in their worship Some Shamans are highly 
skilled and their ritual performances yield desired results wher 
some other Shamans having less experiences and ritual perforrnanc 
do not achieve desired results. 

There are several spirits who are by nature bent 
harm to the Individuals Such malevolent spints ar 
of creating trouble for the people and are theraforo, dre 
by the living beings. Hare come 
requisite expertise and techruqu 
spirits and neutralising thou evil 
divination tho sorcerers can detect the rruschrovou 
neutralize thoir evil effects. Srrmtarlv th 
harmful types of drvinauons by which to invoke th 
nd sot thorn acainst oersons and IL 1s for this r 

upon dorn 
in the hubrt 

much 
II t 
otcnt 
urr 

r 
not loss than murnor .. 

d 11 It. d•tftcult to •dentafY bv ,, 
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Priests, Shamans and Witch-doctors 
The main ritual and magical functionaries found among th 

Bondos include priest or Sise {Pujari], Astroloqer or Medrcme 
man (Dishari), Shaman (Gurumni) and Sorcerer or Witch-doctor. Of 
all these ritual functionaries the priest occupies the highest status in 
the society. He presides over all ritual functions herd in the villa 
in common. He is responsible for offering worship to the villa 
goddess (Hundi) and Supreme Being (Patkhanda Mahaprabhu) and 
such other deities common to the virlage. The post of the priest i 
hereditary in the Bondo society. For his ritual services he is given 
annually 15 Kgs. of cereals or millets per family at the time of harvest, 
The priest of the village is always ot the mare sex. 

Next comes the Astrologer o- Medicine man who is called 
Dishari. His duties arc to fix auspicious time and date for the perfor 
mance of village level festivals. He is also consulted for appointment 
of auspicious time for marriage and other ceremonial activities Nor 
mally the post of the Dishari is hereditary, but whero the descendant 
of a Dishari have not been able to learn the works of D Disher) 
any other person of the village having knowledge about what 
Dishari does is selected for this purpose. He is paid in cash which 
varies from Re.1 to Rs. 10 depending upon tho n iture of th 
case. The Dishari is always of the mar 

, 

• 

• 

Next in ord s th 
wh lent in natur 

1ff .cun tim 

ham, n invokes hi 
Whonovornny 

th 

n 
t 

tim 
from 

tone wrth chunnn 
vrnptom .• , 

A powaor 
atonqwrth chm ·~ 
f turmonc An icon 

was arnwn ovor tho "" 
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nature of 
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r 
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•• 

which was divided into three apartments-s-one for Patk/,anda des th 
econd one for Hund, and the third one for the shaman's guc1ru1an 
prrit About half-a-kilogram of unboiled rice WJS pried up in each 

amrtment over which joss-sticks were Kept it Incense-powder an 
vermilion were thrown intermittently. Long chants of spells wor 
uttered to satisfy her guardion spmt to counter the evil spirit After 
n hour or so d rotton egg was sacrificed and thrown over each prle. 

It was believed that the guordian spirit would oblige the evil-spmt 
with this rotten egg and the patient will be cured. But Som 

ntinued to sultoro and consequentlv a more experienced Shaman 
was called for from the villaqe Tuloquram. 

To ward off the evil spirit, she took resort to a kind of divination in 
which the essential ingredients required were rice and wmnowina 
fan. She waved her palm over the fan and muttered spells an 
harms for hours together to trace out tho specif 1c spirit. Whtl 
oing that she got mto ecstasy. In the ecstatic state she shook her 

hoacJ violently with the accompaniment of tho beating of drum 
nd gradually lost her senses and got spirit-possessed. In thut stat .... , 
it Is believed that she prayf ully communicated with her own 
sprnt to cum the o.inent. As tho guardian spirit itgreed t 
he. µH,yt I she reqainc d her senses. It was indicative that th 

ure to be curod In case. the Shaman takes tirno to r 
nsos, steps am taken by the audience to get back her sen 

prinkling water over her with J mango twig. This is mdicau 
tho fact thot the victim is not go1nn to be cured by that Shaman. 

, sh 

IX tin 
temporarily ot I 

llud, Bir 

lotl a, 
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After two and a half months Soma could arrange the cost for 
final observance of puja to satisfy the spirit for his full recovery. 
The experienced Shaman was again called for. This part of ritual wa 
held near a stream on a clay altar. The Shaman placed fourteen 
small balls prepared out of unboiled rice in fourteen icons represent 
ing disciples of the Shaman's guardian spirit, Sumsing. These 
icons were worshipped with mango-twig, incense-powder, joss 
sticks, etc Now-a-days flowers are also offered to the icons. Whil 
supplicating unboiled rice in J winnowing fan the Shaman got mto 
trance After regaining senses, the Shaman appeased the guardian 
spirit and her disciples with fourteen eggs. A pig was sacrificed 
specially for the guardian spirit. The blood of the animal was 
sprinkled over the icons and subsequently in the stream After thi 
ritual. Soma was completely cured. 

This sort of magic which is benevolent for the public is known 
as Ba/deng by the Bondos The same process is usually adopted in 
almost all cases of suffering when a shaman is sought for treatmen 
Both men and women can become shamans and help peopl 
through their respective guardian spirits. The amount of paymen 
made to a shaman is not fixed. It varies from person to person and 
from situation to situation. 

Of all tho ritual and maqica! Iuncnonun 
1s roverod and respected and ho occupi 
the socia I hlc When the people meet 
the cases or discuss the matters relating to tho, 
of priest is as mdrsponsable as that of tho Nai 
headman of tho villJge Tho priest is differ 
of ritual and rnuqical Iuncnonnnes in that he has nothing t 
tho malevolent deities and never resorts to nnv ntu •. 11 

non which creates illness and trouble for hi 
invariably is so to say o well-wrshor of hi 
uch ritual acuvrues which ensure woll-b 

PU/BT/ 

n m 
cid 
nc 
ulJr 

utan, 
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others, not onfy have visions of the deities and spirits, but enter into 
communion with them speak through them. Collective ritual and 
collective emotion at feasts and festivals, religious processions and 
dances have served to intensify the emotional appeal of religion 
mong the Bondos. 

Propitiation 
The Bondos have personified the deities and spirits according 

to their activities. These deities and spirits are believed to have 
shaped the destiny of the community. To ensure desired result 
these supernatural beings need to be properly appeased. These 
powers are therefore, propitiated as per the customs of the com 
munity. The functionaries propitiate such powers to solicit blessing 
for the well-being of the people. 

As custom prevails, bowing and genuflection are important 
postures of obeisance to satisfy these supernatural powers. 1'h 
functionaries on behalf of the people stand with folded hands, chant 
incantations, offer sacrificial food and ultimately kneel down and 
touch forehead on the ground in front of the deincs and spirits. Th 
public too, follow tho functionaries and pay obeisances to th 
powers in the some manner. 

Sundried-rice 1s offered to tho d 
used in all rituals. Vanous dnimul 
nd fowl are sacnficed. 

colour cnflc nd sprrits. 

mb, pi 
of variou 

Luck and chonce 
Good luck and bad luck and chances ar 

•he divino will of Petkbondo Mahaprabhu. 
1s believed to be n bad luck ordained by th 
Bondo society tho sago-palm trees arc hiohl 

ts large quannrv of ju1 
tho luckiest A mun 
h 

lway 
I rs, ,t 

In t 

n 
Mond •. 1y. r u 
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usprcrous. S,milarJy Cheitre (February-March}, Push (November 
Deccmber), and Magh (JanuJry-Febru~ry) «re considered ausprciou 
months. For example, communal hunting takes place in the month 
of Chaitra (February-Murch) because in this month games ar 
available in pl,)nty for hunting. 

It 1s tho belief a rnong the Bondos that what is destined is bound t 
happen Howover certain provenuvc measures aro taken to mrrurni 
the eviJ effects which bad luck is likely to cause. A kind or bl· 
hoot, is used in eves and an iron amulet is attached to tho body t 
protect 1t from evil-eyes. Iron implernonts are inseparable objects of 
elderly persons and such obiocts am believed to protect the 
against evil-eyes. It is believed that bad fuck cnn be avoided if 
one abides by tho social norms. In tho true sense of th 
the Bondos are fatalists. Fate decides every thing and tho uosun 
of human beings. 

Sacred objects and places 

• 

Dwelling places of venous gods and dettres are treat 
places. The peoplo believe that 1f they pollute these plac 
subjected to divine torture While taJking to a Bondo, it 
that Sitakundo is regJrdcd as holy and any stone of thrs holy 
displaced, it displeases tho do,ty Any displc1cemont 1s mad. 
the Pu/ari through dreJm by the divine beings and tho p,._ 
has done it '-PPC'8Sbs tho deity with the sacr,f1ctl of il p1 
Patkhando and Hund, are regarded as the mo 
Sadar or Stndibor in each Bondo viii· 
sacred otaces and therefor'-- all festival 

acr 
. they 

I 
r - 
t 

The Patkhanda sword ( Liesu), the dru 
cred as they arc oossessec with suocrnatur 
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Avoidance and Taboo 
Taboos, locallv known as. Anglo are sociallv approved t «stncnon ••. 

nv violetron of such taboos results in supornatur.rl pun1->hm ·n 

•• Different taboos crevalent in th 

Food taboos 

ondo society • .; fotl 

Tuber of ny kind and 
Stali-creepcr are not oaten until 
month of December-January 
presiding over individual Donqar IJn 
then eaten. S1mil,Hly only after tt 
fruits hkc monno and jackfruit aro eaten Le ives o 

local vanotv of vcqctable culled. Stroh und Tharuk 
aten until the end of Srsbe» (Julv-Auqust) 
nrrna! is eaten during the month ol Cltettr 

tho Hund, 1s satisfied by offcrtng blood of th 
rehg1ous function trios ar 1 forbi 
forming ntu 1 ls Even th 
1f ht! h· 

ow-peo (Donqor-reni) l1nd 
bscrvancc of Push Perab , 

rt.' off '--red to th 
n the f 

th 

•• 
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the people uses castor oil in tho body and take bath in the evening and 
not in tho morning During Push-Psrsb, it is taboo to take up any 
work 1n connection with aqriculture for at least three days. It is believed 
that wild animals would attack in case any one violates this taboo. 
No one goes to the forests during Chaita-parab, because it is behaved 
that wild animals would attack them. 

It is taboo to usurp other's property, because it is believed that 
the usurper would be put to trouble by tho clan spirits of the person 
whose property is usurped. 

Status taboo 
The elderly persons are considered the representatives of Patkhanda 

Mahaprabhu and hence 1hey are respected. Religious Iunctronari 
re not addressed by their names but by their roles like Pujsri, Dishari 

and Gurumsi Similarly the wife never addresses her husband by hi 
name, but by the name of father of so and so She even does not uttor 
the name of her husband' s elder brother, elder sister, father and mother. 

Sex taboos 
Any person who 1s expected to perform any ritual should have no • 

ual intercourse from the previous day A worn.m 
taboo IS tho mother of sexual imorcourse tor a (lt.ricd of 

after dellvury. It . behaved rhat one vorn as 
hofps good lactation and promotes bet to, growth 
During menses, sexual intercourse Is forbidden. Tho menstru 
blood IS considered impure. 

Dreams 
Tho following dreams are mterpreted by the eon 

ways. 
1. If ono dreams of boino ~,lrud by n tigor ho ,~ sure 1 

cloth on tho noxt day from an 

ivinu birth to ,1 c iu. onu • 

an van 

t 

rtdinu ,l h 
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5. It is believed the longivity increases if one dreams of 
his death. 

6. Death of any old man or woman in the kindr.-,d group is a 
must if one dreams of killing any old man or woman. 

7. The tiger is sure to come to the villao e if one dreJrn; of hunt 
ing a tiger in the forest. 

8. A friend or a relative must visit the house if one dreams of 
female friend visiting the house. 

9. If one dreams of tying a goat he will be injured by the doer. 

10. If one dreams of receiving alms from Patkhanda Maha 
prsbhu he becomes Dishari. 

• 11. The dream of drinking sngo-p&.1lm juice bnn 
such juice from his own tr 

12. If one dreams of receiving maize from Sind,bor h 
bumper crops that year. 

pot-full of 

13. If one dreams of sacrificing a fowl noar Potkhonde Mah-4- 
prsbhu and the head and the trunk of the .inirn !I ,H\l severed, 
some one of the village is sure to be mur 
day. In that case, tho person gets up Immedi rt 
throws a pinch of salt at the threshold of his house tu c 

tho mishap. 

14. Tho droam of carryina water or sand brinas aood Iortun 
rson. 

15. If one dreams of wearina a waist-belt h 

16. If one dreams of carrying forest produce to h1 
crops aro oaten owoy by the wild '1n1m1L . 

ut 
. 

1. P•g~ are dostrovlnc croas in swldden: 
the tiger 1~ ntt 

y rnembo: in th 
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4. getting sufficient games from the forests brinu h to the rdmily i1nd ther\1foro, tho Shamans ar to counter Jct such dreams It . 
beli~ved IS who follow tho norms ot the society never sec bad creams. 

Omen 

th-ir than the drna ms, the Bon. 
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that persons wh 
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tho 11st of r1 f 
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9. To meet a dead body while going outsid 
inauspicious. A little dust from the toot i.; ti1r 
nearby t 

10. To meet fishing operation on tho way bring 
for the family. 

ny 

However omen 
the bad effects no 

interproted in various w&.1y. 
teps are taken. 

ood now 

To counteract 

The annual ceremonies 
The Bondos observe many ritu=1:s and f esti vals in different 

of the year. Each ritual or festive occasion has go t 
mJgico-religious aspect concerning the sacrifice of aru •• ,, 
offering of food and other objects to tho doitv an 
spect which provides entertainment an J e;ijoy 

ing, dancing. singing, etc. The following tabt 
ndar of magico-rt?ligious performances and th 
are observed in the calendar are als 
de~ription of some of the important f 

th 
th 
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TABL 

Annual festival cycl 

SI. Name of th 
No. Ritual 

(1) (2) 

1 Bandafun or 
Kuree, 

Months when p.:rformed 
Lo 

synonym 

me of the OeiUos/ 
p,uts worshipoed 

2 Dasara or 
Kumbugucla. 

3 D,wali or 
Gewarsung, 

4 Push Parab 

hoita P,rab 

(3) (4) (5) (6) 

-· 

June Srabana Bandafun Wo,sh1pplno of Hundi 
July (Earth-Goddess) and 

Kenaubud«, tho spirit of 
the forest. 

August 
Septomber 

Decombor 
Januory 

M11gha Parilb Januor 
Febru1ry 

Aswm 

K1r11A o,wa!J 

• 

Hund, 
n 

of t 
• 

Push Push 

h 

1(1 
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4 

of the Bondo• 

Who 
wor~hips 

Communally or 
individually 
observed 

Signif1canco lngredien\, used o. of 

(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 

P u J a r i Communal .. 
and lht, 
Shamans 

Pujari Do 

Pu/ar, Do • 
•• 

Pu Jori 
nd Head 

of each 
house 
hold. 

Pu/ar 

Communal ond 
individual. 

(a) Before sowing of 
Kangu. 

(b} N~w-ea1ino of 
Kangu, Oranoe, 
pumpkin, arum and 
wild ,o:Hs. 

New adopuon o 
Htndu festival. 

Adoptron of Hindu 
festival. 

(a) To bo dis 
hoe. 

(b) Protect tho 
from insects. 

Loaf-cups, Vernul1on 
tncense-p o w ll er 

ing rodren t __ 

3 day 

1 day 

nd 
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Ono neneral observation is that 1n all th1 rituals th 
the procedures follow 

me and ther 
matters trom function to function. Tho main inqredients inclu 
undried-rice, vermilion, joss-sticks, incense powder, mango-twigs, 

leaf-cups, leaf-plates%etc. Food stuffs such as %molasses, plantain, 
coconut and puffed-corn arc offered and animals such as pig an 
fowl are sacnhced to the deities. The variations are noticed not in 
the items but in the colour and quanutv of the ingredients. For 
xarnple. a brown chicken 1s sacrificed to a deity on one occasion 

but a block one is required on another occasion. 

The nature of their worship is primarily congregational and th 
approach is collective, and as such, these festivals may b 
... ,.. the expression of their traditional custom and cultur •... 
dures followed for observing the rituals are more 01 less th 
but thcv may be sample in some cases and complex in other cases. 
However, the general trend is almost standardized. The ritual pro 
cedures include such steps as clecninq the pince of worship with 
cowdung and water, drawing icons in ch arcoal or turmeric powder, 
putting vorrmhon dabs in different circles of the icon and on th 
doitv of Patkhanda sword, keeping the joss-stick and incense burn 
ing, pouring water in each pile of unboiled nee, offering of cooked foo 
etc. For sacritices the steps include sanctifying tho animals by 
pnnklmg water on them, making tho animals eat somo of tho ra 
rains piled on tho icons, pulling some Ie.ithers or h 11r~ from thorn 
nd throwing them into tho burrunq incense, slauqhtennq tue arumal 

prinkling blood on tho piles of rice From the l>d<Jin1ung tell 
htenng of animals, the Pujlui utters spells .ind ~h inns b 

himsolf sometime and with n group of sh irnans other ti.nes Th 
of peacock f 
At th 

- 

•• 

JSSt30U)lcl0 poopie clO(J tilt) ruu.u 1 unction •. mes DOW UOWI\ t 
ity and pray for good ho.11th, good crop .ind ,, uood time lo, tnem. 

In most Cd SOS tho f 
nccrn for t1 b'-'ttur YI 

very unportunt 
inu, flung, ploughing, sowing, WU\."l(l11 
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Similarly rituals are observed prior to the eating of new crops and 
fruits The idea is to offer such food-stuff first to their deities and 
ancestral spirits and seek their blessings for having good crops 
every year. 

Trend of Change 
It is quite clear that the religion is intimately interwoven 

with the Bonde way of life, their day-to-day activiti... •.. , 
their material and ethical life. It has also been shown 
in the foregoing paragraphs how deeply the Bondos are dependent 
on the deities and spirits in every aspect of their life and activities. 
They simply cannot move without being dictated by the deities 
and spirits. Religious and magical beliefs regulate their relationship 
with the visible and the invisible world around them. Underlying 
all religious and magical rituals and ceremonies 1s the conviction 
that the welfare of the society and of indavidual depends on 
establishing a balance between man, nature and the supernatural 
universe. 

- It is true that the Bondos are in close contact with their neigh 
bouring Hindus since a pretty long time. Recently their contact 
with the development personnel of the Special Project has brought 
about many changes in their hfe and work Tne Bondo leader, 
has taken some vigorous steps to bring more of H induizod traits into 
the Bondo culture with the purpose of combat, ng the animal sacnfrc 
He has also introduced credatably certain new rdeas and thought 
to bring more of aestheticism en tho Bondo r~llg iou 
their cnrninal habits As o result of this contact, th 
borrowed a large number of cultural traits an 
Hindu neighbour ••. 

on 
from tnerr 

Tho Bondos have adopted many Hindu 
Durga, Brohn,a, Bishnu, Moheswt1r "n 
of deities and spmts Hindu f 
aro also observed by theso p 
Utterances of tho names of 
version, tho nature of p,1y1nu uuu1s .. 111ru u 
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mango twigs, etc. to appease the deities and spirits and minirmzin 
sacrifices of the an mal are indicative of the influence of the Hindu 
ideas. 

It will not be out of place to mention here that the Bon dos have 
co-operated with the Project Officer to construct a Remeswsr tempi 
at the top of a hillock in the M udulipada village. A Bon do of Ban 
dhuguda village was instructed by Patkhanda in a dream to worship 
the Siva Linga thero. He did not take the matter seriously. But 
one day while offering puja at the temple he faced a cobra on th 
platform where Siva Linga is installed. Tho snake did not injure 
him and disappeared immediately. This incident purturbed him 
and thereafter he ran to the Bondo leader and confessed his fault of 
becoming irregular and careless in offering Puja to the deity at 
the temple. He took a vow and promised to be regular hencefor 
ward. From that day onwards, he was appointed as Pujari of 
Rameswara and continues to offer Puja regularly in the Hindu 
fashion. The Rameswara temple has now become the temple of 
the tribe and the Bondos from far and near visit the temple and 
offer worship to the Siva Linga installed there. 

In the year 1980, during Magha parab, some Bondos invaded 
the shops in Mundiguda market and forcibly took away the coconut 
to offer to Patkhanda. The situation would have been worse, had 
the Bondo leader not intervened. He reconciled the matter with th 
hopkeepers by paying back the cost of all the coconuts, whrch h 

himself collocted from the same Bondos who comm1ned this offenca. 

bov 
Bondos of Hindu id 

trend of 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE BONDO PERSONALITY 

The mountainous niche located in the remotest fastnes 
of the ancient forests is the home of tho Bondos, To the trib ... , 
the habitat is a cherished land. For centuries they have resisted 
outsiders with their bows and airows to enjoy by themselves 
xclusively what they have of their locality for all time to come, 

The Bondos seem to have changed very Iittle during th 
centuries they have lived in their present habitat What strikes 
as the most significant difference which stands out sharpfy in 
contrast to the neighbouring tribes is tho Bondo character and 
personality. 

The dress and appearance of a Bondo woman with her shaven 
head decorated with headbands of caryota fibre and her well 
built body clothed in half a yard single piece of hand-woven 
fibre-yarn loin cloth and adorned with multicoloured neckfaces 
and neckbands of brass rings and brass chains has no paralltl 
anywhere in India. Surprisingly enough the Bondo women 
present a great similarity in their adornment with the Turkan 
women who live miles and miles away in a desert to tho west of 
lake Turka n J in Ethiopia. 

Like the g iris the Bondo bovs ar 
tell stature. fino physique. ch1rm1na f 
are captivating. Little boys havo their 
grow up and come of dormitory 
and dress it in an attracttva fashion. 
his locks in a bun at the back of hi 
have the front as othors of hi 

ttractiva Thai r 
dtrihtful srrul 

but as th 

Bow and nrrow 1s mo constant com..,J111on 01 mun r, 
boyhood. 

Culture ond choractor 
Difforont tnbes present dtfft,ront rultur.u putt 

upon tne cultural coros on which thov I-av m110, t)IH 
mplo, the Snoru culture tN more ku1ttn wtth rltunl per 
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and magico-religious practices. In contrast the Gadaba cultur 
is centered round social life with particular reference to growrn 
up, sex and marriage. Unlike the Sacra and the Gadaba. their 
Kandha neighbours lay more stress on food seeking acnvities an 
productive organi zation such as food gathering, axe-cultivation 
and horticulture. 

In sharp contrast to all other tribal communities the Bondo 
lay major emphasis on individual and its character and personality. 
They live in a hard unyielding hilly region and exhibit a great skill 
in keeping themselves to themselves. They love independence 
to the core of their hoart and hold courage, freedom and equality 
above alt other virtues. Industry and friendliness are the 
Boodo nature par excellence in day to day life. 

The character which first strikes a visitor to a Bond 
settlement is the independent spirit of the Bondo men and womon. 
A Bondo re£atds himself as the equal of tiny man on earth. H 
receives a visitor to his village with all friendliness and courtesy, 
but his heart is filled with suspicion and even 

In contrast to such an indeoendont-ladcn personality th 
Bondo have a few negative virtues. They are dreaded for their 
ill-mannered aggressiveness, bad tempo, and homicidal tendency. 
They are very fond of drinking and it 1s only whon o B 
fully drunk that he bubblos in fury, becomes unm 
xtreme, hurls his knife and draws the bowstrina t 
rrow at the target. 

Thu problem of Bond 
tudv of greot s,amfican 

that factors such 
d1f Iicult! 
may hnv 
p 
ot t 
lth 

h1bit 

f wrestinq a uvounood trom 
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rgum\lnt dOt'', n 
rnmumtv which Inc~·- ,,\tdn ,l . 
und\!r tho sam« eoiuhtto1h ,h• ttw t1U1Hh) ,,,, 
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To give a scientific explanation to the contrast between the 
epcha of Sikkim and the Bonda of Orissa in their character and 

personality with particular reference to avert aggression requires 
a proper definition of the term aggression and an analysis of th 
types of externa I realities to which the individuals have to 
accommodate themselves en their respective societies. Descriptive 
accounts of primitive communities show that different environ 
mental realities and institutiona! systems which influence th 
life of the people from their childhood produce differences in 
character and personalitv. 

Keeping this external realities in view an attempt will be 
made to explain the lack of aggression in the Lepcha society 
nd excess of it in the Bondo society. Before discussino the 

psychodynamics of these two primitive societies it 
to say what wo mean by aggression. The term aggression in 
common parlance relates to destructive asp rct of fighting and 
competition, and any disposition to attack and rivalry. But 
in a deeper sense It may rotor to the urge to gain mastery over th 
nvironmental aspect of tho external reality This urgo i 

ubiquitous and universal. but the strength with which it is 
manifested in differont societies deoerrt upon rmterial circum 
tancos. social organization, individual temperament, mores and 
ciat sanction which govorn hurmn relationships and activiti 

Aggression may bo constructive as reflected in the urge for er 
nd innovating or it mav be destructive as in the case of comno- 
titive and Quarrelsome dispositions Aggression rmv be direct 
towards objects, people and ideas and even towards supernatural 
beings. 

We will take up tho Lepch t first and cornp-rrc tneu onvn 
conditions and institutional svstoms with those of t 

nao ond analyse tho influence of th 
provatling typos of character tormation 

Tho Lepcha. their country ond their churner 
ho t.oncna uro .1 Monuo10I0 p 

tho southurn nnd o~u,t~rn ~lopP" of . .. 
tirno of tho O')tttbll .hmunt of., S,k._,1rnu.:;o Ktnndom tho Lench 
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an inferior subject race, under the domination of the Sikkimese 
Tibetans or Bhotias. The best lands of the Lepcha were taken away 
by the Bhotias and later by the Nepalis who had immigrated into 
Sikkim in great number. As o measure of protection against th 
onslaught and debasing effects of cultural contact the Maharaja 
of Sikkim set apart the part of his estate called Zongu os a Lepch 
reserve where he made a law that only pure-blooded Lepchas could 
possess land and settle down ther ..•. 

Zonger is a triangular mountainous country, approximately 
40 miles on each side and the avoraqe height of the hills being about 
12,000 ft. The reserve is located in an inaccessible hilly terrain and 
tacking any road communication all travelling is done on foot and all 
goods transported by human porterage. 

Most of the t.epcha settlements and cultivated lands are situated 
in altitudes varying between 3,500 ft and 7,500 ft. above sea-level. 
Above the cultivated lands in higher altitudes are the forests in which 
wild produce is gathered, games are hunted and to which cattle ar 
sent in winter to pasture. The land in the most part of the reserv 
is so precipitous that it is not easily amenable to cultivation and to 
eke out a living in this terrain is an arduous job. The weather 
throughout the year is cool and the winter is very cold. It follow 
therefore that clothes arc very necessary for warmth. Not oll people 
can afford to have sufficient clothes and therefore many peopl 
particularly children suffer from cold, cough and bronchial troubl 
Until the beginn;ng of this century Lepchas used to weave all their 
own cloth, but weaving is now almost a lost art. Although tho art 
of weaving 1s now almost extinct. the spindle continues to b 
considered the typical femmmc symbol as th 
on 

• 

•• 

Both men and womon wear 
on tho upper part of tho bo 
tho shirt and no up their hair pion , 

Mt 
ultur 

wuh w n,I a 
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and 3 inches wide is pnctically the Lepcha's onfy instrument. A 
Lepcha without a knife slung by his side in a bamboo sc rbbard is rar 
to be seen. The knife serves all purposes starting from lopping tr 
to cutting up meat or wood for domestic use. A hand hoe is used 
for terracing and working the soil in land to be cultivated. Different 
types of bamboos which are tocotlv available are extensively used 
in the construction of houses Hollow internodes of bamboo serv 
as water-carriers and drinking vessels. No pottery is in u-~ 
the Lepcha. Leaf plates and cups constitute their utensils. 
metalic vessels which are bought from the Tibetans in 
for cardamom are used for cooking food. The Lepe ha ar 
in weaving baskets and mats out of various reeds and bamboo splits. 

Each Lepcha household maintains a bamboo-fenced garden 
where vegetables and root crops are grown in smaller quantiti 
and barley and spring wheat are raised in large quantities. Near 
the house are also a small number of fruit trees such as orange, 
peach, apple. pear, plum and tree-tomato. 

Strips of land near the valley are used for raising wet rice. 
cardamom and minor rrutets. But tho bigger fields which are locat 
miles away from village site are meant for growing dry rice, buck 
wheat and millet. The Lepcha are excellent walkers and climber 
and can cover long distances without any fatigue and breathlessn 
The most general food of the Lepchos 1s rice. Wheat an 
are also eaten when there 1s no rice. Millet 1s grown for 
and getting liquor which both men and women drink 
Thev believe that the liquor (chi) has medrcmal value and protect 
the body aqainst cold Thev are also conscious of th 
Hect of the drink which loads d man to quarrelling when orun 

According to their experience dnnk 1s rnellowmq, 
pleasant rather than snrnutcuna and 

The study of tho economic life of th 
re ennaoed in varying d 

thcrinq. CUltlVJUng ,ll)CI hNdtng l•lthouuh tn 
of manor importance m thoir hf,). In th\' (x1rl 

times tho Lepcha eked out th.;, cutnv.u 
wild forost oroducu. Whon tho tral>t.•s of 
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infiltrated into their habitat the Lepcha found themselves con- 
fronted with aggressive external elements against whom they 
were practically defenceless. Being hefpfess the only atternativ 
open to them was to tree into more inaccessible regions and lead 
a nomadic fife in the forests. The invading Nepalis and Bhutanes 
took possession of the cultivated lands which the Lepcha had 
abandoned. 

As the country became peaceful the Lepchas returned from 
the mountain fastness and wilderness and resumed their former 
practice of cultivation. In agriculture they could not compct 
with the Nepalis and the Sikkimese who ware more industrious and 
griculturalfy more developed than themselves In such a srtuanon 
the more progressive communities had a upper hand on the Lepch. 
who found out for themselves that the hfe in isolation was mor 
suitable than that in integration with other communities to whom 
they are no parallel in technological dcvelopm mt. Not only th 
warring and competitive habits of alien comrnumtios was rospo 
nsible for their isolated life but also the introduction of 
cardamom cultivation and terracing had kept them bound securely 
to their lands located in isolated areas. The money-producin 
cardamom crop did away with the necessity, which existed en 
earlier times, of travelJing to exchange forest produce for cloth, 
salt and metal, This growing isolation has increased their tirmdrtv 
in the face of strangers. 

From the description of the natural environment 
sistence activities it is indicated that the external roaurv 
them rather timrd and devoid of any aggressiv 
character. Wo may now have an over view of their 
~ nd look for the factors which have beon responsibl 
formation of the prcvarhnq Lepcha personality. 

and suo 
h 

It is tho common practic 
to the age of 18 months or mor 
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Children are more often carried by women th· n men. Elder 
daughters spend much more time looking after their voun 
iblings than their brothers do. Children should not cry If 

a child starts whimpering, the moth ?r or anyone n i ubv tries at 
once to find out the reason and acts in a manner which uranf 
the desire it expresses. 

During the first few weeks the babv sleeps in us mother 
, 

arms. When it is given a semrat a rmttress it is laid beside it 
mother with the mother's breast always within reach It 
xplains why the Lepcha babies are in fact extremely quiet and 

grow up under most comfortable conditions. 

• 

•• 

It 1s a common sight to see that tho babies under the age of 
three are all the time, except for the night, strapp ld on so 
body's back preferably on the mother ·s back irrespective of th 
work the guardian may be doing. Often a Lepch::1 woman 
found pounding rice or doing any other domestic wo k or field 
work with her baby carried at her back in the pouch The baby 
is habituated to experience the movements of its mother at wor 
and apparently feels soothing to her sleep. 

The lopcha take so much care of their children that ther 
Is very I ittle chance for tho development of sell .rchunce in th 
childhood. The child is reared under such conditions that it 
learns to rely completely on elder members of tho fJmll~ who m 
turn are enculturated in such a manner as to gratify without 
neglect all its expressed washes On no occasion the chtl 
left alone and kept crying unattended Tho relying on eld 
siblings and parents acts decidedly 1s n major forco 1n c 
formation of the child in adult lit..... 

As the child grows the parents hold J.WO Vh}WS about ,t; th 
child is a potontul odult who will bo of gront assistance to tht1 Iunul 
nd tho group or IJrgo; at the same trrne if th 

bo a molovolont supernatural boino and bccon 

It is tho custom amono the Lupch I t 
hot tnthor Jnd tho son with his mother. 

of four it i~ gavon u aopnr.Ho pl.th) &1nd cup 01 us own. 
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plates and cups are not available the child is given food in a leaf 
plate to eat by itself The child is never kept hungry any time ; 
every morning the mother gives some grain to the child to nibbl 
when it feefs hungry Any sor1 of punishment like beating, hitting 
or scolding is a rare expenence in the childhood; at best a naughty 
or tire some child will have its ears pufled in case it defecates inside 
the house when it can walk out by itself. Nevertheless the 
punishment is severe if the child commits any crime such as stealing 
fruits from the garden of a neighbour or any other household of the 
village. It does not however mean that the grown up children are 
fet loose to wander about and do nothing. They are taught work 
techniques by their parents ; boys are especrally taught agncultural 
work and mat weaving and girls are taught spinning, pounding 
and winnowing of grains and cooking. Sometimes the son do 
his mother's work and the daughter father's work. No occupational 
specialization along sex lines is ngidly enforced an childhood. From 
what has been mentioned in the preceding paragraphs 1t is clear 
that for the majority of the Lepchas the chrldhood Is a satisfying, 
contented and happy time. It is these habits and happy rnernone 
of a profonged and satisfactory infancy which mould the character 
into a pleasant, mild and non-aggressive personality all through 
the latter years of Lepcha adulthood. 

The Bondo and their children 
But what about the Bondo babies ? A visitor to the Bondo 

country who has observed the Bondo hfe at close quarters will 
discover a sharp contrast between the Lepcha childhood and Bon 
childhood. Tho Bonde deal with their babies very 
Parents bring up the child up to throe years of age with adeouat 
care and affection. During this period the child depends enurel 
on the mothers breast for its nourishment. Ch1I 
high, tho reason being the insanitary conditions 1n 
re roared in tho Bondo society- In the nuns ono arso 1n not sun 
nd in cofd weather the child 1s earned in o slim1 made of 
ioco of cloth at tho back ot tho mother out 

result in many cases ctuldron cut ch cold I 
which tukos o ho1wy toll of child poputeuon ainong th 
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The mother feeds the child only when it cries. During breast 
foeding the heavy neck bands and necklaces of the mother hit the 
head of the child hard causing pam and irritation to the child. On 
t1II occasions breast feeding is decidedly an inconvonience to the 
mother and invariably an unpleasant affair to the child. In almost 
all cases the child is carried on the waist of the mother not at her 
back in a sling. The neck bands and necklaces again c.iuse great 
inconvenience to the mother in holding the child at her WJIst and 
moving about. Elwin's observations corroborate with our 
findings in this matter. He has stated, " I have never ssen c:. ny 
where so many fathers looking after babies, who tug at the small male 
nipples with an obvious sense of disappointment." 

From the very earlyhood the child comes in intrrnat .> contact 
with the environment. Though the Bondo custom forbids parents 
to take out the child to the forest when it is within five months 
old, but the circumstances are such that it is difficult to observe the 
ideal of confining the child to home, The real practice Is that 
parents carry the baby with them when they go out to the forest. 
Thus the baby from its very infanthood hears the sounds of animal 
and chirps of the birds and experience hot and cold, wind and rain 
outside its home. 

It is tho wish of the parents that the child should have physical 
freedom as quickly as possible. Paronts holp the child to toddl 
and encourage to set feet gently and firmly and try a 
When the parents ore busy working in the field th 
on the ground It is at this time also the child tri 
itself and learns to walk by fits and starts It crawls aroun 
hard surface and sometimes strikes its head or hmb agJm 
or somo other hard substance. An experience of th1 
invariably a sequel of violent cry and 1f the mother , 
comes to its rescue at once and wrpes off us noad an 
woop of her 

Th 
quickly 
The f ether m.1 
to phiy with. 

ldors to m 
by 

no arrow ,,n I 01 
not ovon hesuato t 
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knife to play with When the child is sufficiently grown up and 
capable of moving about freely it is encouraged to shoot its toy arrow at 
the cattle, pigs and other animals nearby. The objective of this practic 

not to kill the ani~.:i!: shot at but to set hand in perfection :o 
hit the target; a practice in shootmg which in later life would help 
in makinq a living from the rnterrnlnable wilderness and in either 
taking vengeance on the enemy or protecting itself against th 
nernv's retaliatory measures 

When left at home along with the children who are capable of 
walking about- thcv go to the nearby hillstream from which they try to 
catch crabs and fish. They play in water and spend hours in 
bathing Neither the cold wind of the winter nor the scorching 
rays of tho sun in summer doter them from such loathsome outdoor 
activities. This habit is conditioned by the fact that the children • 
are not expected to come back home at a particular time for food. 
Bondo children eat whenever and wherever they find food and play 

long as thov want Only one condition which is enforced upon 
the children 1s that they should be back home before dark, hav 
food and go to bed. 

From the young age the children are well acquainted with their 
urroundmq, including hills and forests, streams and fields, highlands 
nd vallovs. Small children while in the mountains mmato agncul- 
tura I operations carried by their parents in the swiddens. At an 

rly age tho boys start learning tho techniques of ploughing and 
other Jgriculturnl practices. Similarly the girl below 10 years of 
age acquire ettrcioncv in husking food grains, fetching water, colle- 
cting firewood and sometimes assisting tho mother in cookrn 
Whilo tho mother is busy in weaving, her grown up dJughtors sit 
by hor side and watch how she weaves and thereby learn th 
techniques of weaving. Tho spurt of sclt-relronce and indcpcndenc 
1s intomoheod rn both bovs and girls, moro in tho case of th 
former than in th 
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- family for fulfilling sexual appetite . It is easy to imagine what kind 
of personality develops in the boy husband who is aware of th 
sexual relationship of his wife with others and not with him. H 
feels helpless and gets all the frustration which he h .is to bear wuh 
a pinch of satt.At the same time he becomes jealous of others and ht 
pent-up feelings turn him into a man with aggressive disposition. 
With the result an ill-mannered behaviour manifests in him to affor 
drainage for the repressed affects created by the anxiety of shame an 
humiliation m his latter life.He bag ins to misbeh rvo with his w. fo when 
he comes of age and drives her too hard with utmost cruelty. Worst of 
all with the slightest provocation he roses his temper •. rnd his bloo 
boils and then ho pulls his knife or sets an arrow on tho bow strin 
ready to take away the life of the person who offends or irritates him. 

- 

The institution of dormitory as an integral part of the Bonao 
social system plays equally an important role in shaping tho character 
and personality which is charactenstic of the Bondo. Two dorrmtories 
are maintained in each Bondo villaqo-one for the bachelor 
(lingerisung) and other for the spinsters (Silanidingo} At th 
nine or ten a boy starts going to the bachelor's dormitory 
ame aqe a girl to the spinsters· dormitory. Both boy 
dormitory ogo-groups find many occasions to meet 
pend nrno in gossiping and joking ot one another 
Bondo prnmarit,tl sexual rotationslup among boy 
related to one another by blood 1s not t 
deranon In rJiny season or ,n wmtor wh 
visit the girls of another v1lli.1go thoy 
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spinsters' dormitory is different.The girls irrespective of their age are 
friendly to one another and spend time in sharing each other's heart 
touching tales of love or woe and in singing songs. 

Psycho-dynamics of the Bondo personality 
Mainly two issues emerge out of discussions about dormitory 

system and life of dormitory mates, (1) Does dormitory life contribute 
in any way to shape the personality what it is among the Bondo, and 
(2) what happens when considerable liberty which is conferred on 
the dormitory mates in the matter of sexual act is restricted in the 
normal life after the dormitory period is over? 

As regards the first point it is obvious that a boy in the youth 
dormitory gets all the frustration he can stand in the early part of his 
dormitory life. His experiences of being knocked about and suppre 
ssed by the olderboys contribute substantially to the development of 
an aggressive character which has already sprouted in his childhood· 
In the case of the girls a non-aqqressive and mild temperament deve 
lops, the reason being their subordination to the aggressive and explo 
sive male members in their patriarchal society. 

- 

••• 

- 
Regarding the second point several items of mlorrnauon ar 

prerequisite for the analysis of tha unrestricted sexuahrnpulse en 1t 
development encountered by strong obst.icles 1n tater life. Keepin 
in view the broad perspective of external reahties of both krnds-enviro 
nmental and institutional the essential items to WJtch ore (1) th 
nature of internal adjustments to external realities and the frustration 

which tho external realities create. and (2) tho dofenc 
the social sanctions which support vanou 

mechanism .•. 

From whotevor facts wo havo rnarshatted obour th 
rmc aspects of Bonde personutuv wo will try t 
rices of the Irue play of sexue I impulse m th 
uon 1n thutr later hte. 

• 
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Nevertheless it is obvious that the play of Bondo life differs from 
stage to stage. A Bonda enjoys freedom in sexual play in one stage 
of his life and observes restrictions of it in another stage of his life. 
He takes these changes in his life style for granted. He has observed 
others in his society and is sure that his activities and attitudes are 
all in conformity to those of all others of his society. The institutional 
system of his society demands his adaptations to the system in a parti 
cular way, because such a system of adaptations insure him acce 
ptance, approval, support, esteem and maintenance of status in hi 
society. 

The free exercise of sexual impulses (barring females of own 
lineage) permits the personahty an uninhibited growth up to the end 
of dormitory period. Then comes a reversal of social attitude after 
marriage. Among the Bondo it is common that boys even after rnarria 
age continue to share dormitory lifo with unmarried boys and enjoy 
sexual liberty with dormitory girls. This 1s of course done surrepti 
tiously, otherwise their wives will create trouble for them and pick up 
quarrel with them. 

In the post-dormitory period an adult boy has to crub his unr •.• -.. 
tricted exercise of sexual impulse according to tho social sanctio 
his society. There is one point a bout impulse control for con 
tion. An individual has to accommodate himself to the e 
realities if he wants to live as a full-fledged member of ha 
Through this process of adaptation he has learned that tf 
to certain discipline at the cost of his pleasures he will 
niov protection and approval from his society. He h 

it and experienced it At the some time he has al 
wi thhotdino of apprecmtlon of on acnvuv h,1 
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What does the Bondo culture tells us about these two points-on 
about ti-le age at which the impulse control is instituted in the life of 
Bondo and the other about the gains or rewards of impulse control. 
Among the Bondo a boy enjoys considerable liberty in sexual exerci 
during dormitory period and some more years after this period. 

Ir, their society, the social demand for the impulse control is more 
rigid in the case of the females than in the case of the males It i 
for this reason that as soon as a girl is married she severes all her 
relationship with the dormitory of which she was a member prior to 
her marriage. Ideally speaking she is now loyal to her husband who 
has monopoly over her in sexual matters. 

• 

This is not so in the case of a boy who continues his relationship 
with the dormitory even after marriaqe and enjoys all the privrJeg 
that the dormitory system confers on him. In his case free exerc, 
of sexual impulses which starts as soon as he 1s matured continu 
for a much longer period of time than what happens in the case of 
girl. When he is sufficiently grown up it looks awkward for him to 
continue dormitory life and he goes out of the dormitory fold and 
settles down with his wife and children. It is only at this stage of his 
life that the discipline of impulse control 1s imposed on him and h 
tries to abide by the social demand for such control. 

What gJins does he foresoe for his impulse control 7 Theore 
tically when an individual has reached u point ,n time which 
indications to him to curb an impulse (be it sexual or othorw1so) he can 
do it with comparative ease 1f somo other rnterests aro stlt1sfied In 
the case of a Bondo boy conformity to tho social demand depraves him 
of the pf ensure of f reo mixrng wuh dormitory spinsters Tho onl 
interest that makes the social domand for impulse control ncceptabt 
is tho onhoncemont of his st.nus to rrunhooo But he 1s n 
vable as not to mind sorns one else hJvt 
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• any repression of aggression is not rewarded. Rather retaliation 
against any aggressive act is highly desirable and daunted by lineag 
members. 

It is common among the Bondo that if anyone msults someone 
or doer, some harm to him either the aggrieved or any of his agnate 
finds the earliest opportunity to take revenge on the offender or on 
anyone of his agnatic relations. In such a situation he does not gam 
anything by controlling his aggressive impulses. Rather he loses hi 
face in his society for his timidity and composure. It is doubtless 
that there is greater mental satisfaction in the outburst of agg,ession 
than in curbing or repressing it, hence we come across cases of inter 
personal quarreling, and homicidal crimes in large number in the Bondo 
society . 

• 
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CHAPTER IX 
BONDO DEVELOPMENT AGENCY 

PART I 
Development and change 

Anthropologists and Ethnologists like E. Thurston (1909), 
C. A. Henderson (1911 ), C. Von Furer-Haimendorf (1945) and 
Verrier Elwin (1950) have regarded the Bondos as members of 
a group of Austro-asiatic tribes which had at some remote date 
migrated and settled in the wild Jevpore Hills. The Bondos 
themselves look upon their neighbouring tribes such as the Gadaba 
and the Didayi as one family, the members of which eat together 
though for purposes of marriage, each tribe has become an 

endogamous unit. 

Although they have similar racial, linguistic and cultural 
affiliations with the Gadabas and other Austro-asiatic peoples of 
the neighbourhood there exists a very great contrast between them 
and the Bondos. For example, while the Gadabas have all the 
virtues of a good fellow like submissiveness, gentleness, good 
manners and peace loving, in contrast the Bondos stand separate 
from them in their strange dress and appearance of their women 
with shaven head, their quickly inflammable behaviour and 
violent homicidal temperament, their strong sense of equality and 
independence. Many socio-cultural features which are character! 
sties of the Bondo tribe are matters of very great interost and 
importance for scientific investigations and ethnographic studi 
But difficulties of communication. unhealthy climatic condition 
aggressive temperament of the tribesmen and their hostthtv t 
the strangers have contributed to a aoneral neotect 
proper study of the tnbo and their habitat. 
lso boon rospons,blo for kooping tho B 

outsldo world ond rolntivoly loss offectod bv tho mareh nf ~ivilimuon. 
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In this regard the experience of expedition of Vrtold De 
Golish to the Bondo country in 1951 is quoted below: - 

"It was only after several day's march that we heard, through 
the trees, the shouts and calls of the Bondo look-outs as they 
fled at our approach. We caught sight of them before long, 
but a little too late, when, furious at our intrusion, they greeted 
us with a shower of arrows. Two of our porters, who, a moment 
before, had been begging us in fear and trembling not to go any 
further, were wounded" . 

In the eyes of the plainsmen the Bondos appoar to be a classic 
savage tribe confined to an isolated ruche in the hill ranges north-west 
of the Machhkund river. Otficiallv they are regarded as a primitive 
tribe for whose development a specially designed micro-project called 
Bondo Development Agency i~ in operation for over eight years now. 

• 

Before going in detail into the working of the micro-project 
it is necessary to mention n few words about the pre-conceived 
notions held by the public regarding the approach of th 
Anthropologists towards such primitive tribal communities. Thi 
notion dates as far back as 1936 when the Indian Legislat1v 
Assembly bitterly cnticized the policy of .. partial exclusion". Th 
political leaders condemned exclusion after a debate in which, 
as Verrier Elwin said, "otherwise intelltgent persons declared that 
the excluded areas were a trick of the anthropologists to pre 
the aboriginals as museum specimens for tho exorcise of their 
blessed science". One hears even the most enlightonod 
of the country condemning the anthropologists of th 
time for their desire to keep the tribes unchan 
out anthropological studies among them Th 
had never before any attitude of proservm 
as museum specimen not have thev b 
the present time. Their concorn Is to protect thom 
loso of their nervo and cultural shock which 
cultural contact and processes of 
interest lios tn safcquardmq th 
the virtues of trib,1I ltfo from 

from tho tnflu 

mutation 
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Until the beginning of the Fifth Five· Year Plan very little 
developmental programmes which are worth mentioning were taken 
up in the Bondo hills for the development of the Bondo High• 
landers. Whenever any case of murder took place the police 
visited the area to investigate the matter and persons who were 
involved in any such cases were brought to the plains 
under warrant of arrest for trial in the courts of law. Other 
departments had rarely any contact with the Bondos. Official 
records show that there are a number of schools in the area but 
in reality these institutions existed only in papers and the teacher 
who were appointed for these schools spent their time either in 
the sub-divisional or in the district headquarters. Though the 
officers of the Community Development Block used to visit the 
area on certain occasions they had no impact of their developmental 
works on the Bondos. It was only when the tribal Sub-Plan 
came into operation at the beginning of the Fifth Five-Year Plan a 
concerted attention was given to such primitive tribal cornmumties 
for their development. As required under the new strategy for 
the development of the primitive communities, a specia I macro 
project was launched in the Bondo hills covering all the 31 Bondo 
villages including a few Didayi villages. A highly motivated and 
committed Research Officer of the Tubal and Harijan Research•cum 
Training Institute (T. H. R. T.1.) was posted as project leader to remain 
rncharge of the m1cri-project. How he established rapport with 
the Bondos and started his work and what are his experienc 
in the implementation of various developmental schemes have all 
been discussed iu tho noxt section. But ,t is necessary to 
mention at this staga that the experiments which the Researc 
Officer has been cJrryang out in the area for the development 
tho Bondos have beer. most successful and th 
in course of the execution of such cnauensm 
very mucn ro•Nard1ng. 
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of dynamic changes which are being brought about among the 
Bondos by a humble worker of the Tribal Research Institute is 
perhaps not known to many people. Even the most enhghtened 
elites of Orissa who seem to be still under the spell of 
misconceptions of tribes as museum specimen for Anthropologists 
appear to be unaware of these revolutionary changes which ar 
taking place in the life way of the Bondos. Sooner such 
misconceptions are dispelled the better it would be in the sense 
that it would not only provide enough encouragement to the 
willing and dedicated workers in their work in such difficult areas 
but it will also open up new vistas for inter drsclphnarv collabora 
tion to meet the challenges of tribal development particularly of 
the development of most vulnerable and weakest one's among th 
tribal communities. 

r 

SECTION 2 
At the beginning of the Fifth Five-Year Plan a decision was 

taken by the Government of India that the primitive tribal commu 
nities should be taken as a special category for which special pro 
grammes would have to be initiated as quickly as possible for 
their all round development. f n the light of this it was also decrd 
that on the basis of diagnostic research suitable strategies should 
be evolved for their development and also for helping them to 
djust themselves to the new socro-economtc forces of chang 
which are mftuencmq alt aspects of our national lif •... 

The first step towards development of pnmltiv 
thoir precise identification. For this purpose, nee, 
were issued by the Central Government to the Stat 
nabling the Officers to identify the primitive trib . 

details of the main criteria for identifying the prirniti 
unittes are os foUow 

( 1) Pr of socio 
devolopmont 
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(2) Low level of literacy : A tribal community which has 
below 5 per cent literacy level may be taken as primitive. 

(3) Inaccessibility of the habitat : The tribal communities 
living in a habitat which is located at a distance of atleast 
10 Kms. from the main arteries of travel are considered 
primitive. 

(4) Stagnant or diminishing population : Those tribal com 
munities which show a retarded growth rate or a declining 
trend in population will be taken as primitive, provided 
such communities are at the same time at the pre 
agricultura I level of technology and row lever of literacy 
and confined to an isolated niche in an out of the way 
place. 

In addition to these tundamental criteria certain other correlated 
characteristics need to be taken into account while identifying 
primitive tribal groups Some of these characteristics are ; 

(1) Language spoken by the community and proficiency 
in the regional language (It will indicate the extent of 
cultural contact between the primitive group and th 
neighbouring people The degree of primitiveness can 
be measured with the help of this yardstick). 

(2) Sclf-sufficiancy to the extent of satisfying needs out of 
local resources (Greater degree of external contact bnngs 
into play two counter acting forces, want and anxiety 
which affect the lrfe of the people. The extent of wont 
felt and the level of aspiration achieved will serv 
nother yardstick for measuring tho extent of onrm 

nveness). 
( 3) Communa I ownership of property to th 

thing seems to belong to everybody. 
t 
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In some cases the entire population of a tribe was taken as primitive 
while in other cases some sections were considered primitive. 
For example, the entire population of the Bondo is considered 
primitive whereas the hill section of the Bhuinya called Paudi 
Bhuanva is taken as primitive . 

As per the decision of the Union Ministry of Home Affairs a 
location specific project report covering family-oriented benefit 
scheme is prepared for each of the micro-projects and a Special 
Officer with necessary supporting staff specializing in the fields of 
agriculture, soil conservation, horticulture, co-operation is appointed 
to remain incharge of the project and execute different developmental 
schemes in the project area. The next section deals in detail about 
the Micro-Project of the Bondo Development Agency. 

• 

SECTION 3 
The Bon do Micro- Project was set up in the year 1976- 77. For 

quick disposal of the matters concerning the development of the 
Bondos both at the planning and at the execution level the Micro 
Project was made an autonomous agency named Bondo Develop 
ment Agency which was registered under Societies Registration 
Act, 1860 in the month of May, 1977. After careful consideration 
of the Bondo personality and cultural configuration, their habitat 
and environmental conditions, a committed and experienced 
Research Officer of the Tribal and Harijan Research-cum-Training 
Institute (THRTI) was posted as the Project Leader corresponding 
in rank to the Special Officers of other Micro-Projects to remain 
incharge of the Agency. The staffing pattern of the Agency i 
follows : 

( 1 ) Project Leader, 
(2) Junior Agriculture Officer ; 
(3) Welfare Extension Officer / Junior Engmoer, 
(4) Senior Clerk-cum-Account(lnt, 
(6) Junior Clork-cum•TYPist, 
(6) Driver, 
(7) Amin , ( Land Survoyor ), 
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(8) Peon, 
(9) Chamrnan. 
(10) Field Attendants end 
(11) Non-formal teachers. 

At the Project level, a governing body under the chairmanship 
of Collector, Koraput was formed with district level officials such 
as Additional District Magistrate as Vice-Chairman and District 
Agriculture Officer, Jeypore, SubdivisionaJ Officer and Assistant 
Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Malk3ngiri; Block Developmen 
Officer, Khairiput; representatives of the local bank at Jeypore, 
M. L. A., Chitrakonda, Chairman of Khairiput Panchayat Samiti and 
one local tribal leader as members and the Project Leader of the 
Bondo Development Agency as Member-Secretary. The main 
functions of the governing body are to guide, supervise and 
review the programmes and progress of work which are taken up 
in the Agency for development of the Bondos. It has got necessary 
administrative and financial powers and flexibility to make additions 
and alterations in the developmental programmes as and when 
required according to the needs of the local people Smee th 
inception of the project in 1977 upto the end of the financial year 
1982-83 a sum of Rs. 35·31 takhs has been provided as grant-in 
aid from tho Government to the Agency. By the end of March 
1983 a sum of Rs. 33·49 lakhs has been utrlized on various item 
of expenditure. The break-up of expenditure shows that 67·8 
per cent of the total amount ware spent on infrastructure and 32.2 
per cent on income generating schemes relating to Agricultural 
development. 

• 

As pointed out '" the preceding sections. the Bon 
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It was sometime in the forenoon of the 11th May 1 977 that the 
Project Leader reached Mudulipada from the block headquarters at 
Khairiput covering a distance of about 13 Kms. on foot. He was 
alloted a house which was in a dilapidated condition for his stay 
and office. After keeping his bcllongings which consi sted of one 
bag only he came out to meet if th ere was anyone available nearby. 
At a little distance, intront of the house he saw a Bonda busy in 
ploughing his field. He walked to him and offered his services to 
plough his field. The f~llow did not like hi-n to do this, 
thinking that ha is an officer and has no experience tn 
ploughing. He also apprehended that he might miure the hoofs of 
the bullocks with the ploughshare which generally happens when 
a novice uses the plough. He was insistent an his attempt to 
take grip of the handle against the unwrllmqnoss and refusal of th 
Bondo. When finally the fellow gave him a trial ha held th 
handle of the plough firmly and started ploughing. In the meantime. 
through his conversation he came to know that he belonged to a 
nearby village called Bandhuguda and his name WJS MJngl 
Dhangada Majhi. 

• 
Mangla was watching all the while, how he w11s ploughing the 

field and the fellow found out that h~ WJS ploughmg in a boner way 
than what he was doing. In his ploughing all the grasses were not 
uprooted and in many places tho soil rem .lned unploughed. But 
in his case the fellow observed that the soil was ploughed thoroughly 
It over. Seeing this he could not but appreciate his 

and said in Desia dialect •• Tu ta rumen kesel« ochu" (you 
a best plougher). The Proiect Leader told him that t 
have sent him here to help tho people in ploughing th 
carrying on cultivction in a bettdr way He has co 
for o long tirm and holp tho people in tho cutuvation 
in a better way. But Mangl 
officer has staved horo moro than 
long or. In ordvr t 

him h 

u 
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village. During such discussions he came to know that he was a 
bonded labourer. After sometime when the fellow wanted to go 
home the Project Leader informed him that he would visit his village 
in the afternoon to meet others of his village. 

On his return Magla informed his co-villagers about the Project 
Leader and the ploughing that he did in the morning. By the 
time the Project Leader reached the village, the people were already 
present in the middle of the village and Mangla was present among 
them. Seeing the Project Leader from a distance Mangfa greeted 
him with folded hands. As he came closer he heard Mangla saying 
to the people who gathered there, "The Babu has ploughed a lot 
in my field in the morning and he will stay in our place for 
a long time." Hearing this the assembled Bondos received him 
warmly and became friendly. In such a situation he extracted many 
information about their life and work in course of conversations which 
lasted for an hour or so. His first experience was that the Bondo 
are not that bad and injurious as tho outsiders think them 
to be. 

•• 

•• 

In the meantime the Project Leader was observing the poopl 
and their activities at close quarters and carried on impression that 
the Bondos were lazy spending the time in vain under tho intoxrcatinq 
influence of the Saqo-pa fm liquor. Further he also felt that th 
Bondos were quite unyielding and did not listen to what the staff 
of the Agriculture Department told them to do for the developmo-it o 
their agricultural activities. He found out that the Bondos mstead o 
using the fertilizers which they got from the depot in the f 1eld 
washed them off from the bags in the nearby stream r 
reason for this which he came to know from the people at a lat 
that they were interested in getting the bag not th 
they considered was of no use to them. T 
was for that thoy used it as an over .. c 
and cold. When his turn came th 
people and triod to convince thorn the usefulness or hnt,liz~r but 
of no avail. Their opprehonslon was that th 
·with tho use- of fortilizer. 
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A Bondo, named Buda Kirsani of Padeiguda villag~ had grown 
ragi in his land which is situated just irifront of th'3 place where the 
Project Leader was staying. Without informing him the P.·oject Leader 
applied fertilizer in three rows of the ragi plants. After a few days 
Buda Kirsani found out that the plants in those threJ rows had 
luxuriant growth whereas those in the other rows had stunted 
growth. The Project Leader was hesitant to inform Buda Kirsani 
why there was such spectJcular difference in grawth of th~ plants 
ir, his field, lest he might take offence and get angry with him. 
Nevertheless, the Project Leader was all out to convince him about 
the usefulness of fertilizer. This is how he chanqed his mind. H 
asked him if he used two tvpss of s9edlings so th :'t th 1 bstt 
seedlings gave better results than the ordinary s~dling'3. His reply 
was in the negative. Then he asked him whether h1 had applied 
any manure or fertifizer in the rows of better plants and his reply 
was also in the negative. His next question to him was whether he 
had transplanted the plants at two different points of time so that th 
seedfings which were planted earlier attained better growth than 
those which were trnnsplanted later. To this question his reply was 
also ;n the negative. His last question was to find out from him if 
he had done any magic or performed any growth stimulating rituals 
particufarfy for those rows with better plants. He gave a gentle 
smile and responded with a big no. His int3rro;:pt1on continued 
and ha inquired from him to know which rows had developed plants 
and which undeveloped plants. The fenow readily pointed out 
those rows having better plants. At this stage the Project Leader 
could not but revealed rhst exactly th9S9 w3re the rows in which 
he had applied fertilizer without his knowledge. He was amazed 
to know that the fertilizer could improve the plants. When ho was 
brought to a point at which he was ready to dispel his misconception 
that the soil would be spoiled with tho application 
of fertilizer the Project Leader told him that he should use fanihzer 
in the remainmg rows with plants of poor growth Tho fell 
accepted his advice roadi1y and applied feat1lizer in tho ro 
and watered the plants regulorly. In a few devs th 
up vigorously and became as good as those oft 
fortillzer was npplied provio uslv Buda Kir 
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convinced about the utility of fertilizer and served as th? first chan i 
agent to convince others for applying fertilizer in different crops. 

Although the Bondos were interested in the application of fertilizer 
they could not understand the required doses to b3 applied for different 
crops. In some cases, they man;ged to take large quantity of fer• 
tilizer stealthily and applie:i o rer-doss which proved fatal to the crops. 
On one occasion, a Bondo, M:1ngla Kirsani by name, elder brother of 
Buda Kirsanl assulted the agent of the project and took away whatever 
quantity of fertilizer he could grapple from the store. It was very difficult 
to convince them that over-dose of fertilizer would kill the plants in 
stead of helping them to grow. Whenever a Bondo is given soma 
quantity of fertilizer to meet his requirement he says, "Babu you should 
give me one bag, why such a little quantity?" 

As the Project Leader stayed longer in the project area he could 
gather more and more information about their personality and l1feways 
and thoughtways. At the initial stage of the project the Bondos in 
general resisted to adopt anything new for their economic development 
For example, they refused to accept plough bullocks which they needed 
most for carrying on cultivation in the plains. Similarly, they did not 
accept improved seeds and other agricultural inputs. The Project Leader 
began to study these problems to find out the reasons for their rejection 
of agricultural innovations which were placod within their reach true of 
cost. He could find out a kind of attitude and belief which stood in th 
way of their adoption of such innovations, The general idea that 
prevalent among the Bondos at that time is expressed 1n their own words. 
"The gulams wilt get mto the Bondo hills and drive us out Once th\ly 
take a ftrm grip over the area we will be no where. We are skeoncal 
bout the pretentious benevolence of the Governm 

It has been their experience that no one h 
xptolt the Bondos, as is happcnlnq in tho oth 
xploitanon of the Dombs and the Pano 

country because thou number in this ar 
Bondos are over cautious and tako oll car 
by tho outsiders This caution which th 
xtornal ogonts ,s borno out 

tions with outsiders at local wooxiv nMr~t1t cenu 

•• 

•• 

•• 
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i ackfruit is bartered for their daily necessities such as cniJly, salt, etc. 
What they do is that they take out the pulps and keep three such pulps 
in a leaf cup and exchange it for salt. After it is exchanged three more 
pulps are kept in a leaf-cup and exchanged for something else. Like 
this the pulps are exchanged in threes or fours at a time so that a 
Bondo gets maximum benefit out of a sing Je fruit. 

The situation has changed now considerably. They need this and 
need that and express their eagerness to have them. Some of the new 
items which have been introduced in the field of agriculture are as 
folfows: 

1. Wheat-The Bondos had no idea about wheat and had never 
grown it. Now many Bondo families befonging to different 
villages have taken to wheat cultivation successfully. 

2. Potato-There is a great demand in the area for potato culnva 
tion, It was introduced for the first time in the area 1n the year 
1980. There was a bumper crop of potatoes and the Bondos 
kept them rn well arranged heaps in their houses and also ate 
them and sold them in the nearby markets for cash ThG 
varieties such as Ktiepur', Sundari and up-to-date v""n&tie 
have been very popular m th a area. Although there was 
great demand for potato cultivation it could not be taken up 
in the current year for want of good seed .•. 

3. High-yielding paddy-The Bondos have taken to h19h-y1elding 
paddy cultivation in Kharif season Thev do not bother for 
timely broadcasnnq, transplanting or ra,smg nursenes for th 
cultivation of ragi and up-land short duration p iddv. More 
over the paddy lands in the plains get washed away by th 
torrential hill streams during rainy season and for these contin 
gencies the farmers do not keep paddy seedlings in stock for 
another transplantation and gap filling operations In 
ddition to these natural factors the pracuce of late tran 
ting of the local varieties of rag, and paddy cro 
ble for tho low productivity. In ordor to com 
difficulties on agriculture•cum-horticulturo uursorv h 

t up for the timoly supply of tho seedtmas to th 
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4. Transplantation of Ragi-The Bondos used to follow the 
practice of broadcasting in the case of ragi cultivation. But 
they have changed it to transplantation. It was possible 
when they found th3t the method of transplantation has cut 
down expenses considerably which was incurred for wee 
ding. The transplantation of the ragi seedlings is now done by 
hand which means that it requires more labour and the 
rugged earth makes p nnful scratches in the fingers of the 
transplanters. Now they have adopted a new method of 
transplantation in which while a person will be ploughing 
the field making furrows on the ground, another person 
following him will be throwing seedlings one by one at equal 
intervals into the furrows. In this case the labour is minimised 
and a man and his wife can carry on this method of trans 
plantation with limited expense and labour. 

5. Vegetable growing-Except cucumber other types of vege 
tables wore conspicuous by their absence in the Bondo 
hills in the earlier days. But things have changed 
today in this respect The Bondos have most successfully 
taken to the growing of csbbaqe. tomato, radish, arum, etc. 
Though the programm 1 of v~gdtdbld growing is very popular 
among the Bondos, but it ts beset with certain difficulties. 
It is the common practice among the Bondos that the cattle 
aro let loose for grazing in rabt season, that is, after the paddy 
crop is harvosted in the months of November and December 
and the people donot have the ha bat of watching vegetable 
plots. 

6. Growing of Pu/ses-Tha Bondos ware not in the habit of 
growing such Iequminous plants as mung or bm but they hav 
now started growing them in the rabi season. 

• 

- 

7. Fruit trees-Fruit trees which are commonly 
are mango and jack fruit Most of those tr 
thoir forefathers and have bocom 
dies it ,s not replaced by anv new pl 
tho Bondos do not oppoar to bu go 
ve« ptantauon of manv citrus plant 

found in th 

non. In th, 
horticulturist 
uch 
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orange has been introduced successfully in the area. The 
Bondos have taken banana plantation particularly of Busaba/ 
and Champa varieties in addition to their country varieties. 
Similarly, many Bondos have planted mango trees of good 
variety, lichu, suppota and guava in their backyards. In 
itially, they were not willing to take to such horticultural 
plantations. once they were taken out on an excursion to show 
banana and citrus plantation in the farm at Boipariguda, at a 
distance of 60 K. Ms. from the Bondo hills. They were 
amazed to see a bunch having hundreds of bananas and 
were interested in growing this variety in their backyards. 
Laxmi Kirsani, a Bonde farmer of Pade iguda grew some 
sucklings of Champa variety and sold last year, that is, 
1983-84, a bunch at a cost of Rs. 52/. 

On another occasion a visit of a few progressive Bonda farmers 
was arranged to see the citrus demonstration farm at Palfahar 
in the district of Dhenkanal. So far 2000 lemon plants and 
equal number of orange plants have been planted under tho 
programme of backyard plantation in many Bonda villages 
In this work the Bondos have co-operated wholeheartedly 
by digging the pits and by fencing around the plantation in 
their respective backyards. To keep up their interest th 
project has supplied buckets for the purpose of watering th 
plants. 

The Bondos are now enthusiastic about hortrcultural planta. 
tion, but their over enthusiasm has somotimes been detrimental t 
the fruit bearing function of the plants. For example, us a par 
of the backyard plantation the project supplied grafts of man 
trees to the Bondos. Mony Bondos took such graf 
planted them in their backyards carefully and tended t 
with utmost care. When the trees come to the flo 
they wero advised not to allow the trees to boar truus in 
first year and therefore asked them to pluck th 
were also explained that the trees could not stono tno ou 
of bearing fruits when thoy were very vounq. 
hesitated to destroy tho flowors and allowod them to r 
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such. As a result, many trees died. lnspite of these casualities 
the Bondos hav 3 kept up their interest in growing more such 
grafts of mango trees. 

Plantation of coffee has been take;, up in some places in the 
project area. It has been planted under the mango groves 
which are held in common by the villagers. In this case 
the project does all the works required for coffee plantation 
and the people have vory littto to do with it. A noteworthy 
observation concerning plantation of trees is that a Bondo 
as an individual, takes utmost care of his plants which he has 
planted. In contrast he does not take any care of the 
plants which are grown by the project for him. 

8. Cultivation of spices-For the first time ginger was intro 
duced in the year 1980. It was not grown before anywhere in 
the Bondo hills. Guru Mandra, a Bonde of Mudulipada has 
arown ginger extensively and has profited considerably 
from this cultivation. 

9. Double cropping-The Bondos do not have any idea that a 
sinqle plot of I~ nd would bJ cutnvetec twice and two crops 
cc n b 1 grown in succession in a year. The method of 
double cropping was shown to them by demonstration and 
many Bondos have adopted this method successfully For 
exampl ", Buda Kirs: m whoso case has been referred to 
earlier 1s growing potato 1n the rab1 season in the same plo 
in which he grew ragl in the kharif season 

1 O. Pesticides-Tho usuzt practice 1s th3t the paddy is grown in 
the kh;.rif season c. nd potato m the rebi season But th 
Bondos h ·0 also taken to the cultivation of high-yieldin 
p rddv in th) rab1 season. The plants of high-yio ldin 
variety aro susceptible to BPH pest attack. In , 981-8 
there was wide spread BPH P&St att ick of the high 
paddy pl 1nts in the pl.uns To keeo the oest in ch 
plonts were sprevod 
hclicoptor n nd 1t w.is nee 
lt,Jrn .to dJy to gut approcioblo result 
high-yielding plddy pk.nts In tho Bon 

• 
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from the particular pest attack and the agricultural specialists of 
the agency started spraying the plants with required pesticides. 
As per the requirements the plants are to be sprayed every 
alternate day and that the sprayer did it. But in many places 
the plants did not thrive and died in the long run. Some of 
the Bondos attributed the damage of the plants to the frequent 
spraying of the pesticides. Mangla, Challan of Bandhuguda 
village challenged one assistant of the project who did the 
spraying in his field where the plants died. He said, "The 
Babu said that the medicine will be applied once fortnightly 
but why are you spraying every alternate day?" He thought 
that the pesticide killed the plants instead of helping them 
to survive. He put forward his reasons like this. The stand 
ing water in the field is up to the half of the height of the 
plants and the pests are on the surface of water. In such a 
situation the slow withering away of the plants at the top 
which is free from water and insects 1s due to the poisonous 
action of the pesticide which was sprayed frequently. The 
explanations of the project technicians regarding the pest 
attack were not convincing to the Bondos 

It was their strong convictlor. that the plants were burnt under 
the poisonous effect of the medicine which was applied tu them 
frequently 1n over doses. In order to change their mind to h 
correct understanding about this matter a study trip was arran 
for the leading Bonda farmers to the plains which 
affected by the posts When they saw the darn .se causeo to 
plants in the plams they became thoroughly convrn 
pest which was responsible for the dostrucnon of th 

Dug-Well 
Th of II has b ul 1 
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is reached at a depth below 12 feet. A dug-well has been 
provided in the vill~ge of Dantipada and a pump set has been 
installed in it. People of this village use this well in common 
and grow vegetables in their respective I ands. Similarly, there is 
a community well provided 111 the Bandhuguda village. In this 
case a nearby hill stream has been diverted to fill the well with 
water and this intake well supplies sufficient water to the 
people for growing vegetables in their respective kitchen gardens. 
With the availability of water people of this village have taken to 
extensive growing of chillies and this village has become famous 
in the area for large scale chilly production. 

Bonded Labour (Goti) 

The custom of bonded labour 1s existing among the Bondo 
Ninety cases of bonded labourers who are known as "Got!" in th 
Bondo society have so far been detected. At the initial stage o 
investigation it was very difficult to detect the bonded labourer 
The difficulties in this regard arose both from the employer 
(Goti showkars) and from the bonded labourers The gott 
does not easily divulge the identity of rus employer because in 
doing so he may be subjected to torture in the hands of ht 
mployer. The special features of got, system amona the Bonda 

are as follows ; 

1. A Bondo keeps another Bonda as got, 
no case of~ Bondo servina as got, to anv n 

2. Tho goti showker i 
cononuc condition. 

little b 

3 Both men d men 

r than t 
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Many compelling ritual practices and unforeseen events force 
the Bondos to borrow money or food crops from the Bonda 
sbowkers. Some of such eventualities are mentioned below- 

1. When an adult member in a household dies, an old bullock 
1s required for the feast. If no such animal ,s available in 
the household th J Bon do who is expected to observe the 
rites offers his services as got, to a showkar either in hrs 
village or in any neighbouring village and takes loan from 
him to buy a buffalo for this purpose 

2. When a Bonda suffers from such diseases as bone disease, 
oralvsrs and arthnnn diseases, which arc incurable, h 

performs a kind of ritual known as 'Dagoi Btru' 1n which 
cow is s~crif1ced to tho deity who ,s believed to have caused 
the disease and a grand feast 1s urranged to feed all th 
people of his v1ll~ge This ritual requires large amount of 
money and rice which a Bonda cannot meet out of his 
own resources In such a situanon he has no ~lternativ 
but to approach a showk sr for loan to meet the expenses of 
the ritual 

3. Bride-Price (Jals)- Pavrn "nt of bride pnco 1s P'ev, len 
among tho Bondos The bride price comprises a heifer and 
one rupee in cash M ny households find 1t difficult to 
rrange bride-price end in such a situation thoy have no 

other alternative but to go to a sbowksr for lo ,n on term 
f sorvinn him as a bonded labourer 

4. n post-mou 
vory high in th 

minotion -lnci 
ountrv, Th 
nulv 1 
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way. In such a situation which rnvolves heavy expenses a 
Bonde finds it difficult to meet the requirements out of his 
own resources and has to go to a showkar for a loan for this 
purpose. 

s pointed out above, both men and women, boys and 
girls having working capacity arc found as gotis among th 
Bondos. In the case of an unmarried girl it is difficult to 
release her because th a showkar is entitled to the bride- 
price when she is married. Naturally not until sh] is married 
she cannot be made free. In the case of a mate goti who is 
married he does not live in the house of his sbowker. H 
attends to the works of his showkar daily or whanever needed. 
But an unrrurrted male goti stays in the house of his showkar 
who provides him with food and clothes. It is the custom 
among the Bondos that the sbowksr gives some paddy, of 
course, in small quantity, to his goti at the time of harvest. 
The married male goti, who does not stay in the house of h1 
showksr takes advantage of this offer and other categorie 
of bonded labourers who stay in the house of their showkars 
do not insist on such token payments. 

The system of bonded labour has both advent 
tages. For a bonded tabourer who is landless and h 
of livelihood the system of bonded I ibour provides soi 
and serves as an assured source of income. But th 
force and the fear compl 
out any scope of his tree movement in 
mployment. In view of this, the system of 
mmediete ebouuon. 

sand disadvan 
no other means 

mployment 
lemon] of 
tern rul 

rch of nlrornauv 
IJbour requir 

But un rt.un specral circu 
uh er to tho sbowk 

th 
I 
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this case any step leading towards release of the bonded labourer 
would surely turn the minor son into an orphan with subsequent 
disorganization of his property. 

Wherever the system of bonded labour has been detrimental to 
the condition of the bonded labourers sincere efforts have been 
made to release them from bondage. Out of 100 cases of debt 
bondage including unmarried girl bonded labourers as many as 71 
bonded labourers have so far been released and in many cases their 
productive assets which were with the showkars on mortgage have 
been made free and restored to the debtors through systematic 
measures of debt redumption. 
Education 

Prior to the operation of the Bonda Development Agency 
there were eight single teacher lower primary schools located 
one in each of the eight Bondo villages. There was one Ashram 
School at Mudulipsda. All these schools are in existence. The lower 
primary schools are run by tho Education Department and the Ashram 
school by the Harijan & Tribal Welfare Department. Except the 
Ashram School which functions properly, all the lower primarv schools 
exist only in paper and the teachers appointed for these schools have 
rarely visited these schools nor are they found anywhere in the Bondo 
country. Considering the difficulties and the merit and unsuitability 
of conventional educanoml structure some non-formal education 
centres have been set up in some important villages. So far six such 
centres are in operation in the project area. In each case there Is an 
elderly lady teacher having requisite experionce in social work and 
voluntary services. These IJdy teachers stay adjacent to thoir rospec 
tivo schools and spend most of their time with the children and their 
parents. Tho idea of setting up of non-formal education centr 
has sprung from an interesting situation which is given below. 

A Bondo boy of Bandhuguda villaga was employed as gardener 
ttendant to water the pilots which were grown in t 

kitchen gardon in the campus of tha Project He used t 
lly from hrs village to attend to the work 

in tho evening. Aftor soma days th 
him to st 
at night. Hiq wlf o took interest in tho eov ano tro{lt\ld n1m os on 
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of her children and started teaching him alphabets. The boy used 
to sit with her children and study his lessons. The boy was very 
intelligent and picked up his lessons quickly and made satisfactory 
progress in a few days. 

One day a senior officer of the Department of the Harijan 
& Tribal Welfare came on a visit to supervise the work in the project 
area. During his night halt he was brought to the place where 
the children were studying and the boy was introduced to him. He 
was amazed to see how a housewife could kindle the fight of learning 
in a rustic tribal boy. He got an idea and suggested that so much 
could be done through just an informal trial it is hoped that lot 
can be achieved if non-formal education centres are opened in the 
Bondo villsqes and professional lady teachers with commitments 
to serve the tnba Is a re put in charge of such centres to take up educa 
tion of the children and offer social services wherever needed. The 
non-formal educ.fion centres have been very popular among the 
Bondos and the teachers have been accepted as assets and 
indispensable to their community 

Animal Husbandry 
The Bondos like to domesticate cows, buff aloes, goats, sheep, 

pigs and poultry. All these animals are of local breed and are used 
for various purposes. Cows are used as drought animals and ar 
given as bride-price at the time of marriage Thay are sacrificed on 
ritual occasions to propitiate their deities The Bondos are very 
fond of taking beef, meat and pork Marriage ceremonies and death 
rites are unthinkable without beef and meat The habitat of th 
Bondo country is most suitable for reannq goats and sheep becaus 
of ab •.. ndant availabiljty of pasturage and groen vegetation. Thinkin 
that go:H rearing and poultry rearing would be successful in this arod, 
these animals and birds were supplied to the Bondos. 

But tho expsnenco has been that both the programm 
failed. Tho chicks which were supplied to the Bondo ben 
by the project suffered for w •. int of care Most of the time th 

• aro ow.Jy in their fields and do not find nrno to 
birds. A~ a rosult, the birds ore eithor lost or foll orev to wuo C 
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As regards" the go:itery scheme the goats were bartered with the 
Dombs and Panos for winter clothes (Matta) and for dancing 
ornaments particularly anklets. Whenever any guest visits or when a 
married daughter with her husband visits her parents a goat ls killed 
to celebrate the occasion. In the area close to the Chitrakonda 
reservoir where the Bondos carry on fishing in the Machkund river 
they get the fishing nets from the Didayis, another tribal community 
living in the same area in exchange for the goats. The rate 
of exchange is one net for one goat. According to the Project 
Leader if these schemes did not succeed it certainly was not for want 
of his trying but due to certain social and cultural impediments. 
This point is elaborated further for clarification. 

The idea of goatery among the Bondos was to help the poorest 
of the poor in improving their economic condition. One section 
of the poputation which deserve our attention are the widows who 
lead a very precarious life having no economic base to fa If back 
upon. When the goatery scheme was introduced the widows 
received topmost priority in the selection of the beneficiaries. Goats 
were supplied to many widows with the idea that they could tak 
care of them and earn their hveli hood. But the experience proved 
to the contrary. The widows in the Bonda hills are in the habit of 
working in the fields of others to earn their wage. They do not 
like to tend cattle or other domesticated animals. They have no 
habit of taking the flocks of goats or sheep to the nearby grazing 
fields, watching them there and bringing them back to the village. 
For want of this habit they do not join their partners on the days 
when their turn comes for herding the cattle and watching th 
goats of the vilfage. Almost every time the widows stay back and 
the duties of tending and herding fall exclusively on the shoulder 
of their male partners In such a situation the male herders fin 
an opportunity to kill some of the goats bofonging. to th 
and oar up the meat Whilo accounting for tno rmssm 
they soy that tho tigers and wtld anlmals hnvo klllud them. 

V 
thot 

n 
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have kept goats and they take proper care of them. ~ccordin .. 
to the guidelines of the Economic Rehabilitation of Rural poor 
(E. R. R. P) any assistance given to the weatthier section of the 
community by way of supplying goats on 1 00 per cent subsidy basis 
would have been a mistake. But the selection of the widows and the 
poorest section as beneficiaries who are eligible to be assisted through 
the goat• rearing programme under the same E. rt R. P has been 
a greater mistake. 

Pisciculture 
The people of the villages such as Patracut (composed of 

Bondo and Didavi families), Sindhiguda (composed of Didayi 
families), Khallaguda (composed of Didav! famifies) and Tuseipada 
(composed of Bonda families) which are situated by the side of the 
Machkund river and adjacent to the Chitrakonda reservoir in the 
north-east of the project area carry on fishing as a permanent sourc 
in a few cases and as fishjng a subsidiary source of livelihood 
in most cases. They do not rear fish but catch fish from the reservoir, 
with the help of boats and nets The Didavis are expert in weavin 
nets and also making bosta but the Bondos do not know th 
techniques. It has been mentioned already that the Bondos get 
the nets from the Didayis in exchange of go3ts. Both the Dldavis 
and the Bondos co-operate with one another in catching fish. 
Sometimes people of different communities form a team and go in 
for fishing with Didayis who provide net and boat The fish caught 
from the reservoir are taken to Ankedeli, a small township located 
t a distance of 15 Kms. from the reservoir for marketing 

Financial assistance is now being given to the fishermen of 
this area through LAMPS, located at Patrapur, the centr 
fishing villages. The Bondos have become members in th 
to be eligible to get such finanecial asststa nee from it. 
flnancial assistance they purchase nets of variou 
lift-net, long-net and throwinq-ner. etc. Sirmlarlv, r 
sslstance has been grven to the Didayis to equip th 
perly for catching fish from th 
of Patraput has been given 
LAMPS with which ho has uuu~n\ t• ooar nno a not on 
hondsomo income from his f•shlnn occupnti 
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•• Co-operati\le Society 
A LAMPS has been set up at Muduhpada and it is function in 

since 1977. It has two Retail Sale-cum- Procurement sub-centres- 
one located at Andrahal and the other at Patraput. The main 
functions of the LAM PS is to supply daily necessities of the 
people at fair price such as kerosene, salt, match-box, beedi, 
tobacco-paste, pulses, potato, onion, oil, etc. Ready-made 
garments, lanterns, torch lights and such other articles which 
are in use in the area are also available at the retail shop of the 
LAMPS. The Bondos are very fond of dried fish and are in the 
habit of smoking and chewing tobacco. But these items are not 
available in the shop. The other function of the LAMPS is to 
procure forest and agricultural products from the people by 
paying them reasonable price. 

• 

• 

An important function of the LAMPS includes supply of 
fertilizer to the farmers and consumption loan to the members of 
the society. The Bondos face acute scarcitv of food in the month 
of July, August and September and it is during these months that 
the LAMPS advances consumption loan to the needy peopl •... 
The consumption loan is givan in kind because the 
Reserve Bank does not allow the LAMPS to advance consumption 
loans in cash. The custom prevalent in the area 1s that 
the loan received from the local showker in foodgra1ns 
fetches 100 per cent interest and the repayment of the grain loan 
is done within two to three months after the crops are harv 
As the LAM PS 1s not in a position to provide consumption loan in 
kind it gives in costs. The Bondos get the foodgrc1ins either fro 
the fair price shop of the LAMPS or from the toe it showksts on 
payment of cash received as consumption toan from th 

Certain difficulties have arisen from consumption lo JO pl1CS m 
cash. Being aggrieved the goti-showkors refuse to soil toed- 
rains to the bonded labourers who arc ,nlA:tc::flri from tnelr 

clutches Whon any bonded labourer upproach 
h to buy Ioodqrains from him, h 

him 1n a groat temper, • Go to your 
r) who food you". For succossful r 
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the bonded labourers who are made free from the bondage 1t i 
necessary to provide them with suitable employment throughout 
the year and daily necessities including food-grains at fair price. 
Regarding employment there may not be any difficulty as new 
avenues of wage-earning opportunities are being opened up 
through the developmental programmes which are implemented by 
the Bondo Development Agency in the area. But as regards the 
availability of the food-grains at the fair price the problem can be 
solved if the existing bottlenecks which do not at present permit 
tha LAM PS to supply consumption loans in kind to the needy people are remo /ed 

Wage Labour 

There are many villages like Mudulip3da, Padeiguda and 
Bandhuguda where most of households are landless and have 
very little economic base for their livelihood. After the 
Project has come into operation the people of these villages have 
found ample opportunities to work as daily labourers and wage 
earners in various activities such as construction of roads, fenc- 
ing, carrying things from place to place, watching, etc., which 
are taken up by the project and have consequently able to improve 
their economic condition in an appreciable measure. A common 
remark which one hears from the people of these villages is "Had 
there been no Bondo Development Project many Bondos would 
have been bonded labourers by now under the system of debt 
bondage." Whenever there is a quarrel between a couple 1n which 
case the husband is scolded by his wife for being lazy and 
unproductive, the husband sharply retorts "Will there be any 
dearth of wage labour for me as long as the Project Leader is 
there ?" 

Medical facilities 

There is an ayurvedic dispensary at Mudul1pada and 1t was 
set up after the Bondo Development Agency started functioning. 
A qualified ayurvedic doctor has been posted to remain incharge 
of this dispensary. Even though the Bondos are under developed 
and primitive particularly 1n respect of their economic life, bu 
they appear to be as modern like town's people in respect of u 

• 
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of modern medicines. There are ritual and magical functionarie 
and medicine-men 11, the Bondo society who coma to help when 
ever needed by the patients. They prescribe rituals to be per 
formed for appeasing the deities and for the cure of illness. At 
the present time the Bondos appear to be more inclined and 
cager to use modern medicine and take the help of the medical 
officer for treatment of then illness I njection h 1s been a great 
favourite among them An interesting case rnav be mentioned 
here to show how much interest the Bondos have for injection an 
wh 3t difficulties arise when matters concerning application of 
modern therapy am not put to the Bondos in a proper manner. 

Sania Sisa of Bandhuguda was suffering from rheumatism. 
He tried various methods available to him locallv for the treatment 
of this disease. But he did not get any result. He resorted to 
divination and expensive rituals which also failed to cure the 
disease. Sania approached the Project Leader and told h1 
difficulties and sought for his help for the treatment of hi 
disease The Project Leader was vary sympathetic and told him 
that he would give whatever amount of medicines and injection 
are needed for the cure of his illness In fact, what he meant was 
that necessary medicines and injecnor.s as per the requirements 
nd as advised by the physician would be made available to him 

for the treatment of his disease. 

Next day Sania Sisa met the Medical Officer at Mudulipad 
and reported to him about his illness and also informed him what 
the Project Leader told him on the previous day The doctor 
examined him and arranged to give him an injection At th1 
Sania Sisa said in a complaining mood, ''Why ono in1cct1on 
me six iruectrons." The doctor explained to him thlt 
at a nrno was enough for him and the treatrnen 
for a week. The doctor's advic 
insisted th rt he should b 
Lendor has O tro uh, tnln h,m th 1f n~ m inv rmocuons I\" he r 
would b 
f,x ond ran to tho Projoct L<'.letJr tor n '1~, 
to tho Prnioct Lendor who rcali 
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if the ideas were not communicated properly to the people like 
Bondos who are very primitive and individualistic in their 
temperament. f n this case, in order to please the patient one 
injection of the proper medicine and five injections of distilled 
water were administered to him. Thereafter Sania Sisa left the 
dispensary with a feeling of great satisfcction that he would be 
alright now. Next day when the Project Leader asked him how 
he was feeling, he replied "I am feeling much better today," 

When a Bonda farts ill he consults the local medicine-man 
who prescribes required herbal medicine. When it fails to give 
him any relief he consults Dishari who detects the deity 
who has caused the disease. Attar it is known th 
required rituals are performed for the cure of the disease. When 
it fails and there is nothing to be done about it he waits 
patiently till death. But there has been a lot of improv" 
ments in this position in the recent times. The Bondos have 
increased their mobility and are no longer in isolation now. 
They have come to know about tho modern medical practices and 
are Very eager to take the help of these methods at the time 
of their iflness. 

Genorafly, in all tribll socIetIes, free mIxIng between t 
boys end the girls is permitted Singing and dancing of both 
boys and girls together and spanding their time in merryment 
are most common in the triba! communities The socio-cultural 
institutions such as bachelor's and spinsters' dormitories provide 
scope for free mixing between both sexes. Some tribal comm 
unities apply herbal rnedlcmes for abortion and as contracepnv 
There are bachelors' and sprnsters' dormitories in the Bond 
vHfages. Tho boys dormitory is called 1Si/ane dingo·. Tho bo 
of a viflago vrsu the girls of another village and spend tho ti 
with them in singing and oxchJnging lovo with one , nether. 
Through such contacts ono chooses tho other as th 
nd gots morned in usual c 

thoro nonnnrs to bo llttlo sex uxu 
nd contri1cootIvos 1s most unc 
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(he foregoing pages clearly show that the type of Bondo 
which we come across today is in many ways different from 
that which we met a decade back. The previous writers have 
described the Bondos as a savage and primitive tribe representing 
old stone-aqe culture. But such a description is not applicable 
to the present day Bondos who have become very much chance 
prone with full of dynamic spirit and achievement motivation for 
their development The strategies and programmes whrch ar 
suggested by the Project Leader to be implemented in the 7th 
Five- Year Plan for the development of the Bondos clearly show 
to what extent the Bon dos have developed and what further 
steps are to be taken for the continued and integrated advance 
ment in different aspects of their life. The chapter which follow 
gives a detailed account of sector-wise programmes of develop 
ment having prospects of appreciation and acceptance by the 
Bondos inthe years to come. 

PART II 
Strategies and Proqrammes of Development 

The project area is isolated and en undeveloped hilly reg1011. Th 
problems peculiar to this area aro (1) traditional slash-r nd-burn 
method of agriculture, (ii) deficiency of foodgrains and resulting 
malnutrition and perpetual indebtedness, (111) very low level of literacy 
and lack of communication and other infrastructural Iacuines and 
(iv) criminal and homicidal attitude of the local Bondo .•. 

While aiming at the uphltment of this backward pocket. th 
strategy, broadly speakinq. will lie in an integrated pr 
If round development of the local people and their r 

Thus, the integrated approach will have rrmnlv three cornponen 
(i) family oriented core programmes of econormc d 
(ii) Infrastructural development and socul scrvrc 
(,i,) Arnehoranve measures to reduce the cnnun • I 
activities of tho Bondos Tho apprc iches t 

nous sectors have boon spelt out bol 
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I. Family Oriented core Programme for Economic Development 
It Is very difficult to expect a steady income from any farming or 

from any other scheme singly. He has to be assisted to 
raise his income from various sources like agriculture and alhed 
activities. So it 15 proposed to assist the tribal fa mi hes under various 
income-generating schemes taking into account their absorption 
capabilities and availability of funds with the Agency 

Agriculturo and Horticulture 
In the project area out of 1,370 households there are 1,166 house 

holds depending on tradrncnal farming of sh1ft1ng cultivation (biru) 
including a hrruted scale of settled cultivation. Out of them 271 house 
holds dep sn i o:, 1t fully as their main stay of living since tho scop 
for settled culnvz tion has been very much lirruted due to the hilly 
terrain. It has been calculated from the availabf e records 
of 11 v1llag'?s where survey and settlement operation has been com 
pleted that on an average, an individual farming family owns 0·37 
fleet. including 0· 12 hect. paddy 12nd, 0 23 hect danger land (up land) 
and 0·02 hect homestead land (house site). The positron for other 
villages will be more or less the same Thus it shows that shifting 
cultivation is practised extensivelv m the area by an overwhelrmnq 
majority of the Bondos ~ nd about 2 hect of land per family Is used for 
this type of cultivation and In evsrv year ebout 1,500 hect area 
of hil I slopes are covered under shifting cultivatic n 

Input assistance 
Priority should be given to remove the technological gap end 

improve this traditional method of slash-z nd-burn cultivation by the 
introduction of improved agnc ultural methods and supply of required 
inputs in the shape of improved seeds, ternluers. pesticides and by 
introductnq better techniques to increase soil fertility Trad.nonnt 
crops in the podu land are to be gradually replaced by hioh v1el 
varieties of ragi, jawar, maize, blac 
veaetables hke runner beans, t 

In co 
be incroasod 
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and summer, growing of suitable crops and vegetables can be taken 
up. The 11 month duration local paddy can be graduaUy replaced 
by short duration high yielding paddy so that the summer paddv. wheat 
and vegetables can also be possibly taken up. Further the broadcast 
ing method of ragi cultivation may be gradually replaced by tra n, 
plantation of r,gi seddlings. 

Crop demonstration 

The crop demonstration are important media to educate th 
farming families on improved agricultural practices. 'Seernq , 
believing· is an effective instrument of induced change in pnrnitiv 
socienes Cornpanson is the essential ingredient in demonstration 
and the farmers see and judge the results themselves. Since thes 
traditional cultivators are not aware of the better methods of cultivation 
with high yielding crops it is proposed to conduct a good number o 
demonstrations of various high yielding crops and veqerabtes in their 
fields. The agricultural practices to be demonstrated may be divided 
into such steps as preparation of seedbeds, methods and time of sowrn 
and transplanting and time of watering and methods of applicanor, o 

• fertilizer and other inputs 

Raising of community nursery 

It Is seen that the local inhabitants do not bother for timely broad 
casting, raising nurseries for cultivation of rag1 and upland short dura 
tion paddy. Further, the wet paddy lands get washed 
the beginning of the monsoon due to heavy rain and for th 
gencies the farmers do not keep paddy seedlings read 
transplantation and gap filfing operations Ago in on import 
for the low productivity of paddy and rag, 1s tho I 
the dwarf varieties The new high vreldrn 
sensitive to proper timing of nursery sowing, tr 
rity. The programme of ra1s1n 
ites which are represenrau 

and also in the agriculture-cum-horttcultur 
Dantipada for timely sowing and tr 
demon st rat 

contm 
other 
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Supply of plough bullocks 
A large section of the farming fa mi lies are without required 

number of plough bullocks and therefore many of them having 
land for wet cultivation are compelled to p·actise shifting 
cultivation. Lacking sufficient number of bullocks the farming 
families use cows for draught purposes which inva It date them for 
rnultiplication of cattle population. Further the tigers and leopard 
living in the nearby jungles more of tan kill the cattle as a result of 
which sometimes the wall-to-do families also are ruined. It is 
therefore proposed to supply a pair of bullocks to needy farmers as 
early as possible In exceptional cases the same beneficiary may 
be supplied once again if his bullocks die or are killed by the tiger 
which is beyond his control. 

Plough bullocks and bullock carts for the Agency 
There are individual farmers with small and uneconomic land hol 

dings to justify assistance of one p nr of bullocks. In such cases on 
pair may cultivate the lands of a group of such margmal farmers 1 

kept and maintained for common use The agency has been main 
taining two p nrs of plough bullocks and three o nrs of ptouqh 
buffaloes for common use. Experience shows th rt a goo 
of marginal farmers are able to derive benefit from thi 
basis it is proposed to purchase at least 5 p nrs of 
animals for common use and which arc to be maintain 
Agency. 

The Agency has already one bullock cart for transpo· tin 
materials and other inputs from village to village. The ne, 
villagers utilise 1t for transporting cowdung, etc 
tural lands It is therefore proposed to purch 
bullock carts for the Agencv for the use of th 
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Those of them who had been supplied with one or two items only 
may be supplied other items. It is also proposed to supply 
some improved agricultural implements like mould board plough, 
sprayer and duster, water-can and bucket to a few selected progressive 
farmers and also to marginal farmers and in groups of three to four 
households 

Incentive for compost production. 

As has been mentioned . earlier, the local inhabitants do not 
keep the cowdung and ashes in one place to be used as manure 
in their agricultural fields. They throw them here and there and 
make the village environment untidy. It is, therefore, proposed to 
assist the inhabitants to dig compost pits and motivate them to keep 
the dung and ashes in pits for use as manure. 

Green fencing and Trench fencing 
Generally the cattle are never herded from .Januarv onwards 

till the end of May and are allowed to graze freely. This practic 
needs to be stopped gradually in their interest to take up winter, 
rabi and summer culnvation. Until they are motivated, it is proposed 
to assist the farmers to provide fencing around the rabt and summer 
crops. Wherever possible, green fencing and trench Iencinq shout 
be introduced to provide permanent check to the destruction of crops 
by animals. 

Plant/Crop protection 
(a) The Project Area has endemic pockets of ditterern crop insect 

and pests. Due to the poveitv of the Iarrn.rs. eftecnve control of th 
pest attacks in times of need become difficult. Besides, t1 coordinat 
and unified effort is required to control the pest other wise individuJl 
ffort will go waste. Therefore, effective control measures need to 
be ensured so as to make investment made in agriculturo sector 
pay assured returns. 

(b) The herds of wild boar 
mago tho standing crops b3dly 

not got any return from their labour 
urchaso two guns and nocossnrv butter 

by tho projoct stoff to wotch the fiol 

living in th 
uch th 
It 
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Horticulture 
It is necessary to wean the shifting cultivation aw 

from this pernicious method of cultivation and cover the denuded 
shifting lands with a canopy of various frurt bearing trees Hke jack 
fruit, mango, tamarind, cashew, etc. and other forest species of 
economic importance like bamboo, Karanja and firewood species. 
In these proposed plantations in the initial years, tho farmers would be 
allowed and assisted to take up inter cropping and the usufruct right 
in these plantations has to be vested w.th the actual growers. 

In the backyards and in suitable sites where irnqation can b 
provided mixed orchards rnsv be established by supplying quality 
planting materials, required fertilizer and other inputs and incentives 
to the beneficiary families. 

In suitable sites under the shed of jack fruit and m Jnao trees. 
various spice crops like black pepper, c rrd rmom, ginger, turrnenc 
and coffee may be grown. This would give coco incorn .... 

A Horticulture-cum-Agriculture Demonstration Centre has been 
established earlier in a central'place close to the Project headquarters 
with a view to carry out various demonstrations, raising nurser: 
and training of the local farmers on various developed methods of 
cultivation of high yielding crops, vegetables and orchards This ha 
to be further mtensified. The centre has to be fenced, developed 
and maintained properly. A farm house has to bo constructed to 
provide space for tho plough bullocks, attendants and storage of 
godown etc. 

To assist the aqnculture officer in the field, five field attendant 
have been appointed Those are to be connnuod and atluast tw 
moro such attendants may be appointed to execute 
in the notd. Each of them should be kept 1n charqe or tnroe to tour 
villog 

Training 
It ia proposed to train 10 tn 

hornculturol oporiu1onc; Th 
Off,cor of thB Auoncy Tt 
r Somlllgud 
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agricultural practices. During the period of their training they will 
be paid Rs. 6 per day regularly for 1 0 months. In addition they 
v.. ill be paid Rs. 50 to meet their bus tare and pocket expenses. 

Land development and ~oil Conservati on 
Land development ana reclamation 1s an important item of 

development. As mentioned earlier there has been high 
incidence of shifting cultivation because of the hilly and undutatlna 
landscape and non-availability of adequate flat lands for settled 
cultivation. To wean the people away from the harmful practices 
of shifting cultivation necessary steps should be taken to encourage 
them to take the settled cultivation by reclaiming and developing and 
terracing the foot-hills. While doing this, there should be integrated 
approach in which co-operation is needed of the forest department 
for the development of forests at hill-tops, of the horticulture dep art 
ment for the plantation of fruit-bearing trees in the intermediate 
slopes and of the agriculture and soil conservation departments for 
the developments of terraces in the lower slopes and reclamation of 
lands in the valleys. Undulating up lands and other shrubbery lands 
belong to individual households msv be developed. Priority may be 
given to terrace the backyards of the individual households where 
they can have kitchen garden and grow spices, chilly a nj ging 3r 
for own consumption as well as for sale. While tlking up Lnd 
development, reclamation and terracing works, the landless and 
marginal farmers may have precedence over others an gathering 
benefits from such developmental activities 

In the Project area, the streams have been converted to terraced 
paddy fields in which the water 1s allowed to flow throughout th 
year. During heavy rains the flood water washes away the bunds of 
the paddy plots. deposits on them a thick layer of stones and pebbl 
transported from the hills and causes serious darnaqs to th 
crops. It is, therefore, proposed to develop sound drainage system 
repair the bunds and reclaim such damaged paddy fields. At important 
points stone bunds and diversion wears of permanent mture may b 
constructed. Other soil conservanon measures hka contour bundrn U• 
ullv control, welter harvesting structures. plantatlon of sisal et 
lso sugaestod for checkmn hoovv soil erosion at 
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Since the inhabitants are accustomed ro the works of reclamation 
which they do almost every year for their own lands they should be 
involved in this work and with people's participation which would be 
readily available for this work vast improvements can be achieved in 
this sector of development. 

Animal husbandry and fishing 
The Bondos and the local inhabitants have an inherent aptitude 

for rearing cattle, goats, sheep and these animals thrive well in this 
region since enough grazing lands are available. Possession of 
cows gives a social status to the owner in addition to its 
economic importance, being used as drought animals. More over 
cows are given as bride-price. These animals are used as sacrificial 
animals in various rituals. The Bondos take beef, meat and pork. 
Feasts arranged on occasions of marriage are unthinkable without 
beef and meat. They get extra income by selling their enimats 
and by lending their bullocks or cows for drought purposes to other 
farmers on an annual rent of about Rs. 60 per head. Animals are 
given to co-villagers for utilising the community labour for various 
agricultural operations by individual farmers. Goats are bartered for 
winter cloths and dancing ornaments (anklets). 

The strategy concerning the development of Animal Husbandry 
should cover the programme of muftipfication of cows, goats, sheep 
and pigs and upgradation of these animals through natural service by 
the supply of graded jersey bulls, rams and bucks. The local poultry 
birds should be upgradod by supply of improved cockrsls. 

A sizeable section of the population comprises either tandl 
families and marginal formers and alternative avenues of riverihooa 1 

very much limited in the area, it 1s proposed to supply two h 
and four goats or sheep to every family and o pair of bulfo 
farmers. In suitable cases two pairs of heifers or on 
and eight goats or sheep can be supplied. It rs at 
uppJy six units of milch antmals to SJX individual 

village and two units to the Ashram School stucen 
to tho project headquarter 
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In the Project area there are many perennial streams which are 
the main source of water supply to irrigate the terraced field laid out in 
the valleys. Since water is available in poofs the duckery programme 
may be useful. It is therefore proposed to introduce duckery among 
some selected farmers with possibilities of expansion depending 
upon its success in the area. 

It is proposed to set up one Live Stock Breeding Demonstration 
Centre attached to the Horticulture-cum-Agriculture Demonstration 
Centre already set up close to the project headquarters. The idea is 
to demonstrate to the local inhabitants about the feasibility of goat and 
sheep breeding and piggery in the area. The claves, kids and piglets 
from the centre can be distributed among the focal inhabitants. 
Further, in the same Centre fodder development can also be 
demonstrated. This centre will serve the venue for organizing 
training courses on animal husbandry for local people and also 
will create employment opportunities for the enthusiastic Bonda 
youths in the management and a marketing of animal products in the 
locality as well as in the neighbouring areas. 

To make the Animal Husbandrv programme a success certain 
difficulties and problems have to be overcome. The breeders 
may not have any cattle shed and may be in difficulty in settin 
up such sheds. In this case necessary assistance msv be provided 
for the construction of cattle sheds. The villaqers do not know 
how to collect paddv and wheat straws from crop fields during 
the harvest time. Their habit is to burn the straws. In such 
situation they mly be pursusded and even assisted initially to 
collect the straw ond store them for feeding the cattle in th 
period of scarcity. 

The Bondos donot bother much to provide extra feed to th 
cattle other than natural free grazing. The usual practice in t 
respect is th:lt they take out tho cattle to the nearby 
grazing late in the day and bring thorn back home in th 
In such o situation the cattlo got very httlo time for 
ufficiontly The broodors mav b-0 oorsu rded to lot t 

for o long or poriod of ume. 
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During the period from January to May the Bondos do not 
bother to herd the animals including the goat and sheep. In 
this season they are let loose to graze wi.hout any herder watching 
them. Ma nY anima Is are stolen or kilred or lost during this 
period. Moreover the stray cattle cause damage to the crops 
grown in the rabi-surnmer season. It is, therefore, necessary to 
Persuade people to change this practice in the interest of those 
farmers who have taken to vegetable growing and rabi 
cuttivation. 

The barter system is in vogue in the Bonde Society, for 
example, goats are bartered for winter clothes. Another channel, 
through which a large number of the stock get diminished, is by 
kHting the animals for meat to celebrate special social and ritual 
occasions. The animal breeders among the Bondos may be 
approached with convincing proposals to use the animals sparingly 
without any C:etriment to the advancement of the programme. 

Fishing 
The Machhkund river ffows in the south-eastern border o 

the project area touching the vilrage boundaries of Sindhigud .... , 
Khalguda, Patraput and Tuseipada. After the construction of th 
Chitrakonda Reservoir, inhabitants of these villages have taken to 
fishing in the reservoir as a subsidiary source of income and sell 
the fish at OnkadaUy daily market situated at a distance about 15 
Kms. For further improvement and higher return it is 
to equip them with sufficient nets and boats and for 
equipments financial assistance need be given to them as 
with subsidy from LAMPS. So far as the marketing aspect • 
concerned, there would be no problem. The fish caught daH 
can be collected at the sub-centre of the LAMPS situoted at 
Patrapara and transported to Onkadally, Mudullpsda and Khauou 
for sale. 

Irrigation 
TradltlonatJy irrigation in t. 

mcinly bv ch"'nnolising the runrun 
treams by providina cross bun 
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the streams. Due to this advantase the focal formers are used to 
the cultivation of a long duration local paddy by the method of 
transplantation. Seedlings are raised and uansplanted by the end 
of April and harvested during December. But due to the heavy 
downpour in this area these traditional cross bunds get washed 
away requiring the poor farmers to provide for annual maintenance 
and repair. Here the Agency should come forward to assist the 
individual farmers. 

Of the numerous small perenniaf streams, mention may be made 
of two important streams namely-the Biswakund river and the 
Banapacheri Nala with their tributaries serving the main drainage 
system in the area. Lift points car. be constructed at many 
places along with river and the water can be lifted to irrigate 
the cropped area. In rnanv places cross dams may be constructed 
for the same purpose. One such lift point can be constructed at 
Patraput on the Biswakund river which would bring about 100 hect. 
of land under perennial irrigation. Similarly at another point over 
Banapacheri Nala a lift point can be set up at Nuaguda (Bodopada} 
to provide irrigation to about 50 hect. of land. As there is no 
electricity, diesel pump sets can be installed and water can be lifted 
and channelised to the fields of the individual farmers. 

In the project area there ,s much scope for going in for irrigation 
dug-wells (both individual and community dug-wells) since tho water 
is available at a hiqhe: level (even within 10 feet depth at certain 
places). By now, 10 dug-wells have been successfully sunk in 
the area and thore is scope for about 100 more of such dun-wstls. 
More over, it may be pointed out that on account of lar 
deforestation in the area, the streams ore gradually dri 
becomming seasonal onlV and in manv places th 
been converted into terraced paddv fitll •...... 
changes the nansplantetion of paddy soedlin 
the month of March are now taken uo after th 
of June and consequently tho h 
by one or two months cousin 
Iarmors. This nocossltatod for 
urpo 
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Since the s0;1 is very corous with fess water retaming capacity 
Irrigation from tanks would not be successful in ths area. f n the 
past a tank had been constructed close to the Horticulture.cum 
Agri_culture Demonstration Centre at Dantipada. But it faHed to 
hold water due to the high porosity of the soif. 

It is quite possible to provide irrigation to about 100 acres more 
in the Project area including 150 to 200 acres under the ayacut of 
dug-weJfs, 350 acres under proposed Patraput and Nuaguda river lift 
projects and about 450 to 500 acres through diversion weirs, cross 
bunds over various seasonal perennial streams and water courses. 
However, it is necessary to carry out a complete survey in the area 
to assess the extent of rand which can be brought under cultivation 
and identify the places where Jih points can be sat up and cross 
bunds to be built for irrigation purposes. Sufficient provision of funds 
should be made in the Project to conduct surveys and make an 
exact assessment of agricultural potentialities of the area. 

rt is quite encouraging to note that there has been qualitative 
improvement in the agronomical practices of the local farmers wher 
itrigJtion potentials have been created. The farmers, under the avacurs 
of various dug-weirs, cross bunds and diversion weirs have taken up 
double and in some places multiple cropprng raising various crops 
and vessrables including high yielding varieties of paddy during 
Khsfl/ and wheat, potato, pease and other vegetobfes in rabi season. 
If more irrig ,tion facilities can be provided and water supplied fr 
n inducement, the farmers would ce"ainly raise many crops and wouf 

be able to raise their income level considerably very soon. 

Redemption of debt 
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therefore, remain in debt in perpetuity. This ultimately leads to debt 
bondage (Goti) and transfer of productive assets including cultivable 
land, jack fruit and seteo trees belonging to the debtor to the 
possession of the goti showker by way of mortgage 

It is difficult to assess the extent of indebtedness since the 
indebted families do not come forward voluntarily to inform the 
position out of fear of economic intimidation and of the physical 
torture (even possibly of being murdered) by the showksrs. The 
Gotis who reveal the names of their showkers loss all support and 
help from them and incur their wrath throughout life. 

A proper study of the problem is necessary and the bonded 
labourers need to be identified and released and the mortgaged 
assets restored to them enabling them to lead an independent life. 
This is possible only when the measures of debt redemption are taken 
by way of payment of loans to showkers from specia I fund provided 
to the project for this purpose and at the same time rehabilitating 
the gotis by providing income-generating employment opportunities 
and supply of consumption loans in time through institutional 

• financing organizations. 

In the mean time about 100 cases of debt bondage (goti) 
including unmarried girls and more than 150 cases of mortgage 
of productive assets have been identified. Out of which 71 bonded 
labourers have been released and their productive assets have been 
restored to the debtors by pursuading the showkers and paying 
back the old and outstanding loans to them under the provisions of 
debt redemption . 

Small Scafe Rural Industries Weaving/Knitflng 
Traditionally, every Bondo woman weaves her loin cloth locally 

known as Ringo with the help of a small tension loom. The colou 
red mill made yarns which are required for weaving are purchased 
from tho markets ond from the local Domb women traders. Th 
of a pieco of Ringo is two foot In length and oiaht inch 
nd the process of weaving is very si mpl .••. 
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It is proposed to improve the traditional skill of weaving and make 
this craft a commercial enterprise. The Bonda women can without 
doubt pick up improved techniques of weavinq provided looms and 
yarns are supplied and proper training is given to them in weavinq for 
large-scale production of clothes on commercial basis. The helpless 
widows, housewives of landless families, unmarried girls released 
from debt bondage and convicts who have returned home after 
their term of imprisonment would be selected on priority basis to be 
assisted under this scheme. 

It is further, proposed to introduce knitting among the Bondo 
women by supplying them required materials like-wool, niddfes, 
clothes thread, etc. The training would be provided initially by 
the enthusiastic ladies of the official colony at Mudulipada and the 
lady workers incharge of Non-Formal Education Centres. 

The supply of raw materials and marketing of the produce will 
be undertaken by the LAMPS which is already set up at 
Mudulipada. 

Bee•keeping 

The Project area is congenial for apiary industry in the sense that 
there is considerable flora ,n this region. Apiary industry not only 
yields apiarv honey but also helps pollination of Jgro•horticultural 
crops with consequent increase in yield to the extent ranging from 
5 per cent to 20 per cent. Thus the benefits are both direct and in 
direct. The average yield from a bee colony is over 5 years. Thi 
may go up if the environmental condition in the area is tcvourabl 
and the management of the bee colony is proper. 

It is intended to get the services of one Instructor to train som 
Bondo youths in the man:gement of bee-keeping and take up thi 
industry in a few compact group of villages by providing necessary 
inputs including beo boxes and accessories, and bee colonies. 
During the training, the Bondo youths would be paid Rs. 6 per day for 
30 days. The training should be imparted at MudutipodJ Ashmm 
School so that the tribal boys reading in the school 
troined simultaneously Somo boo boxes should also 
to the Ashram School 

.. 
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Training in other crafts 
In the Project area and the neighbouring block area, there lS a 

demand for skilled labourer and artisans like-pump drivers/mechanics, 
carpenters, masons, brick I ayers, tatlo. s, etc. It is proposed to en 
courage Bonda youths to undergo training in such crafts by giving 
them schota, ship during the t. aining period and supplying them with 
sets of tools for carrying on the crafts independently. 

Housing Programme 
The Bondos generally construct their houses with locally 

available materials including thatching grass known as Piri. The walls 
are made of mud and there is no ventilation at all. The thatching 
grass which was once abandantlv available in the forest has now 
become very scarce due to the gradual depletion of the forest and 
increasing demand for such materials from the plains. Many houses 
go without being thatched for want of thatching grass. Moreover, 
the fire hazards which are of frequent occurrence cause large scale 
destruction to houses in the area. It is, therefore, proposed to provide 
financial assistance to the Bondos particularly to the poorest families 
for construction of well ventilated fire proof houses. 

There are quite a large number of old and helpless men and women 
and helpless orphans in different villages. About 20 helpless aged 
persons from the nearby villages of Mudulipada, Pade,guda and 
Bandhuguda are already in receipt of old age pensions. Efforts are 
being made for sanction of this benefit to 100 more person 
shortly. Most of them are house less. It is therefore. proposed to provide 
necessary assistance for the construction of common dormitories 
for such helpless persons and orphans in some suitable villages. 
To start with one such dormitory may be constructed at Mudulipgda, 
where there is a sizable number of such persons. 

Dress and Ornament 
The Bondos show exquisite skill in making various ornaments 

by using ordinary grass, which they use in their head and in other 
parts of the body. The musical instruments which they use at th 
time of singing and doncing are all of their own creation and mad 
of locally available rnatenals. These handicrafts are very s1mpl 
but require groat sklfl in making them and are very attractive to look ot 
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They use scanty clothes. The women, young and old, wear only 
their hand woven Ringa of 2· long and 8" wide around the waist. 
The Ringa is so short that it does not even touch the knees and does 
not make a complete round around the waist. The upper part of the 
body is kept uncovered by any cloth. But profused quantity of neck 
laces, neckrings and beads are used which make them rook very 
graceful and dignified. 

The men also use very scanty clothes. A narrow piece of cloth 
passing between the thighs and tucked to the waist string covers the 
genita Is only. But many Bon dos like to wear tailor- made shirts as 
the upper garments. 

According to the modern standards of dress the Bondo attire 
appears to be very primitive. In fact when the Bondos particularly 
the women section of the tribe visit weekly market centres they are 
usually laughed at. Even some of the so called civilized peopl 
and reformists insist to cloth the Bondos in the modern style. But 
the problem of dress is one over which we should be reasonable, 
flexible and tactful. It is no use merely to criticise and look down upon 
the dress and custom of the tribal communities and at the same time 
we should not try to check the change which is coming everywhere, 
even in the remotest places in the life way of the tribal people. 

Mahatma Gandhi once remarked, when some of his followers 
in South Africa complained to him about African nudity "when a large 
society follows a particular custom. it is quite possible that the custom. 
is harmless enough even if it seems highly improper to the members 
of another society". In another context late Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru 
remarked, "we would do well to approach tribal custom with humility 
and respect, and not judge it by our own standard". 

The problem of dress ls a matter on which we can not lay down 
any law. We need to understand the problem in its proper perspectiv 
nd we must build up a genera I atmosphero of respect for tribal 
traditions and the artistic sonslbihtv which express themselves in dr 
nd ornomentatlon. In this cnso overy one should feel happy t 
that the Bondos take up dross of modorn style so th1t doconcv i 

maintDined end tho process of thoir intogration with tho rest of th 
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nation becomes quicker. Against this background our aim should be 
not to rest content with things as they are, but to help them to evolve 
a form of dress which would be more artistic, more attractive and 
more appropriate. 

It may be pointed out that out of about 3,000 Bonda women 
one woman has started wearing a saree and she has been elected as 
Sarpanch of a Panchayat. It does not matter whether it is a single 
case or many such cases showing change in dress pattern. But it 
has shown that change can be effected even in the hardest core of the 
culture and tradition if the people concerned are approached with 
humility and respect. This singular case wirl serve as the change 
agent to multiply such changes in the society to which she belonqs, 

II. Infrastructure development and social service support 
For speeding up the socio-economic development, basic infra 

structures like-schools (both formal and non-formal), growth centres 
and communication network, market and credit orga nrsation, rural 
health centres and rural dlinking water-supply, rural electrification, 
manpower resources and training will have to be planned in an inte 
grated fashion keeping in view the special conditions of the project 
area. Since there is no required infrastructure to fall back upon, it is 
proposed to take necessary steps for the development of various 
infrastructures which are spelt out below. 

Education (Including formal, non-formal) 
In the project area there are 8 single teacher Lower Primary 

Schools located in such villages as Andrahal, Bodobe], Du muripada, 
Dondapada, Parraput. Kirsanipada. Pindajangar and Dantipada which 
are run by the Education Department and as one Ashram School at 
Mudulipada which is run by the Harijan & Tribal Welfaro Depart 
ment. Residential accommodation for 160 boarders is avallabl 
only in the Ashram School 

These conventional educational institutions in the Bondo halls 
nctioned over lost two decades have very m:uginal Impact on t 
ducotional advancement of The Bondos The literJcy level 
ono down from 2· 1% in 1961 to 1 4~ in 1971 us per Census 1 
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and 1971 resc ectlvelv. 1 his means that the level ot Iitera c. v has 
decreased considerably in course 1lf a decade and the local inhabitants 
continue to remain unaffected by the general literacy programme. 

In view of the above, education as an infr .:structure should be 
given the highest priority so that the Bondos must be enabled to 
appreciate the various developmental programmes and adopt them 
for their advancernont at the qulckost time possible. 

The we ikest points and problems concerning educational 
development lie in the conventional educational structure like the 
existinq single teacher schools without school buildings and teachers' 
quarters, use of Oriya an alien language as the medium of instruction 
at the el srnentarv stage of education and in the usual stereotype 
school timings as are followed universally everywhere. These practices 
should be dispensed with as quickly as possible. Ignoring the general 
norm of fixed puprl- teacher-ratio every Primary School shou Id be 
manned with atleast two teachers. School buildings and teachers· 
quarters should be constructed and the local dialect should be used 
as the medium of instruction atleast up to third standard. Atleast 
two pairs of dress, free text books and other reading and writing 
materials and free mid-day meals should be supplied to arr the students. 
School timings and ve cations should be suitably chalked out in 
consonance with the seasonal calendar of activities and in consulta 
tion with the people. 

Further, since there Is no linkage betwean the long term conven 
tional literacy promoting educational programme and creation of 
necessary awareness among the people for pro:noting changes in 
the short term, there should be a comprehensive non-formal and 
citizenship education progremme aiming at providing with o fram 
of reference for perceiving clearly the intent and content of various 
protective measures and developmental proqrarnrnes. Here. tho 
elements of education will have to be picked up which would er 
wareness in and increase absorption capacity of the community 
the developmental innovation .•. 

•• 

• 

It is proposed to sot-up Non-Formal 
poolnting husbond-wrte tonm to rem 
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would serve JS catslvstic agents of change and work in harmony with 
the community for its woll-beinq. The choice of women workers 
for educating the sm3I1 tribvl children is indispensable. Since they 
alone, as experience suggests, can impart citizenship training and 
inform the virtues of cleanliness, evil effects of alcoholism, demerits 
of envy, irratloml expenditure on social obligation t n:i magico 
religious practices connected with the treatment of ailments, etc. 
These lady workers can mobilise the village female folk to propagate 
vegetable grow:ng, the change in food habits and in dress pattern. 
In this rnalr.ria endemic zone in which adequete modical facilities 
are lacking these lady workers can function as health educators 
as well and extend first-aid in minor cases of injury, indiqesticn and 
stomach trouble, cough and cold, fever end headache, etc. So far 
six such Non-formal Education Centres have been set up one 
each at Bandhuquda. Poderquda. Kirsantp.ida, Andrah il. Bodopada, 
Khalquda and ,t is proposed to open 10 more such centres covaring 
some important villages such as-s-Bandiqude. Mudulipada, Dantipada, 
Tulcqurarn. Bodbel, Dumuripada, Bodopada, Kichapsda. Gopurp ida 
and GoyigudJ. 

•• There should be specie' recruitment for teachers. Suitable and 
willing candidates with a missionary zeal should be Picked up and 
posted on a long term basis atleast for five years and given 
necessary support and assistance to work eftectivelv. lf necessary 
in particular cases the prescribed minirnun quahticouon should b0 
relaxed. Frequent transfer should be avoided. For better co-ordi 
nation in the entire educational efforts taking into consideration the 
special probloms in Bondo hills, it is necessary that Pnmary Schools 
which function now under the management of the Education Depart 
ment are brought undor the control of the Project Loader. Similarly 
for a very high and intirnato degrees of supervision of the activities 
of tho Ashram School the Project Leader of the Bondo Development 
Agency should be allowed to play an active part in the monagement 
of this school. Unless some such special devices are made to tackl 
the prob I oms which oro specif Ic to the Bon do hills, the spread of 
ducatlon amonq tho Bondos and improvement in allied ospects will 

f 0nlJJO ry 111 wrldern 
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Road communication 
One of the important reasons for the existing backwardness of the 

area is the lack of adequate communication facilities. In the project 
area there is a fair-weather road of 13 Kms. connecting Khairiput with 
Mudulipada, the Block Headquarters and the Project Headquarters, 
This road passes through high hills and mountainous terrain and is 
maintained by the Executive Engineer, Project Division, Koraput out 
of earlier grants received from the Bonda Development Agency. It 
needs improvement to make it all-weather [eepable road to Muduli 
pada, by providing surface painting and partial grounding over the 
carriage way in the steep ghat sector from 0/0 Km. to 7 /0 Kms. towards 
Khairiput. 

Another road of about 12 Kms. connecting Mudulipada with 
Andrahal. another Grama Panchayat headquarters through village 
Bodbel is under construction and made fit for all-weather vehicular 
traffic. It would open up an area having more than half of the Bonda 
villages which have remained cut off from the outside world. 

Besides the above seven villages namely Mudulipada, Peder 
guda, Seleiguda, Kirsanipada, Bandhuquda. Ban:Hguda, Dantipada and 
Bodopada have already been connected by jeepable road and these 
road projects were executed by the Bondo Development Agency. 
Further, the road connecting Mudulipada with Bondapada, Seleiguda 
with Pindajangar and Bodopada with Durnuripada, Patraput with 
Sindhiguda via Khalguda and Bondapada with Tuseipada are under 
construction by the Bonda Development Agency. 

The Mudulipada-Bondapada road which is now under con 
struction may be extended up to Patraput, an emerging growth centr 
located in the border between Orissa and Andhra Pradesh. One 
this road is made [eepable the importance of the border villages would 
bo enhanced and becomo an lmportant business centr 

• 
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The above mentioned arterial and link roads which would connect 
various interior villages with Project, Police station, Hoalth Centres 
and Block headquarters to facilitate easier contact with people 
and quicker dissemination of inforrnstlon about developmental projects 
and results of demonstration among them, easy travel by Government 
officers for the supervision of development activities, taking up 
immediate measures during health hazards, easy transportation of 
various inputs, distribution of essential commodities, procurement of 
surplus agriculture and minor forest produce, efficient maintenance of 
law and order and enforcement of various protective legislations. 

Co-operation (Credit and Marketing) 
So far as Credit-cum-Marketing structure is concerned, a 

LAMPS has already been set up with headquarters at Mudulipada 
since 1977 with a view to provide all services like-all credit needs 
including loans for production and consumption purposes and for 
social needs, marketing of agricultural and minor forest produce, 
supply of inputs and consumers commodities. The LAMPS has two 
retail sale-cum-procurement sub-centres located at Mudulipada and 
Patraput in Muduhpada and Andrahal Gram Panchayats respectively. 
The LAMPS is affiliated to the Koraput Central Co-operative Bank I 
(Jeypore) for short-term and medium-term financing. 

In the Project area, traditionally the inhabitants borrow at 
50 per cent and 100 per cent rate of interest for cash and kind loan 
(food grains) respectively mainly for consumption purposes an 
to meet the social needs like arranging feasts during celebration of 
marriages, funeral rites, payment of bride-price, performance of 
magico-rehgious rites for the treatment of aliments and transpornn 
the dead body to Malkan9m for post- mortem and for treatment of 
soverlv injured persons. Very few among them borrow for pro 
nve purposes. After tho organisation of the LAMPS, the n 
have been advanced short-term and modium-terrn credit fo 
consumption and production purposes. But Ilnancme for 
oc,al needs as mentioned above have not b 

rosult of which tho members are compell 
howkars for loon to meet such urgent n 
it ,s suooostod to oxoand tho credn ccnvrties of tho LAMPS. so as t 
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cater to the above mentioned needs of its members as and when 
required. The repayment would however be made in instalments 
without payment of any interest which may be subsidised by the 
Agency. 

Further, since food grains are borrowed mainly for consumption 
purposes at 100 per cent rate of interest and there 1s a demand among 
the members to get kind loans from the LAMPS. It is suggested to make 
provision for procurement of sufficient food grains for advancing 
such loans at a nominal rate of interest at 25per cent, which the loaness 
can pay without much hardship. 

Besides providing credit, the LAMPS through its sale-cum-procure 
ment sub-centres supplies various consumers articles and procures 
surplus agricultural and minor forest produce. It may be mentioned 
here that the Bondo hills are not only a primitive and backward tribal 
pocket but it is also a hill area. One of the important features of hill 
areas is higher cost of essentia I goods and services and lower market 
price of produce, the reason being poor infrastructural facilities 
and inadequate communication and transport facilities. In 
such a situation terms of trade are most unfair. Inadequate trans 
port facilities, high cost of transportation of goods to the plains and 
lack of suitable marketing facilities have resulted in producer 
getting low prices for their produce. On the other hand, for almost 
similar reason, the people in the Bondo hill have to pay exorbitant price 
for what they require in their daily life. Under these circumstances 
the need for subsidising the cost of transportation needs no emphasis. 

As mentioned earlier, there are two sub-centres of the LAMPS 
now working in the Project area. It is proposed to open two more sub 
centres-one at Andrahal Gram Panchayat headquarters and the other 
at Khairiput in view of the special circumstances. In the absence of 
any storage facilities ot Khairiput, commodities on transit either from 
Jeypore to Mudulipada or from Muduhpada to Jevpore are kept in 
charge of private persons in a very unsafe and risky situation till their 
transportation is arronged. Further, it 1s necessary to keep th 
proposed sub-centre open on every weekly market thot is, Sunday 
t Mundiguda so that the consumer articles can be sold to tho Bon 

◄
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who visit the weeklv market and tne surplus produces can be purchased 
from them. It ls, therefore, proposed to construct three storag 
godowns-one each at Khairiput, Patraput and Andraml. 

By the end of 1982-83, 512 persons including 473 Sch. Tribes, 
19 Sch. Castes and 20 Other Castes were enrolled as members in th 
LAMPS. It is hoped that membership would increase more and more 
year after year and it is expected that all the households in the Bondo 
hills can be brought into the co-operation fold by the end of 7th Five 
Year Plan. However in order to achieve this goal it would be 
necessary to bring about some reform in the co-operative structura. 
The points on which more attention is to be given are that the LAMPS 
now works largely on no profit and no loss basis. In view of this it is 
necessarv to subsidise the establishment charge of the LAMPS and 
provide a reasonable mounting money as grant-in-aid towards the 
working capital for taking up vJrious activities. In addition to these 
financial requirements, it is necessary to simplify the procedures so as 
to ensble the tradition-bound and illiterate mass of Bonde population to 
take the help of the LAMPS with least difficulties. All our efforts 
should be made to see th3t the active and eligible members get their 
credit requirements at the earliest and are never harassed. Especially 
for the purposes of consumption and sochl needs the members should 
be given credit by changing procedures providing such assistanc 
There ore a good number of cnminsls and life convicts who are not 
eligible for membership in co-operative societies. These pnnciot 
should be relaxed for the Bon dos as a specia I case. The minimum 
prescribed age for enrolment should also be relaxed in the case of th 
Bondos because the custom prevalent among them 1s that a boy gets 
married even before he attains 18 years of age and leads independent 
life by living separately from his parents in his own house with h1 
wife who is much older in age than him In view of this, the age of 
his wife may be taken into considoranon rather than his tge wh,I 
admitting him to the co-operative fold. 

Supply of Drinking water 
The local inhabitants were u 

noarby hill streams for dnnkinq purpo 
Bondo Devolopment Agency undortoo 

to collect water from th 
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onstrucnon of dnnkln 
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water wells in a few villages and the virlagers were pursuaded by giving 
incentives such as; buckets to draw water from these wells for 
drinking purposes. This was quite successful. Even it is seen that 
the villagers of Khalguda use water for drinking purpose from an 
irrigation dug-well constructed at a distance in the aqricultural land 
since there is no drinking water well in the village. By now, 16 drin 
king water wells have been constructed including one in the Project 
colony and the rest 15 in 14 villages with two wells in Dsntipada and 
one each in villcges of Mudulipada, Bandhuguda, Seleiguda, Kirsani 
pada, Bandiquda. Bodopana, Tulaguram, Goyiguda, Bondapada, 
Tuseipade. Andrahal, Dumuripada and Patraput. In addition, it is 
proposed to dig 14 wells at the rate of two wells each in Kichapada, 
Pindajangar, Goyiguda and Katamguda and one well each in Khal 
guda, Sanuguda, Ramliguda, Tagbeda, Baunspada and Bodobel and 
four cisterns one each in Bandhuguda, Challanpada, Baraguda and 
Bode pada. This will cover all the problem villages and hamlets in 
the Project area under the minimum needs programme with 
particular reference to the safe drinking water supply. 

Health and village sanitation 
The Project area is prone to malarial fevers. According to the 

blood slide examination report of the Khairiput P.H.C. during the year 
1975- 76, one third of the fever cases were malaria parasite positive 
cases. Since the local inhabitants are habituated to smoking and 
taking tobacco, many of them suffer from prolonged respiratory 
diseases like pharvnqit.s and bronchitis In the long run, pharyngitis 
leads to rhecl matoid arthritis. Many people suffer from night blind 
ness and other deficiency diseases due to deficiency of Vit-A and 
Protein. Moreover, mt ny people suffer from skin diseases due 
to their dirty habits. Excessive addiction to alcoholic drink 
responsible for hapauns and gastritis. Bodily injuries which are 
unavoidable in a hilly terrain in the Bondo hills. Criminal activiti 
added considerably to the cases of injury and the wild animal 
lso play thoir rolo 1n this respect. From the r~gistor of th 

Govornment Ayurvedlc Dispensary at MudulipadJ for tho yonr 
1982, it is found that mora than one-third of tho patients suff 
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from malarial fever. The disease-wise percentage of patients is 
given below:- 

(1) Malaria fever 35% 
(2) Br. Asthma/Bronchitis/Ch. Lung diseases, cough 14% 

and cold 
(3) Gastiritis/Flatulence/lntestinol colic and hepatic 14% 

disorders • 
( 4) Scabies/Eczema/Ring worm and skin affections 11 % 
(5) Lumbago/Arthitis/Muscular pain and Traumatic 9% 

disorders 
(6) Abscess/Cut and Burn/Wound/Injury . . 7% 
(7) Diarrhoea/Dysentery/Sprain . . 4% 
(8) e. N. T. diseases . . 4% 
(9) Others . . 2% 

Very recently, the inhabitants depended largely on their 
magico-religious methods of treatment and the severely wounded 
and injured persons were carried to Khairiput or to Mathili P. H. Cs 
for treatment. • • 

In the Project a1 ea one Ayurvedic Dispensary has been 
established by the T. & R. W. Department since the year 
1952-53. But for some reason or other the Dispensary was 
defunct quite for some time past. After the Bondo Development 
Agency started functioning the dispensary was revived by posting 
a qualitied Ayurvedic Doctor and other staff. Medicines are bein 
supplied to the Medical Officer from the Agency funds for 
distribution among the patients in addition to its normal receipts 
from the Health Department. The Medical Officer in add,t1on to 
his normal pay is paid Rs. 100 extra per month from the A 
as honorarium for his services rendered by going to d1 
villages and attending to the patients and mobtlising the viii 
to be health conscious and to give up unclean habits. 
now observed that the Bondos are gradually bocomin 
health conscious and medical minded leaving their Jgo-old meenco 
religious oracuces of treatment. 
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Since the P. H. C. at Khairiput is located at a distance of 
more than 13 Kms. and the Avurvedic Dispensary is the only 
medical institution existing in the Project area ft is felt badly to 
strengthen it and make it well furnished and welt-equipped for 
providing better services to the community. Many Government 
employees are not willing to work in the Bondo hills because of non 
availtbirity of medical facilities. But the proposed improvements 
in the existing dispensary will certainly increase their confidence 
and they wilt be willing to accept the offer to come with their 
family and children and work in the area efficiently. 

It may be mentioned that the quarters of the doctor and 
attendant and the dispensary building which were deserted 60d 
dilapidated have been repaired and are now occupied by the 
staff of the Agency. It is, therefore, of urgent necessity to provide 
residential accommodation for the stiff of the dispensary and 
construction a six roomed dispensary buifding. 

There are some herbal and medicinal plants available in the 
forests. It is proposed to establish one herbs f garden in the 
existing Horticulture-cum-Agriculture Demonstration. centre at 
Dantipada where various herbal and medicinal plants could be 
planted under the supervision of the Medical Officer, for the 
benefit of the Bondos. 

Besides the Government Ayurvedic Dispensary there shoutd 
be three A. N. M. sub-centres located at MudulipJda, Andrahal 
and Patraput to take care of the chHdren and nursing mothers and 
to attend to the delivery cases in the inaccesslbte rural areas, 
Through these A. N. M. s various vaccines including rrlpbsl antigen 
etc. should be distributed regularly. Since the area is fuU of 
malaria patients, there should be atteast two Surveilance Workers 
permanently stationed at Mudulipada and Andrahaf for regular 
distribution of chloroquine tablets and taking blood slides for 
examination and aU the villages should be regularly sprayed with 
D. D. T. Health camps can be organised at different places in 
the i:,roject area and the services of the health specialists can b 
utilised in such camps for the treatment of special di 



At present, the post-mortem centre for this area is attached 
to Malkangiri Subdivisional headquarters hospital. The family 
and the relatives of the person who is murdered are required to 
transport the dead body to Malkangiri which is located at a 
distance of about 70 Kms. This distance is covered on foot and 
the carriage of the dead body involves huge expense on the part 
of the family concerned. Having no means at own sourc 
this situation invariably drives the family to _indebtedness and 
debt-bondage in perpetuity. In view of this, it is necessary that 
a post-mortem centre should be attached to the P. H. C. at Khairiput 
enabling the Bondos to meet the legal requirements at less cost. 

Rural ·Electrification 
So far, not a single village in the Project area has been 

electrified. The nearest electrified village is Khairiput which is 
situated at a distance of 13 Kms. from the project headquarters. To 
exploit the development potential of the project area and energize the 
proposed lift-irrigation points including duq-wslls effectively, the 
supply of electricity to the Bondo villages should be hastened on a 
priority basis at the earliest possible time. 

It may be mentioned here that in the Project area there are 
possibilities of construction of two Mini-Hydro Electric- Project at 
Sindhiguda and the other at Bodopada over two perennial streams. 
It is necessary to work out the feasibility of these schemes. 

Extension of Publicity 
The illiterate Bondos seem to have a narrow out look and 

limited world view and are very suspicious. For this reason it 
is difficult to persuade and convince them to take to better farming 
and toke active part in various developmental schemes executed 
for them. Therefore, to chanqe their mind and expand their 
vision and outlook it is proposed to supply T. V. 
to two Grama Panchavrt headquarter villages namely, Muduh 
pada and Andrahal under the audio-visual programmes, in o 
to acquaint the people with the rnodorn ways of livina. Th 
mpta scope for documentary film shows doplctln 

montol progrommos and innovations which aro boino carried out 
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by people elsewhere and their improved economic condition 
resufting therefrom. It goes without saying that audlo-vlsual 
shows have got immense educative value in as much as they 
stimulate change in the thought process of the rural fofk which 
would later give expression in action. 

Successful demonstrations and regular follow-up contacts 
with people would further convince th'} people about the utility 
of different developmental schemes. For this purpose it is 
necessary to equip the Project w,th a projector and documentary 
films and also arrange field visits and study-cum-excursion trip 
for the leading members of the Bondo community to some Agri- 
cultural - Horticultural farms and Soil Conservat,on Demonstration 
Centres and other developed areas in the outer world. 

Youth clubs can be organized and community centres cons 
tructed in different villiges and community listening radio sets, 
musical Instruments ond games and sports articles may also be 
supphed to them. Their songs and music should be recorded and 
played before them through tape recorders. Works of this nature 
would not only provide entertainment but they wiU also help the 
project staff to establish rapport quickly and extension would 
become more easier. 

Old traditional councils should be revived and strengthened 
and the traditional dignitaries and leaders identified and honoured 
by soliciting their participation in the exercises of plan formulation 
and execution of various developmental programmes. Meetings 
of such village heads should be organized frequently in different 
vilJages by rotation. AU these efforts would go a long way in 
decreasing the incidence of crime in the Bonde hills. 

Prevision should be made to depict various developmental 
programmes and activities of the Bondo Development Agency 
th. ough photoqr: phs. maps, charts. p'" mphlets and brochures 
etc. for wider publicity. 

It is proposed to take up tho study of the Romo. the langu1g 
spokon by the Bondos and prepare Bondo dtctiomrv, grammar 
nd primers for children of elementary standard. The publish 
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works on Remo language will enable many workers to learn it 
and as proficiency develops the communication gap which exists 
at present is done awJy with. 

Ill. Enforcement of Protective Legislations and 
Regulatory Measures 

Within the Bondo society, there is certain unevenness in the 
possession of the means of production. Wet-paddy lands in the 
valley, up-lands in the hill-slopes and swiddens higher up and 
homestead lands are often concentrated in the hands of a few 
households, the dominant lineage group of the village. Further, the 
rights on land and other means of production are still determined 
by customary tribal opinion. There is wide-spread prevalence of 
oral transactions of means of production. Only in 10 villages 
Survey and Settlement operations have been completed and the 
vast area of the high land is still unsurveved because the 
concerned villages threw up resistance by shooting arrows towards 
the survey staff in th\} past. Most often lands of poor Bondos 
are alienated by their Bondo showkers who charge exorbitantly 
high rates of interest (50 % for cash and 100 % for kind loans). 
The Bondo wage earners are never paid by their showksrs 
the minimum wage prescribed by the Government. 

Many of the Bondos are very ferocious, aggressive, revengeful, 
vindictive, criminal and unyielding to authority and above all 
very much indifferent towards human life. They dnnk heavily 
and are easily provoked. When drunk and intoxicated, they 
even forgot thoir social relations and become completely vindic 
tive and revengeful. The incidence of homicide is considerably 
high. 

Often the Bondo miscreants coming intoxicated with arms. 

plunder the woekly markets at Mundiguda, Govindnpalli, Mathili, 

B hejog uda n nd Onkadally. Some of thorn havo croated havoc 

both in various villages an Bondo hilts and in the neighbourin 
They take away domesticated animals ond crops from th 

on Ialso ploas (similnr to the wolf and the 1nm 
threatenina thorn with bow and arrows if counter cu 
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upon them. Even in the same villages, cattle of the weaker 
households and those of the window's are sometimes stolen and 
killed for meat, 

A good number of Bondos of Andrahal, Bodobel and Kotam 
guda are involved in illegal distillation of country liquor from 
Mohua flower, molasses and pulp of mango and jack fruit for 
sale at Onkadally dailv market and the concession to brew liquor 
for personal consumption is misused. All pursuations by personal 
contact to desuade them from this trade have effected no result 
so far. Further, availability of liquor increases the drinking 
propensity among them. 

The socio-economic life of almost all Bondo farming families 
revolves round the slash-and-burn type of cultivation by uncon 
trolled foiling of the trees and cleaning of the jungles on the 
hill slopes. Even the so called sbowksts having considerable 
area of wet-paddy land and up-lands practise it. Thus shifting 
cultivation is a major problem in the project area. The Bondos 
oppose vehemently when the idea of horticultural plantation and 
terraced cultivation is placed before them to adopt in the place 
of shifting cultivation. 

No developmental activity aimed at benefitting the Bondos 
will succeed unless the exploitation in its various forms as 
mentioned is eradicated and strict enforcement of the following 
protective legislations are made. 

(i) Regulation 2/1956 and OLR Act. provision (section 
22 & 23) on land alienation and restoration matters. 

(ii) Money Lending Regulation and debt relief measures 
in the scheduled areas. 

(ii,J Bonded Labour Act, Minimum Wages Act., Migrant 
Labour Act, and other Labour Welfare Measures 
benefitting the S. T /S. C. workers. 

(,v) Distribution of Agricultural land to the landless S. C./ 
S. T. persons under the provision of OGLS Act, and 
Rules. 

(v) Enforcement of the Civil Right Act and Untouchabltit 
Offence Act. 
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Programmes of land Survey and Settlement and preparatio n 
of Record-of- Rights and distribution of Patta to the tenant 
cultivators, prevention of land alienation. restoration of land 
already alienated, termination of practices like Bonded labour 
and review of Excise and Forest policy need special and immediate 
attention. Any attempt to bring about reform in these above 
mentioned evil practices is strongly resisted to the extent of 
shooting arrows towards the reformers or thresteninq to murder. 
The enforcement of various protective 1'3gislations and regulJtory 
measures would become more easier if some restrictions would 
be imposed on the Bondos for carrying bows and arrows and 
knives. They should be disarmed and should not be allowed to 
move with these weapons always except during the hunting 
and when they go to their podu lands to guard against the wild 
animals. Carrying weapons to markets and other plain villages 
outside their territory should be totally prohibited. 

Here it may not be out of place to mention the concensus 
view of some selected peace loving elderly Bondos taken earlier 
which revealed that the Bondos carry bows and arrows because 
of their suspicion that their own fellow men and kith and kin 
might attack them. In fact the Bondos are suspicious of one 
another and their criminal habit hos grown out of 1t. 

It is not true that all Bondos have a criminal bent of mind. 
The population may be divided into two broad categories. The 
minority group of the Bondos having revengeful and criminal 
attitudes and the majority group of the Bondos cornpnsinq 
widows, orphans and economically and physically handicapped 
families who are innocent and peace loving. These tnter group 
of submissivo end helpless people fall an easy prey to the former 
militant and aggressive group. In such a situation many crim 
are not reported for fear of death. Whon som i one is asked to 
move without arms, he happily welcomes the idea requesting u 
to see that their fellow beings equally unarmed. In a situation 
where suspicion is at its height ono fools naturally unsate to m 
without nrms when others are with arm .... 
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The Police-station at MuduJipada needs strengthening with 
sufficient staff equipped suitably to discharge their duties effici 
ently and all police staff be asked to stay at Mudulipada and 
visit different villages very frequently. By this, the criminal 
attitude and incidence of crime would undoubtedly be decreased 
and the Bondos would become more law abiding To save the 
innocent people, the Government's intervention in the lines 
suggested above is very much necessary without further delay 
and the Bondos should not be allowed any more to continue 
their savagery style of life. At this stage the protective and 
developmenta I functions cannot be kept separate under the 
narrow compartmentalization particutarty in view of the fact that 
in the new strategy elimination of exploitation has been a ccordod 
the highest priority. 

Administrative Structure and Personal Policy 
As pointed out earlier an autonomous body known as Bonde 

Devetopment Agency with headquarters at Mudulipada has been 
constituted and registered under Societies Registration Act, 1860 
since 1977 for effective and timely imptementation of various tim 
bound programmes. 

At the Project level, a Governing Body under the Chairman 
ship of Collector, Koraput; has been formed with the officials 
including tho Additionat District Magistrate as Vice-chairman, 
District Welfara Officer and District Veterinary Officer, Koraput: 
District Agriculture Officer, Jeypore, Subdivisional Officer and 
Assistant Registrar of Co-operative Societies, Malkangiri; Block 
Development Officer, Khairiput; Bankers including Chairman 
R. R. B., Jeypore; Secretary K. C. C. Bank, Jeypore; and non-official 
including M. l. A. Chitrakonda; Chairman, Khairlput block; and on 
local tribal leader as members and the Project leader, Bon 
Development Agency as Member-Secretary. The Governin 
body guide, supervise and review the programmes ond progr 
of the Agency during its meetings et tho project hcndquorter 
It hos got considerable adrninistratlvo and financial powor 
nd flexibility to make oltorotions 1n developmental plans wherever 
nd whenevor nocessnrv bJstna on tho fult - needs of the aro,, ~H 
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the local inhabitants. Various administrative and financia I powers 
have been delegated by tho Governing body to the Chairman 
and the Project Leader. 

Various developmenta I programmes of the Agency are 
generally executed through the project leader directly with the 
help of his subordinate staff as sanctioned by Government as 
follows 

Post No. Scale Remarks 

1. Project Leader 1 
2. Junior Agricul- 1 

ture Officer 
3. Welfare Extension 1 

Officer/J u n i o r 
Engineer 

525-1,300 
500-900 

In position 
Ditto 

400-750 Not filled 

4. Senior clerk-cum 
Accountant 

5. Junior-clerk-cum 
Typist 

6. Driver 
7. Amin 
8. Peon 
9. Chainman 

1 320--450 In position 

1 255-390 Ditto 

.. 

. . 

1 
1 
2 
1 

255-390 
240-340 
200-280 
200-280 

Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 
Ditto 

l 

In addition to the above sanctioned staff six Non-Form 
Teachers and five Field Attendants are working on consolidated 
remuneration. In addition, the Headmaster Mudulipada Ashram 
School, Veterinary Assistant Surgeon, Khairiput; Junior Engineer, 
in the office of the Rehabilitation Officer, Malkangiri; and th 
Medical Officer, Government Ayurvedic Dispensary; are renderin 
their services in supervising the educational institutions, anlrnal 
health care, various construction and works programmes directly 
executed by the Agency and attending the patients an their 
villages respectively in addition to their normal duties on part-tirn 
basis on payment of month Iv honorariurr 
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apt for a primitive tribe such as the Bondo highlanders. As the work 
in the Bondo hills involves links with the neighbouring areas and with 
a larger area the Project Leader to be more effective and should be 
taken as a member in the Khairlput Panchayat Samiti and in the 
District Development Committee. 

Dedicated and suitable officers fully committed to work in primi 
tive isolated pockets are to be selected and posted and in no case there 
should be any punishment posting. The qualification of the employees 
so selected to work in the tribal areas should be specially designed 
to suit the requirements of the developmental efforts meant for such 
areas. Special incentives such as special compensatory aflowances, 
ducational allowances and free residential accommodation have to be 

provided to all categories of employees working in the project area. 
• No doubt, these conditions are necessary to work among the primitive 

tribes in difficult terrain, But real success in work among them lies 
in the eight-point principles which the development personnel should 
follow. They are (1) Go to tho people, (2) Live among them, 
(3) Learn from them, (4) Love them, (5) Serve them, (6) Plan with 
them, (7) Start with what they know, and (8) Build on what they 
have. The creed of service based on these principles flow from 
within and not from outside of the workers. 

l 

Implementation of the Programme of Economic Rehabilitation 
in Rural Poor ( E. R. R. P.) and Integrated Development 

Programme ( I. o. P.) 
The Government have decided to launch o massive programm 

of economic rehabilitation of 10 poorest families in each v1tlag 
Immediately. Fo· this purpose, tho poorest family is defined os on 
which has no income yielding asset of any kind and its pnncipal mean 
of livelihood is wage earning and us income is belo 
Rs. 1,200 po, year. The objective of the programme is to ensure on 
nnual net income of not le 
poorest Iami'ios by providing sorn 
liko plantation or<',~, animal hu 
fishery nnd sericulnne and 
re. Further, It 1 

labourors under thl 
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Similarly another special programme is working now namely 
Integrated Rural Development Project {I. R. D. P.) with a view to 
generating additional employment and raise the income level of the 
identified target groups which comprise small and marginal farmers, 
share croppers, agricultural labourers. rural artisans and persons 
belonging to Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. The target 
fixed for this purpose is to develop 600 families per Block per year 
through intensive block level planning and development. 

Since the Bondos and Didayis are very poor and primitive and are 
unable to repav any loan component the Government have already 
decided to extend all benefits to the beneficiaries identified under 
E. A. R. P. and I. R. 0. P. programmes for their development at 100 
per cent subsidy to be met from the Agency funds available from 
Special Centra I Assists nrP. 

• 

• 

• 
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ANNEXL!RE I • 
• 

BRIEF DESCR_IPTION OF THE IM PORT ANT FESTIVALS 
OBSERVED BY THE BONDOS 

Chaita-Parab ( Giniva] 
The year begins with the commencement of the first festival 

cneue-oete». On this occasion the people go for annual hunt. 
It is observed for eight days. It commences on the first week 
of February-March. On this occasion, mango is ritually eaten for 
the first time and various crops like suan, ragi and paddy are sown 
ceremoniously both on the wet-land and Danqar-land. 

The festival starts usually on the second Tuesday in the 
month of February-March. But on Monday, eleven pairs of 
mangoes are tied on eleven places of the house, that is, abo 
the oven, near the Mu/dei (Ancestral-spirit), on the front yard, 
back yard etc. Only two pairs of mangoes with twigs are tied 
on the entrance of the house. Crab, dry fish, unboiled rice a 
cooked in a new earthen-pot by the head of the family after a 
purificatory bath. When the cooking is over these two pairs ,of 
mangoes are peeled and mixed with the food stuff. This stuff 
is served on eleven Siali-leaf plates for different ancestral spirits. 
Two more shares are served from the same stock-one for th 
spirit residing at the front door and the other for the spirit residing 
on the public street of the village. After invoking a red-colour >d 
fowl is sacrificed at the Mu/dei and blood is sprinkled finall 
over all shares to satisfy other spirits. The fowl is cooked alon 
with unboiled-rice and shared as sacramental food by the 
of the house. Mongo is eaten only after this ritual. 

On Tuesday afternoon, 
Pujsr! and Chai/an assernbl 
(Drum), bell-metal rin 
bison horn). This warn 
hold of the villngu to 
hunting Implements to 

the religious f unctionarios llko 
near Sindibor and play upon Oh 
Turi or Singhar ( Bugulo, mad 

ult malo mombors of each hous,i 
mblo noor th 
for hunt to th 
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may continue for days together until games are available. The 
party returns to the Sada; only when game is available. The day 
the party returns, game is not immediately distributed. It is kept 
for the next day. Prior to it the Pujari performs rituals to satisfy 
the forest deity. He offers unboiled-rice, sacrifices a fowl, sprinkles 
blood and throws blood-stained-rice on the head of each of the 
household. After appeasinc the deity the game is cut and equally 
distributed. No common cooking takes place. The ladies are not 
tabooed to share the game. Other than dancing and feasting 
no rituals take place for the rest of the days. 

On the last day, seeds of different crops like paddy, ragi and 
suan are car, ied in a basket by the head of each household to 
their respective field. The Pujari along with group of shamans 
reach on each individual plot. A portion of the swidden is 
be smeared with cowdung over which a lump of unboiled rice is 
placed. The shamans ward-off the evil-spirit with their bundle 
of peacock-feathers. The Pujari sacrifies an egg and 
throws it over the seeds in the basket and on the heap of 
rice representinq forest deity. After this ritual, seeds are ceremoni 
ously sown ofter clearing a portion of the swidden and the rest 
is mixed with other seeds. 

The Pujeri accomplishes his job for all the households within 
3 to 4 days. Each household contributes about one kilogram of 
unboiled-rice and a fowl. The Naik collects them. On the last 
day the entire collection is consumed in a communal feast. 

Bandafun-Parab ( Kurea) 
It is the second festival of the year, otherwise known as, 

kure« celebrated in the month of Sravana {July-August). When 
Ksngu (a type of wild rice). pumpkin (Kunda), orange (Ponglung), 
rum (Sariap) and wild roots (Lah/) ore eaten for the first time. 

• BurJung, the Earth-Goddess, is worshipped on this occasion to 
nsure bumper crops of Kangu for tho coming year. 
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It is celebrated commune fly for a day. tn front of the village 
deity, Hundi, a small clay platform with thatched roof, is made by 
the villagers. Building materials are brought by three unmarried 
girls. Seathes of Kangu are heaped over the roof. Other edible 
items are kept under the roof which represent B ursung. The 
Pujari and the shamans officiate on this occasion and invoke all 
the forest deities and spirits with long incanritlons. For each deity 
and spirit, one joss-stick is ablated and inserted on the heap and 
the shamans, present on the spot go into trance one after the 
other until finally the Pujsri himself gets into trance. Bursung is 
believed to appear before the Pujari. After regJining senses, a 
white fowJ ls sacrificed on the heap and drop of such sacrificlal 
blood is put on the forehead of each individual of the village. 

Head of each househoJd takes an hsnd-full of Kangu from the 
heap and mixed it with Kangu seeds, kept reody for sowing. 
At night cakes are prepared in individual houses and the night is 
spent in merry-making. 

I 

~ 

Dasara Parah ( Kumbuguda) 

The third festival is Dasara, otherwise known as 
Kumbuguda, celebrated only for a day, that is on Monday and 
observed communally in the month of Aswin (September-October). 
It is a new adoption to the annual fcstivol ca lend, r. The Bondo 
communally worship Pstkhends Mahaprabhu in th') rnornmq in a 
congregation. The Pujsri brings down the sword (representing 
Patkhanda Mahaprabhu) from the banyan tree. fl is washed with 
turmeric water and annointod with vermilion. Th , Pujari stand 
facing north and invokes Mahaprabhu with fold ad hands. Th 
Pujari recites Oriya version of incantations and invokes Durg 
and Mahaprabhu. His assistant (Son-Pujar,) throws turmeric water 
with a mango twig over the sword unnl the Pujar, comolot 
uttering Mantras. A litod fam~ is obla.ud 0'1ar the sword 
coconut is offered as Bhoga. Its WJte, ,:. consrd.: 
therof oro, sprinkled both on th 
banyan tree. The devot 
nd coconut as Bhoo» t 
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On the first day, that is on Tuesday, all houses are rituaUy 
cleaned. The inmates of each house git the mselve s purlfied by 
taking bath and putting on new or washed clothes. Rice, siadi 
fruits, beans and various roots are cooked 1n a new earthen-pot by 
the ladies and offered ritually to appease the ancestral spirits. 
This cooked food is also served in eleven leaf-cups in eleven places 
of the house. A pinch of incense powder along with vermilion is 
thrown on each leaf. The head of the household with folded hands 
solicits blessing of the ancestral-spirits. A red fowl, considered 
proper for the occasion, is sacrificed to appease the ancestral spirits. 

The consecrated food is not given to anv outside s other than 
the own members of the clan. By that the persons who receives 
such food is believed to be bew.tched by tho l lien cncestral-spirtr. 
ft is otherwise known as sorubbet (rice of the blood reictlone). 

In the afternoon, all assemble at the Sadar with a call from 
Pujen. He blows Turi (Bugule). At the second blow of the 
bugule all adult male members run to collect ~Puthes of the 
sago-palm tree. They come back wi h spathes ar.d start boating 
each other out of fun. It is believed the touch of such seethes 
makes them disease-free. It 1s alarming to soe oven 1f persons 
sustain injury out of fighting, rernzrn quite gay and chcoitul and 
excuse each other sportive lv. The victors, too reconcile by 
offering oenaom (rice-beer) to the victims. Tnrs SC4 no continues 
till evening. 

The night is spent in rejoicing and dencinq. Youn 
(Engem) and girls (Chhclar u) of d1ff eront clc ns g t A f rte · 
mix with each other. They exchango nco-boer r nd dr nc 

boys 
....• to 
her. 

On the Wednesday, the victors, 
feed pandorn to the victims. Tho 
rcJoicing and merry makjn,,,. 

On tho thud day, th;1t i 
Noik, Challen. Pujori 
villogors. Th 
m 
lovol 

ho won tho tug-of 
cond day 1s " I 

u 
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community with all sincerity. In the evening the young boys out o· 
their own fund feed the leaders, They go from house to house 
along with the drum-beaters and the shamans. The shamans sing 
song in chorus and touch broom stick made of peacock feathers 
at the roof of each house to ward off evil-spirits. The very touch 
of the peacock feather is considered purified and it protects the 
house from being ablazed. The night is spent in merry making 
to, the last five days. The invitees and guests exchange gifts and 
spend the days in merry making. 

Magha-Parab ( Susk) 
It is observed for two days, in the month of Magha ( January 

February) when all the crops are harvested and the grainaries are full. 
It is the biggest festival, observed on inter-village basis when Bara 
Jangar villages participate and ceremoniously eat the new paddy for 
the first time. 

Eight days prior to the observance of the festival, all the Nsiks 
of twelve villages come to Mudulipada, the capital of upper Bondo 
country with about 4 Kgs. of sun-dried rice and a fowl. These are 
presented to the Naik of Mudulipada. The Pujari of this village is 
called Patkhands Puleti who is believed to be the incarnation of 
Patkhanda Mahaprabhu. He, while receiving tho puja articles gives 
a point of vermilion on the forehead of each Naik of the village and 
thereby blesses thorn. Tho entire cost of the Puja is born by the 
villagers of Mudulipada, because Mahaprabhu resides in the village 
itself. From the common fund collected by the villagers of Muduli 
pada a brown-coloured go'.lt, d fowl and other such Puja accessories 
are purchased. 

Monday, which is the day of observance, the villagers including 
both males and females flock to the village Mudulipada along with 
their respective Naik with rncense-powdcr. mango-twigs, sweet 
meats and coconuts. The vow-takers too bring with them sacri 
ficial animals liko fowl and goat. 

After they arrive, the musicians and drum-beaters start doncint,· 
The Pujari aftor a purificatory both bo smears the front ynrd of hi 
house with cowdung und hoops up obout 8 Kgs. of sun .. driod r 
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over it. Two lumps of sun-dried rice are placed over Siali-leaf on two 
sides of the heap which represent Patkhanda and Hundt the Earth 
Goddess. The Pujeri stands with folded hands and chants incanta 
tion for an hour or so to solicit blessing from Patkhanda. Th 
shamans too, circumbulate the heap with chorus songs and peacock 
feathers toward off the evil-spirits. After this is done twelve fowl 
are sacrificed one after the other to satisfy Hundt. The sacrificial 
blood is sprinkled over the heap of rice. The Naik of each vitrage 
given leaf-cup-full of such consecrated paddy by the Bad Naik who 
in turn distributes to all the households of his village. This is mixed 
with the seed and sown afterwards when sowing operation takes plac ..... 
Immediately when the Bad Naik leaves the place after distributing 
paddy the ladies and the children rush to the spot joyously to collect 
left over paddy. It is believed such consecrated paddy if eaten, keep 
their health in tact. 

After that the Poler! alongwith the drum-beaters reaches the seat of 
Patkhanda Mahaprabhu. Before the assemblage, all the Nsiks 
select an able man to be their leader called, Raja. People are also 
asked to comment upon the performance of the Patkhanda Pujari. 
If the Pujari is found to be misfit he ceases to perform his duty 
further from the coming year and any one of his lineage is selected 
unanimously to officiate as Pujari. In case the previous on 
continues as the Pujeri, a new cloth is put as turban on his head. 

After this selection the Pujari climbs the tree, brings down th 
sword and places it at the trunk of the banyan tree. The sword is 
washed with turmeric water and twelve drops of vermilion repr 
nting twelve disciples of Patkhanda are put over it by the Pujafl. 
Paddy collected from each Naik is heaped up at the foot of 
the sword. The shamans in a group supplicate sun-dried rice over 
the winnowing fans and go into trance as and when they are spint 
possessed. Some of the shamans start dancing frantically when 
others are spirit-possessed. When this is over, the Pujori of 
Baunsopada village cuts the goat and throws the head on tho h 
The vow-takers too cut their animals and sprinkles bloo 
heap of paddy to satisfy Patkhando Mahaprabhu. It 1 

twelvo disciples of Patkhands are oppeased. To ap 
is to appease Patkhanda Mahaprabhu. 
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ANNEXURE If 

LIST Of BONDO KINSHIP AND OTHER Tt:Nt' 

(a) Kinship Terminologies : 
Ba Father 

, 

Jong 

Mang 

Ming 

lnger 

Silambou 

Gulainai 

Keka 

Umber 

Gusha 

Tata 

Tata 

Tata 

Kiaar 
lnkuin 

Unkur 

Kuni 

Simi 

lnding 

Wang 
Wong 

Mang 

.. 

. . 

Mother 

Brother 

Sister ( Elder) 

Son 

Daughter 

Baby 

Uncle 

Aunt 

Father's Elder brother 

Grand Father (Maternal) 

Grand Father (Paternal) 

Forefather 

Mother-in-law 
Father-in-law 

Husband 

Wife 

Youngor brother's wif 

Elder brother's wif 

Father' 
Moth __ , 

Elder brothor 
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Men •• Younger brother 

Bt.ycr - Brother 

Buyan •• Step brother 

Jah • • Grand mother ( Paternal) 

Jah ~ . Grand mother (Maternal) 

lklain - Grand son 

lklain .. Grand Daughter 

Arju •• Son-in-law 

Ukuin ••• Daughter-in-law 

Sadhu • • Wife's sister's husband 

Aan .. Brother's Daughter, Sister's Daughter 

Ningrem - Relative 

Sialambwai .. Marriage 

(b) Other Terminologies : 
Bah . . Head 

Chharma - Face 

Thuma .. Mouth 

Mah . . Eye 

Jimi .. Nose 

Chharma • • Forehead 

luntur .. Ear 

Khanafu . . Ear lobe 

Glne •• Tooth 

Lea • • Tongue 

Gulugu ...• Neck 
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Guda •• Back 

Give . . Chest 

Datukui . . Breast 

Titi . { Hand 

Titi .. Palm of hand 

Chhola .. Belly . 
Tinkurm - Eye lid 

Undusung •• Heel 

Jimi ' Nostril .. 
~ 

Sidigum •·• Jaw 

Kurtam . . Beard 

Osepnai . . To cool 

Melanai .. To dance 

Nagaisha .. To curs 

Ubrai .. To crop up hair 

Rajimana deminai .. To decide 

Banigum .. To decorate 

R angJaga ina i •·· To colour 

Gunai . . To dig 

Malorigo .. To deteat 

Susumdim ••• To dream 

Unol . . To drtn 



y 

r 

.. 
Tor 

To arind 

Rupsa .. 10 hid 

Soaiyam dernnt1i 

Susob . . To catch 

A - S... .,. rf An'\ ruo 'i •• 

Optti .. To jump 

.. To 
Playina flut 
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